The Psychological Foundations of Culture

wake, the unraveling of the molecular biology of
the gene and its regulation of cellular processes has
JOHN TOOBY AND LEDA COSMIDES
shown how many of the immensely complex and
INTRODUCTION: THE UNITY OF SCIENCE
functionally intricate mechanisms that constitute life
are realized in molecular machinery: the élan vital
One of the strengths of scientific inquiry is
turned out to be nothing other than this microscopic
that it can progress with any mixture of emfunctional intricacy. Most critically, Darwin showed
piricism, intuition, and formal theory that
how even the intricately articulated functional orsuits the convenience of the investigator.
ganization of living systems (then only observable
Many sciences develop for a time as exat the macroscopic level) could be explained as the
ercises in description and empirical generproduct of intelligible natural causes operating over
alization. Only later do they acquire reathe expanse of deep time. In so doing, he conceptusoned connections within themselves and
ally united the living and the nonliving into a single
with other branches of knowledge. Many
system of principled causation, and the entire diverthings were scientifically known of human
sity of plant, animal, and microbial species into a sinanatomy and the motions of the planets begle tree of descent. Darwin took an equally radical
fore they were scientifically explained.
step toward uniting the mental and physical worlds,
-GEORGE WILLIAMS, Adaptation and Natby showing how the mental world-whatever it might
ural Selection
be composed of arguably owed its complex organization to the same process of natural selection that
Disciplines such as astronomy, chemistry, physics, explained the physical organization of living things.
geology, and biology have developed a robust com- Psychology became united with the biological and
bination of logical coherence, causal description, ex- hence evolutionary sciences.
planatory power, and testability, and have become
The rise of computers and, in their wake, modern
examples of how reliable and deeply satisfying hucognitive
science, completed the conceptual unificaman knowledge can become. Their extraordinary
tion
of
the
mental and physical worlds by showing
florescence throughout this century has resulted in
how
physical
systems can embody information and
far more than just individual progress within each
meaning.
The
design and construction of artificial
field. These disciplines are becoming integrated into
computational
systems
is only a few decades old, but
an increasingly seamless system of interconnected
already
such
systems
can
parallel in a modest way
knowledge and remain nominally separated more
cognitive
processes-such
as
reason, memory, knowlout of educational convenience and institutional inedge,
skill,
judgment,
choice,
purpose, problemertia than because of any genuine ruptures in the unsolving,
foresight,
and
language-that
had supposedly
derlying unity of the achieved knowledge. In fact,
made
mind
a
metaphysical
realm
forever
separated
this development is only an acceleration of the profrom
the
physical
realm,
and
humans
metaphysically
cess of conceptual unification that has been building in science since the Renaissance. For exam- disconnected from the causal network that linked tople, Galileo and Newton broke down the then rigid gether the rest of the universe. These intellectual
(and now forgotten) division between the celestial advances transported the living, the mental, and the
and the terrestrial-two domains that formerly had human-three domains that had previously been disbeen considered metaphysically separate-showing connected from the body of science and mystified
that the same processes and principles applied to because of this disconnection-into the scientifically
both. Lyell broke down the distinction between the analyzable landscape of causation.
One useful way to organize this knowledge is as
static present and the formative past, between the
creative processes operating in the present and the a principled history of the universe. Starting with
geological processes that had operated across deep some characterizable initial condition (like the Big
time to sculpt the earth. Maxwell uncovered the ele- Bang), each successive state of the system is degant principles that unified the many disparate elec- scribed, along with the principles that govern the
trical and magnetic phenomena into a single system. transitions from state to state. To the extent that
And, one by one, the many gulfs separating life our scientific model is well developed, we should be
from nonlife were bridged and then closed: Har- able to account for the types of entities that emerge
vey and others found that the macrostructure of the (pulsars, tectonic plates, ribosomes, vision, incest
body turned out to operate according to comprehen- avoidance) and their distribution and location in the
sible mechanical principles. Wohler’s synthesis of causal matrix. Such a history-in its broadest outlinesurea showed that the chemistries of the living and is well on its way to being constructed, from an inithe nonliving were not forever separated by the oc- tial quantum state, to the formation and distribucult operation of special vitalistic forces. In Wohler’s tion of particles during the early expansion, to the
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cooling and formation of atoms, the formation of
galaxies, stellar evolution, the synthesis of heavier
nuclei, and, of parochial interest to us, the local history of the solar system. This includes the formation
of the sun and planets; the geochemistry of prebiotic earth; the generation of complex organic compounds; the emergence of the initial ancestral reproducing chemical system; the evolution of the genetic
code and prokaryotic design; the emergence of eukaryotic sexual organisms, multicellular plants, animals, and fungi; and the rest of the history of life on
earth.

established intellectual traditions and long-standing
habits of mind seem, to many, to be more nourishing, more comfortable and, therefore, more valuable than the alternative prospect of new and unfamiliar scientific knowledge. To pick a single example, the shift from a universe designed to embody
amoral and spiritual order to a universe that is undesigned and is structured only by a causal order
engendered an immeasurably greater cultural dislocation than that which occurred when Copernicus
identified the sun rather than the earth as the center of the planetary orbits. Consequently, the demystifications that have taken place since 1859 have
been painful and have precipitated considerable resistance to accepting these discoveries and their implications. With the appearance of Darwinism, the
full scope of the emerging unified account was, for
the first time, apparent. Therefore, much of the opposition has specifically revolved around evolution
and its application to humans. Gladstone, for example, in a debate with Huxley, captured in his choice
of language the widely shared, visceral sense of revulsion caused by the claim "that natural selection
and the survival of the fittest, all in the physical order, exhibit to us the great arcanum of creation, the
sun and the center of life, so that mind and spirit are
dethroned from their old supremacy, are no longer
sovereign by right, but may find somewhere by charity a place assigned them, as appendages, perhaps
only as excrescences, of the material creation" (Gladstone, quoted in Gould, 1988, p. 14 ). The dislocations in worldview stemming from this process of
conceptual unification led to a growing demand for,
and production of, conceptual devices and rationales
to divorce the natural sciences from the human social and inner landscape, to blunt the implications
of monism and Darwinism, and to restore a comfortable distance between the human sciences and the
world of natural causation. To many scholarly communities, conceptual unification became an enemy,
and the relevance of other fields a menace to their
freedom to interpret human t reality in any way they
chose. Il Thus, despite some important exceptions,
the social sciences have largely kept I i themselves
isolated from this crystallizing process of scientific
integration. Although social scientists imitated many
of the outward forms and practices of natural scientists (quantitative measurement, controlled observation, mathematical models, experimentation, etc.),
they have tended to neglect or even reject the central principle that valid scientific knowledge-whether
from the same or different fields-should be mutually
consistent (see Cosmides, Tooby, & Barkow, this volume). It is this principle that makes different fields
relevant to each other, and part of the same larger
system of knowledge. In consequence, this insularity
is not just an accident. For many scholars, it has been

In this vast landscape of causation, it is now possible to locate "Man’s place in nature" to use Huxley’s
famous phrase and, therefore, to understand for the
first time what humankind is and why we have the
characteristics that we do. From this vantage point,
humans are self-reproducing chemical systems, multicellular heterotrophic mobile organisms (animals),
appearing very late in the history of life as somewhat modified versions of earlier primate designs.
Our developmental programs, as well as the physiological and psychological mechanisms that they reliably construct, are the natural product of this evolutionary history. Human minds, human behavior,
human artifacts, and human culture are all biological phenomena-aspects of the phenotypes of humans
and their relationships with one another.
The rich complexity of each individual is produced
by a cognitive architecture, embodied in a physiological system, which interacts with the social and
nonsocial world that surrounds it. Thus humans,
like every other natural system, are embedded in
the contingencies of a larger principled history, and
explaining any particular fact about them requires
the joint analysis of all the principles and contingencies involved. To break this seamless matrix of
causation-to attempt to dismember the individual
into "biological" versus "nonbiological" aspects-is to
embrace and perpetuate an ancient dualism endemic
to the Western cultural tradition: material/spiritual,
body/ mind, physical/mental, natural/human, animal/human, biological/social, biological/ cultural.
This dualistic view expresses only a premodern version of biology, whose intellectual warrant has vanished.
This expansive new landscape of knowledge has
not always been welcome, and many have found it
uncongenial in one respect or another. The intellectual worlds we built and grew attached to over
the last 3,000 years were laid out before much was
known about the nature of the living, the mental, and the human. As a result, these intellectual
worlds are, in many important respects, inconsistent with this new unified scientific view and, hence,
are in need of fundamental reformulation. These
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a conscious, deeply held, and strongly articulated position, advanced and defended since the inception of
the social sciences, particularly in anthropology and
sociology. Durkheim, for example, in his Rules of
the Sociological Method, argued at length that social phenomena formed an autonomous system and
could be only explained by other social phenomena (
1895/ 1962). The founders of American anthropology, from Kroeber and Boas to Murdock and Lowie,
were equally united on this point. For Lowie, "the
principles of psychology are as incapable of accounting for the phenomena of culture as is gravitation
to account for architectural styles," and "culture is
a thing sui generis which can be explained only in
terms of itself. ...Omnis cultura ex cultura" ( 1917/
1966, p. 25-26; p. 66). Murdock, in his influential essay "The science of culture," summed up the
conventional view that culture is "independent of the
laws of biology and psychology" ( 1932, p. 200).

cept what is necessarily entailed by such a stance:
Those who jettison the epistemological standards of
science are no longer in a position to use their intellectual product to make any claims about what
is true of the world or to dispute the others’ claims
about what is true.

Not only have the social sciences been unusual
in their self-conscious stance of intellectual autarky
but, significantly, they have also been relatively unsuccessful as sciences. Although they were founded
in the 18th and 19th centuries amid every expectation that they would soon produce intellectual discoveries, grand "laws," and validated theories to rival those of the rest of science, such success has
remained elusive. The recent wave of antiscientific sentiment spreading through the social sciences
draws much of its appeal from this endemic failure. This disconnection from the rest of science has
left a hole in the fabric of our organized knowledge
Remarkably, while the rest of the sciences have of the world where the human sciences should be.
been weaving themselves together through acceler- After more than a century, the social sciences are
ating discoveries of their mutual relevance, this doc- still adrift, with an enormous mass of half -digested
trine of intellectual isolationism, which has been the observations, a not inconsiderable body of empirireigning view in the social sciences, has only be- cal generalizations, and a contradictory stew of uncome more extreme with time. With passionate fi- grounded, middle-level theories expressed in a badelity, reasoned connections with other branches of bel of incommensurate technical lexicons. This is acknowledge are dismissed as ignorant attempts at companied by a growing malaise, so that the single
crude reductionism, and many leading social scien- largest trend is toward rejecting the scientific entertists now openly call for abandoning the scientific prise as it applies to humans.
enterprise instead. For example, Clifford Geertz adWe suggest that this lack of progress, this "failure
vocates abandoning the ground of principled causal to thrive," has been caused by the failure of the soanalysis entirely in favor of treating social phenom- cial sciences to explore or accept their logical conena as "texts" to be interpreted just as one might in- nections to the rest of the body of science-that is,
terpret literature: We should "turn from trying to ex- to causally locate their objects of study inside the
plain social phenomena by weaving them into grand larger network of scientific knowledge. Instead of
textures of cause and effect to trying to explain them the scientific enterprise, what should be jettisoned is
by placing them into local frames of awareness" ( what we will call the Standard Social Science Model
1983, p. 6). Similarly, Edmund Leach rejects scien- (SSSM): The consensus view of the nature of social
tific explanation as the focus of anthropology: "So- and cultural phenomena that has served for a cencial anthropology is not, and should not aim to be, tury as the intellectual framework for the organizaa ’science’ in the natural science sense. If anything tion of psychology and the social sciences and the
it is a form of art Social anthropologists should not intellectual justification for their claims of autonomy
see themselves as seekers after objective truth. ..." from the rest of science. Progress has been severely
(Leach, 1982, p. 52). These positions have a grow- limited because the Standard Social Science Model
ing following, but less, one suspects, because they mischaracterizes important avenues of causation, inhave provided new illumination than because they duces researchers to study complexly chaotic and
offer new tools to extricate scholars from the unwel- unordered phenomena, and misdirects study away
come encroachments of more scientific approaches. from areas where rich principled phenomena are to
They also free scholars from all of the arduous tasks be found. In place of the Standard Social Science
inherent in the attempt to produce scientifically valid Model, there is emerging a new framework that we
knowledge: to make it consistent with other knowl- will call the Integrated Causal Model. This alternaedge and to subject it to critical rejection on the ba- tive framework makes progress possible by acceptsis of empirical disproof, logical inconsistency, and ing and exploiting the natural connections that exincoherence. In any case, even advocates of such ist among all the branches of science, using them
avenues of retreat do not appear to be fully serious to construct careful analyses of the causal interplay
about them because few are actually willing to ac- among all the factors that bear on a phenomenon. In
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this alternative framework, nothing is autonomous
and all the components of the model must mesh.

h. these processes are located in particular ecological, economic, demographic, and intergroup social
contexts or environments.

In this chapter, we argue the following points:

On this view, culture is the manufactured product of evolved psychological mechanisms situated in
individuals living in groups. Culture and human social behavior is complexly variable, but not because
the human mind is a social product, a blank slate,
or an externally programmed general-purpose computer, lacking a richly defined evolved structure. Instead, human culture and social behavior is richly
variable because it is generated by an incredibly intricate, contingent set of functional programs that
use and process information from the world, including information that is pro- vided both intentionally
and unintentionally by other human beings.

I. There is a set of assumptions and inferences
about humans, their minds, and their collective
interaction-the Standard Social Science Model-that
has pro- vided the conceptual foundations of the social sciences for nearly a century and has served as
the intellectual warrant for the isolationism of the
social sciences.
2. Although certain assumptions of this model are
true, it suffers from a series of major defects that
make it a profoundly misleading framework. These
defects have been responsible for the chronic difficulties encountered by the social sciences.

3. Advances in recent decades in a number of
THE STANDARD SOCIAL SCIENCE MODEL
different disciplines, including evolutionary biology,
The Central Logic of the Standard Social Scicognitive science, behavioral ecology, psychology,
ence
Model
hunter- gatherer studies, social anthropology, biological anthropology, primatology, and neurobiolBut one would be strangely mistaken about
ogy have made clear for the first time the nature
our
thought if, from the foregoing, he drew
of the phenomena studied by social scientists and
the
conclusion
that sociology, according to
the connections of those phenomena to the princius,
must,
or
even
can, make an abstraction
ples and findings in the rest of science. This allows
of man and his faculties. It is clear; on the
anew model to be constructed-the Integrated Causal
contrary, that the general characteristics of
Model-to replace the Standard Social Science Model.
human nature participate in the work of
4. Briefly, the ICM connects the social sciences to
elaboration
from which social life results.
the rest of science by recognizing that:
But they are not the cause of it, nor do they
a. the human mind consists of a set of evolved
give it its special form; they only make it
information-processing mechanisms instantiated in
possible. Collective representations, emothe human nervous system;
tions, and tendencies are caused not by certain states of the consciousnesses of indib. these mechanisms, and the developmental providuals but by the conditions in which the
grams that produce them, are adaptations, produced
social group, in its totality, is placed. Such
by natural selection over evolutionary time in ancesactions can, of course materialize only if
tral environments;
the individual natures are not resistant to
c. many of these mechanisms are functionally spethem; but these individual natures are
cialized to produce behavior that solves particular
merely the indeterminate material that
adaptive problems, such as mate selection, language
the social factor molds, and transforms.
acquisition, family relations, and cooperation;
Their contribution consists exclusively in
d. to be functionally specialized, many of these
very general attitudes. in vague and conmechanisms must be richly structured in a contentsequently plastic predispositions which,
specific way;
by themselves, if other agents did not intervene, could not take on the definite
e. content-specific information-processing mechaand complex forms which characterize
nisms generate some of the particular content of husocial
phenomena.
man culture, including certain behaviors, artifacts,
and linguistically transmitted representations;
-DURKHEIM, 1895/1962, pp.105-106, emphasis added.
f. the cultural content generated by these and
other mechanisms is then present to be adopted or
modified by psychological mechanisms situated in
Humans everywhere shows striking patterns of
other members of the population;
local within-group similarity in their behavior and
g. this sets up epidemiological and historical thought, accompanied by profound intergroup differences. The standard Social Science Model (SSSM
population-level processes; and
or Standard Model) draws its enduring persuasive
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power by starting with these and a few other facts,
rooted in direct experience and common knowledge.
It then focuses on one salient causal and temporal sequence: how individuals change over their development from "unformed" infants into complexly competent adult members of their local social group, and
how they do so in response to their local human environment. The central precepts of the SSSM are
direct and seemingly inescapable conclusions drawn
from these facts (0. E. Brown, 1991), and the same
reasoning appears in author after author, from perhaps its most famous early expression in Durkheim
(1895/1962), to its fully conventional modern adherents (with updated conceptual ornamentation)
such as Geertz (1973).

These first two steps, just by themselves, have
led to the following widely accepted deduction: Because, it is reasoned, a "constant" (the human biological endowment observable in infants) cannot explain a "variable" (intergroup differences in complex
adult mental or social organization) the SSSM concludes that "human nature" (the evolved structure of
the human mind) cannot be the cause of the mental
organization of adult humans, their social systems,
their culture, historical change, and so on.
Step 3. Even more transparently, these complexly
organized adult behaviors are absent from infants.
Infants do not emerge speaking, and they appear to
lack virtually every recognizable adult competency.
Whatever "innate" equipment infants are born with
has traditionally been interpreted as being highly
rudimentary, such as an unorganized set of crude
urges or drives, plus the ability to learn-certainly
nothing resembling adult mental organization. Because adult mental organization (patterned behavior, knowledge, socially constructed realities, and so
on) is clearly absent from the infant, infants must
"acquire" it from some source outside themselves in
the course of development.

The considerations that motivate the Standard Social Science Model are as follows:
Step 1. The existence of rapid historical change
and the multitude of spontaneous, human "crossfostering experiments" effectively disposes of the
racialist notion that human intergroup behavioral
differences of any significance are attributable to
genetic differences between groups. Infants everywhere are born the same and have the same developmental potential, evolved psychology, or biological endowment-a principle traditionally known as
the psychic unity of humankind. The subsequent
growth of knowledge over this century in genetics
and human development has given strong empirical support to the conclusion that infants from all
groups have essentially the same basic human design
and potential. Human genetic variation, which is
now directly detectable with modern electrophoretic
techniques, is overwhelmingly sequestered into functionally superficial biochemical differences, leaving
our complex functional design universal and speciestypical (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a). Also, the bulk of
the variation that does exist is overwhelmingly interindividual and within-population, and not between
"races" or populations. By the nature of its known
distribution, then, genetic variation cannot explain
why many behaviors are shared within groups, but
not between groups. That is, genetic variation does
not explain why human groups dramatically differ
from each other in thought and behavior. (Significantly, this is the only feature of the SSSM that is
correct as it stands and that is incorporated unmodified into the Integrated Causal Model. Why it turns
out to be true, however, depends on the existence
of complex evolved psychological and physiological
adaptations-something explicitly or implicitly denied
by adherents of the SSSM.)

Step 4. That source is obvious: This mental organization is manifestly present in the social world in
the form of the behavior and the public representations of other members of the local group. Thus, the
stuff of mental organization is categorizable according to its source: (I) the "innate" (or inborn or genetically determined, etc.), which is supplied "biologically" and is what you see in the infant, and (2) the
social (or cultural or learned or acquired or environmental), which contains everything complexly organized and which is supplied by the social environment (with a few exceptions supplied by the physical environment and nonsocial learning). "Cultural
phenomena ...are in no respect hereditary but are
characteristically and without exception acquired"
(Murdock, 1932, p. 200). This line of reasoning
is usually sup- ported by another traditional argument, the deprivation thought experiment: "Undirected by culture patterns-organized systems of significant symbols-man’s behavior would be virtually
ungovernable, a mere chaos of pointless acts and exploding emotions, his experience virtually shapeless"
(Geertz, 1973, p. 46). Humans raised without a social or cultural environment would be "mental basket
cases" with "few useful instincts, fewer recognizable
sentiments, and no intellect" (Geertz, 1973, p. 49).
Because, it is reasoned, an effect disappears when its
cause is withdrawn, this thought experiment is believed to establish that the social world is the cause
of the mental organization of adults.

Step 2. Although infants are everywhere the same,
adults everywhere differ profoundly in their behavioral and mental organization.

Step 5. The causal arrow in this process has a
clear directionality, which is directly observable in
5

the individual’s development. The cultural and social elements that mold the individual precede the
individual and are external to the individual. The
mind did not create them; they created the mind.
They are "given," and the individual "finds them already current in the community when he is born"
(Geertz, 1973, p. 45). Thus, the individual is the
creation of the social world and, it appears to follow,
the social world cannot be the creation of "the individual. " If you are reading this chapter, you learned
English and did not create it. Nor did you choose
to learn English (assuming you are a native speaker)
any more than any effect chooses its cause; this action of the social world on the individual is compulsory and automatic-"coercive," to use Durkheim’s
phrase. Adult mental organization is socially determined. Moreover, by looking at social processes in
the vast modern societies and nation-states, it is obvious that the "power asymmetry" between "the individual" and the social world is huge in the determination of outcomes and that the reciprocal impact of
the individual on the social world is negligible. The
causal flow is overwhelmingly or entirely in one direction. The individual is the acted upon (the effect
or the outcome) and the sociocultural world is the
actor (the cause or the prior state that determines
the subsequent state).

whereby what is assumed to be an initially formless infant is transformed into a fully human (i.e.,
fully cultural) being. The next important element
in the SSSM is its approach to answering the question, "If culture creates the individual, what then
creates culture?" Before describing the SSSM’s answer to this question, however, we need to make
an important aspect of the question explicit: Human
life is complexly and richly ordered. Human life is
not (solely) noise, chaos, or random effect (contra
Macbeth). Although the substance of human life,
like human speech, is various and contingent, it is
still, like human speech, intricately patterned. Many
attempt to capture this perception with the phrase
that human cultures (e.g., human symbol systems)
are "meaningful." Human conduct does not resemble
white noise. In away that is analogous to William Paley’s argument from design in his Natural Theology,
one must ask: If there is complex and meaningful
organization in human sociocultural life, what is the
creator or artificer of it? Entropy, perturbation, error, noise, interaction with other systems, and so on,
are always operating to influence culture (and everything else), so clearly not everything in culture is
orderly. Equally, if these processes were all that were
operating, complex order would never appear and
would quickly degrade even if it did. Just as finding
a watch on the heath, already complexly organized,
requires that one posit a watchmaker (Paley, 1828),
finding out that human life is complexly ordered necessitates the search for the artificer or source of this
order (see Dawkins, 1986, for an exceptionally lucid
general analysis of the problem of explaining complex order, its importance as a question, and the extremely narrow envelope of coherent answers). So,
the question is not so much, what are the forces that
act on and influence human culture and human affairs? but rather, What is the generator of complex
and significant organization in human affairs?

Step 6. Accordingly, what complexly organizes
and richly shapes the substance of human life-what
is interesting and distinctive and, therefore, worth
studying-is the variable pool of stuff that is usually
referred to as "culture." Sometimes called "extra- somatic" or "extragenetic" (e.g., Geertz, 1973) to emphasize its nonbiological origins and nature, this
stuff is variously described as behavior, traditions,
knowledge, significant symbols, social facts, control
programs, semiotic systems, information, social organization, social relations, economic relations, intentional worlds, or socially constructed realities.
However different these characterizations may appear to be in some respects, those who espouse them
are united in affirming that this substance-what- ever
its character-is (in Durkheim’s phrase) "external to
the individual." Even so psychological a phenomenon
as thinking becomes external: "Human thought is
basically both social and public-?its natural habitat
is the house yard, the marketplace, and the town
square. Thinking consists not of ’happenings in the
head’ (though happenings there and elsewhere are
necessary for it to occur) but of a traffic in what
have been called, by G.H. Mead and others, significant symbols-words for the most part " (Geertz,
1973, p. 45). "The individual" contributes only the
infant’s impoverished drives, unformed tendencies,
and capacity to be socialized. These first six steps
constitute the SSSM’s account of the causal process

Step 7. The advocates of the Standard Social Science Model are united on what the artificer is not
and where it is not: It is not in "the individual"-in
human nature or evolved psychology-which, they assume, consists of nothing more than what the infant
comes equipped with, bawling and mewling, in its
apparently unimpressive initial performances. Because the directional flow of the organization is from
the outer world inward into "the individual," the direction toward which one looks for the source of
the organization is likewise clear: outward into the
social world. As Durkheim says, "[w]hen the individual has been eliminated, society alone remains"
(1895/1962, p. 102).
Step 8. The SSSM maintains that the generator
of complex and meaningful organization in human
life is some set of emergent processes whose de6

terminants are realized at the group level. The sociocultural level is a distinct, autonomous, and selfcaused realm: "Culture is a thing sui generis which
can be explained only in terms of itself. ...Omnis
cultura ex cultura" (Lowie, 1917/1966, p. 25-26).
For Alfred Kroeber, "the only antecedents of historical phenomena are historical phenomena" (Kroeber,
1917). Durkheim was equally emphatic: "The determining cause of a social fact should be sought
among the social facts preceding it and not among
the states of individual consciousness"; that is, phenomena at the sociocultural level are mostly or entirely caused by other phenomena at the sociocultural level (Durkheim, 1895/1962, p. 110). It must
be emphasized that this claim is not merely the obvious point that social phenomena (such as tulip
bulb mania, the contagious trajectory of deconstructionist fashions, or the principles of supply and demand) cannot be understood simply by pointing inside the head of a single individual. It is, instead,
a claim about the generator of the rich organization
everywhere apparent in human life. What is generated even includes individual adult psychological
phenomena, which are themselves simply additional
social constructions. For Durkheim (and for most anthropologists today), even emotions such as "sexual
jealousy" and "paternal love" are the products of the
social order and have to be explained "by the conditions in which the social group, in its totality, is
placed." As Geertz argues, "Our ideas, our values, our
acts, even our emotions, are, like our nervous system itself, cultural products-products manufactured,
indeed, out of tendencies, capacities, and dispositions with which we were born, but manufactured
nonetheless" ( 1973, p. 50). Similarly, Shweder describes "cultural psychology" as "the study of the way
cultural traditions and social practices regulate, express, transform, and permute the human psyche,
resulting less in psychic unity for humankind than
in ethnic divergences in mind, self and emotion "
(Shweder, 1990, p. 1).

complex forms which characterize social phenomena" (Durkheim, 1895/1962, p. 106). As Hatch
comments, the "view that the Boasians had struggled
to roster within the social sciences since almost the
turn of the century" was that the human mind is "almost infinitely malleable" ( 1973, p. 236). Socialization is the process of externally supplied "conceptual
structures molding formless talents" (Geertz, 1973,
p. 50).
Social scientists who paid any attention to neuroscience, ethology, and cognitive psychology were
increasingly, if uneasily, aware of the evidence that
the nervous sys- tem was complex and not well characterized by the image of the "blank slate." Nonethe less, aside from paying some lip service to the
notion that tabula rasa empiricism was untenable,
this changed nothing important in the SSSM. The
blank slate was traded in for blank cognitive procedures.2 The mind could be seen as complex, but its
procedures were still assumed to be content-free. As
long as environmental input could enter and modify the system, as it clearly could, environmental input was presumed to orchestrate the system, giving it its functional organization. It doesn’t matter if the clay of the human mind has some initial
shape (tendencies, dispositions), so long as it is soft
enough to be pounded by the external forces into
any new shape required. Thus, for Geertz, who is
attracted to the language if not the actual substance
of cognitive science, the mind is not a slate, blank
or otherwise (he dismisses this as a straw man position "which no one of any seriousness holds" or
perhaps ever held [Geertz, 1984, p. 268]), but
it is instead the tabula rasa’s fully modern equivalent, a general-purpose computer. Such a computer
doesn’t come pre-equipped with its own programs,
but instead-and this is the essential point-it obtains
the programs that tell it what to do from the outside, from "culture." Thus, the human mind is a computer that is "desperately dependent upon such extragenetic, outside-the-skin control mechanisms" or
"programs" "for the governing of behavior" (Geertz,
1973, p. 44).

Step 9. Correspondingly, the SSSM denies that
"human nature"-the evolved architecture of the human mind can play any notable role as a generator
of significant organization in human life (although
it is acknowledged to be a necessary condition for
it). In so doing, it removes from the concept of human nature all substantive, content, and relegates
the architecture of the human mind to the delimited role of embodying "the capacity for culture." Human nature is "merely the indeterminate material
that the social factor molds and transforms. [This]
contribution consists exclusively in very general attitudes, in vague and consequently plastic predispositions which, by themselves, if other agents did
not intervene, could not take on the definite and

This eliminates the concept of human nature or
its alternative expression, the evolved psychological
architecture, as useful or informative concepts. As
Geertz puts it, "[t]he rise of the scientific concept of
culture amounted to. ..the overthrow of the view of
human nature dominant in the Enlightenment. ..",
that is, that "[man] was wholly of apiece with nature
and shared in the general uniformity of composition
which natural science. ..had discovered there" with
"a human nature as regularly organized, as thoroughly invariant, and as marvelously simple as Newton’s universe" (Geertz, 1973, p. 34). Instead, the
view entailed in the modern "scientific concept of
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culture" is that "humanity is as various in its essence
as in its expression" (Geertz, 1973, p. 37). Geertz
does not mean, of course, that infants vary due to
genetic differences, but that all significant aspects of
adult mental organization are supplied culturally. As
deeply as one can go into the mind, people here are
different from people there, leading to "the decline
of the uniformitarian view of man" (Geertz, 1973, p.
35).

ically determined" systems of behavior and replaced
them with general-purpose learning mechanisms or
content-independent cognitive processes. Supposedly, these more general systems were favored by
evolution because they did not constrain human behavior to be maladaptively inflexible (e.g., Geertz,
1973; Harris, 1979; Montagu, 1964 ). Neurobiology
is the account of how these general mechanisms are
instantiated in our nervous system.

The conclusion that human nature is an empty
vessel, waiting to be filled by social processes, removed it as a legitimate and worthwhile object of
study. Why study paper when what is interesting is
the writing on it and, perhaps even more important,
the author (the perennially elusive generative social
processes)? Since there could be no content, per se,
to the concept of human nature, anything claimed
to be present in human nature was merely an ethnocentric projection of the scholar making the claim.
Thus, attempts to explore and characterize human
nature became suspect. Such efforts were (and are)
viewed as simply crude attempts to serve ideological
ends, to manufacture propaganda, or to define one
way of being as better and more natural than others.

Consequently, the concepts of learning, socialization, genera1-purpose (or content- independent)
cognitive mechanisms, and environmentalism have
(under various names and permutations) dominated
scientific psychology for at least the last 60 years.
Skinnerian behaviorism, of course, was one of the
most institutionally successful manifestations of the
SSSM’s program for psychology, but its antimentalism and doctrinaire scientism made it uncongenial to those who wanted an account of their internal experience. More importantly, its emphasis
on individual histories of reinforcement limited the
avenues through which culture could have its effect. It proved an easy target when cognitive science
provided precise ways of characterizing and investigating the mental as a system that processes information, a characterization that seemed to offer
easier avenues for cultural transmission than laboriously organized schedules of reinforcement. Although cognitive psychologists threw out behaviorism’s cumbersome antimentalism, they uncritically
adopted behaviorism’s equipotentiality assumption.
In mainstream cognitive psychology, it is assumed
that the machine is free of content- specialized
processes and that it consists primarily of generalpurpose mechanisms. Psychologists justify this assumption by an appeal to parsimony: It is "unscientific" to multiply hypothesized mechanisms in the
head. The goal, as in physics, is for as few principles
as possible to account for as much as possible. Consequently, viewing the mind as a collection of specialized mechanisms that perform, specific tasks appears to be a messy approach, one not worth pursuing. Anthropologists and sociologists easily accommodated themselves to these theoretical changes in
psychology: Humans went from being viewed as
relatively simple equipotential learning systems to
very much more complex equipotential informationprocessing systems, general-purpose computers, or
symbol manipulators (see, e.g., Sahlins, 1976a,
1976b).

Step 10. In the SSSM, the role of psychology is
clear. Psychology is the discipline that studies the
process of socialization and the set of mechanisms
that comprise what anthropologists call "the capacity for culture" (Spuhler, 1959). Thus, the central
concept in psychology is learning. The prerequisite that a psychological theory must meet to participate in the SSSM is that any evolved component, process, or mechanism must be equipotential,
content-free, content-independent, general-purpose,
domain- general, and so on (the technical terms vary
with movement and era). In short, these mechanisms must be constructed in such away that they
can absorb any kind of cultural message or environmental input equally well. Moreover, their structures must themselves impose no particular substantive content on culture. As Rindos ( 1986, p.315)
puts it, "the specifics that we learn are in no sense
predetermined by our genes." Learning is thus the
window through which the culturally manufactured
pre-existing complex organization outside of the individual manages to climb inside the individual. Although this approach deprives psychological mechanisms of any possibility of being the generators of
significant organization in human affairs, psychologists get something very appealing in exchange. Psychology is the social science that can hope for genera1laws to rival those of the natural sciences: general laws of learning, or (more recently) of cognitive functioning. The relationship of psychology to
biology is also laid out in advance by the SSSM: In
human evolution, natural selection removed "genet-

Within psychology there are, of course, important research communities that fall outside of the
SSSM and that have remained more strongly connected to the rest of science, such as physiological
psychology, perception, psychophysics, (physiological) motivation, psycholinguistics, much of compar8

ative psychology, and a few other areas. Moreover,
to explain how organisms remain alive and reproduce (and to make some minimal attempt to account
for the focused substance of human life), psychologists have found it necessary to posit a few contentoriented mechanisms: hunger, thirst, sexual motivation, and so on. Nevertheless, the tendency has
been to keep these elements restricted to as small a
class as possible and to view them as external to the
important central learning or cognitive processes.
They are incorporated as, for exam- pie, reinforces
operating by drive reduction. Cognitive psychologists have, for the most part, labored to keep any
such content-influenced elements extrinsic to the primary cognitive machinery. Indeed, they have usually
avoided addressing how functional action-such as
mate choice, food choice, or effort calculation-takes
place at all. The principles of concept formation, of
reasoning, of remembering, and so forth, have traditionally been viewed as uninfected prior to experience with any content, their procedures lacking features designed for dealing with particular types of
content. Modular or domain-specific cognitive psychologists, in dissenting from this view, are abandoning the assumptions of the Standard Social Science
Model. Of course, readers should recognize that by
so briefly sketching large expanses of intellectual history and by so minimally characterizing entire research communities, we are doing violence to the
specific reality of, and genuine differences among
hundreds of carefully developed intellectual systems.
We have had to leave out the qualifications and complexities by which positions are softened, pluralisms
espoused, critical distinctions lost, and, for that matter, lip service paid. This is inevitable in attempting
so synoptic a view. In what is surely a graver defect,
we have had to omit discussion of the many important dissident subcommunities in sociology, anthropology, economics, and other disciplines, which have
sloughed off or never adopted the Standard Social
Science Model. In any case, we simply hope that this
sketch captures a few things that are true and important, to compensate for the unavoidable simplifying
distortions and omissions. Most obviously, there are
no pure types in the world, and scholars are quoted
not to characterize the full richness of their individual views, which usually undergo considerable evolution over their intellectual development anyway,
but rather to illustrate instances of a larger intellectual system. It is the larger intellectual system we
are criticizing, and not the multitude of worthwhile
research efforts that have gone on inside its structure. We think the roof of the Standard Social Science Model has collapsed, so to speak, because the
overall architectural plan is unsound, not because
the bricks and other building materials are defective. The detailed research efforts of hundreds of

scientists have produced critically important knowledge that has transformed our understanding of the
world. In this criticism, we are looking for an architectural design for the social sciences that is worthy
of the intelligence and labor of those whose research
goes on within their compass.
The Standard Social Science Model’s Treatment
of Culture
This logic has critically shaped how nearly every
issue has been approached and debated in the social
sciences. What we are concerned with here, however, is the impact of the Standard Social Science
Model on the development of modern conceptions
of culture, its causal role in human life, and its relationship to psychology. Briefly, standard views of culture are organized according to the following propositions (see also D. E. Brown, 1991, p. 146; Tooby &
Cosmides, 1989a):
I. Particular human groups are properly characterized typologically as having "a" culture, which consists of widely distributed, or nearly group-universal
behavioral practices, beliefs, ideational systems, systems of significant symbols, or informational substance of some kind. Cultures are more or less
bounded entities, although cultural elements may
diffuse across boundaries. 2. These common elements are maintained and transmitted "by the
group," an entity that has cross-generational continuity.
3. The existence of separate streams of this informational substance, culture, transmitted from generation to generation, is the explanation for human
within-group similarities and between-group differences. In fact, all between- group differences in
thought and behavior are referred to as cultural
differences and all within-group similarities are regarded as the expressions of a particular culture.
Since these similarities are considered to be "cultural," they are, either implicitly or explicitly, considered to be the consequence of informational substance inherited jointly from the preceding generation by all who display the similarity.
4. Unless other factors intervene, the culture (like
the gene pool) is accurately replicated from generation to generation.
5. This process is maintained through learning,
a well-understood and unitary process that acts to
make the child like the adult of her culture.
6. This process of learning can be seen, from the
point of view of the group, as a group-organized process called socialization, imposed by the group on
the child.
7. The individual is the more or less passive recipient of her culture and is the product of that culture.
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8. What is organized and contentful in the minds
of individuals comes from culture and is socially
constructed. The evolved mechanisms of the human mind are themselves content-independent and
content-free and, therefore, what- ever content exists in human minds originally derives from the social or (sometimes) nonsocial environment.

can be internalized by the specific individual in question. And so on.

Nevertheless, the Standard Social Science Model
contains a series of major defects that act to make it,
as a framework for the social sciences, deeply misleading. As a result, it has had the effect of stunting the social sciences, making them seem falsely
9. The features of a particular culture are the re- autonomous from the rest of science (i.e., from the
sult of emergent group-level processes, whose deter- "natural sciences") and precluding work on answerminants arise at the group level and whose outcome ing questions that need to be answered if the sois not given specific shape or content by human bi- cial sciences are to make meaningful progress as
ology, human nature, or any inherited psychological sciences. After a century, it is time to reconsider
design. These emergent processes, operating at the this model in the light of the new knowledge and
sociocultural level, are the ultimate generator of the new understanding that has been achieved in evolusignificant organization, both mental and social, that tionary biology, development, and cognitive science
since it was first formulated.. These defects cluster
is found in human affairs.
10. In discussing culture, one can safely neglect a into several major categories, but we will limit our
consideration of psychology as anything other than discussion to the following three:
I. The central logic of the SSSM rests on naive
the nondescript "black box" of learning, which provides the capacity for culture. Learning is a suffi- and erroneous concepts drawn from outmoded theciently specified and powerful explanation for how ories of development. For example, the fact that
any behavior acquires its distinct structure and must some aspect of adult mental organization is absent
be the explanation for any aspect of organized hu- at birth has no bearing on whether it is part of our
man life that varies from individual to individual and evolved architecture. Just as teeth’ or breasts are
absent at birth, and yet appear through maturation,
from group to group.
11. Evolved, "biological," or "innate" aspects of hu- evolved psychological mechanisms or modules (comman behavior or psychological organization are neg- plex structures that are functionally organized for
ligible, having been superseded by the capacity for processing information) could develop at any point
culture. The evolution of the capacity for culture in the life cycle. For this reason, the many features
has led to a flexibility in human behavior that be- of adult mental organization absent at birth need not
lies any significant "instinctual" or innate component be attributed to exposure to transmitted culture, but
(e.g., Geertz, 1973; Montagu, 1968, p. II; Sahlins, may come about through a large number of causal
1976a &b), which, if it existed, would have to reveal avenues not considered in traditional analyses.
2. More generally, the SSSM rests on a faulty analysis of nature-nurture issues, stemming from a failure to appreciate the role that the evolutionary process plays in organizing the relationship between our
species-universal genetic endowment, our evolved
developmental processes, and the recurring features
On the Reasonableness of the Standard Social of developmental environments. To pick one misunderstanding out of a multitude, the idea that the pheScience Model
notype can be partitioned dichotomously into genetThere are, of course, many important elements of ically determined and environmentally determined
truth in the tenets of the SSSM, both in its core logic traits is deeply ill-formed, as is the notion that traits
and in its treatment of culture. The SSSM would can be arrayed along a spectrum according to the
not have become as decisively influential if it did not degree that they are genetically versus environmenhave a strong surface validity, anchored in important tally caused. The critique of the SSSM that has been
realities. For example: It is true that infants are ev- emerging from the cognitive and evolutionary comerywhere the same. Genetic differences are superfi- munities is not that traditional accounts have undercial. There is within-group similarity of behavior and estimated the importance of biological factors relathere are between-group differences, and these per- tive to environmental factors in human life. Instead,
sist across generations, but also change over histor- the target is the whole framework that assumes that
ical time. Highly organized socially communicated "biological factors" and "environmental factors" reinformation exists outside of any particular individ- fer to mutually exclusive sets of causes that exist in
ual at anyone time (in the cognitive mechanisms of some kind of explanatory zero-sum relationship, so
other individuals), and over time this information that the more one explains "bio- logically" the less

itself as robot like rigid behavioral universals. To the
extent that there may be any complex biological textures to individual psychology, these are nevertheless
organized and given form and direction by culture
and, hence, do not impart any substantial character
or content to culture.
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there is to explain "socially" or "environmentally. "
THE WORLD BUILT BY THE STANDARD SOCIAL
On the contrary, as we will discuss, environmental- SCIENCE MODEL
ist claims necessarily require the existence of a rich,
The Moral Authority of the Standard Social Scievolved cognitive architecture.
ence Model
3. The Standard Social Science Model requires an The Case Against Nativism
impossible psychology. Results out of cognitive psyThe overwhelming success of the Standard Sochology, evolutionary biology, artificial intelligence, cial Science Model is attributable to many factors
developmental psychology, linguistics, and philoso- of which, arguably, the most significant has been its
phy converge on the same conclusion: A psychologi- widespread moral appeal. Over the course of the
cal architecture that consisted of nothing but equipo- century, its strong stand against explaining differtential, general-purpose, content-independent, or ences between races, classes, sexes, or individuals by
content-free mechanisms could not successfully per- hypothesizing underlying biological differences has
form the tasks the human mind is known to perform been an important element in combating a multitude
or solve the adaptive problems humans evolved to of searing horrors and oppressions, from the extersolve-from seeing, to learning a language, to rec- mination of ethnic groups and the forced sterilizaognizing an emotional expression, to selecting a tion of the poor to restrictive immigration laws and
mate, to the many disparate activities aggregated un- legally institutionalized sex and race discrimination.
der the term "learning culture" (Cosmides & Tooby, The depth of these tragedies and the importance of
1987; Tooby & Cosmides, 1989a). It cannot account the issues involved have imbued the SSSM and its
for the behavior observed, and it is not a type of de- central precept, "environmentalism," with an impossign that could have evolved.
ing moral stature. Consequently, the positions of inThe alternative view is that the human psychological architecture contains many evolved mechanisms
that are specialized for solving evolutionarily Iongenduring adaptive problems and that these mechanisms content-specialized representational formats,
procedures, cues, and so on. These richly contentsensitive evolved mechanisms tend to impose certain types of content and conceptual organization
on human mental life and, hence, strongly shape
the nature of human social life and what is culturally transmitted across generations. Indeed, a
post-Standard Model psychology is rapidly coalescing, giving a rapidly expanding empirical foundation
to this new framework. In fact, historically, most of
the data already gathered by psychologists supports
such a view. It required a strongly canalized interpretative apparatus to reconcile the raw data of psychology with the central theoretical tenets of SSSM
psychology.

dividual scholars with respect to the SSSM have been
taken to imply allegiances with respect to the larger
social and moral conflicts around the world. Thus, to
support the SSSM was to oppose racism and sexism
and to challenge the SSSM was, intentionally or not,
to lend support to racism, sexism, and, more generally (an SSSM way of defining the problem), "biological determinism. " If biological ideas could be used
to further such ends, then ideas that minimized the
relevance of biology to human affairs, such as the
tenets of the SSSM, could only be to the good.

In this process, all approaches explicitly involving nativist elements of whatever sort became suspect. In consequence, fundamentally divergent-even
opposing- programs and claims have become enduringly conflated in the minds of 20th-century social
scientists. Most significant was the failure to distinguish adaptationist evolutionary biology from behavior genetics. Although the adaptationist inquiry
Before examining in detail what is wrong with the into our universal, inherited, species-typical design
SSSM and why the recognition of these defects leads is quite distinct from the behavior genetics questo the formulation of anew model with greater ex- tion about which differences between individuals or
planatory power, it is necessary first to alleviate the sets of individuals are caused by differences in their
fears of what would happen if one "falls off the edge" genes, the panspecific nativism typical of adaptationof the intellectual world created by the SSSM. These ist evolutionary biology and the idiotypic nativism of
fears have dominated how alternative approaches to behavior genetics became confused with each other
the SSSM have been treated in the past and, un- (Tooby and Cosmides, 1990a). Obviously, claims
less addressed, will prevent alternatives from being about a complexly organized, universal human nafairly evaluated now. Moreover, the Standard Model ture, by their very character, cannot participate in
has become so well-internalized and has so strongly racist explanations. Indeed, they contradict the censhaped how we now experience and interpret social tral premises of racialist approaches. Yet, despite this
science phenomena that it will be difficult to free fact, adaptationist approaches and behavior genetics
ourselves of the preconceptions that the Standard remain inextricably intertwined in the minds of the
Model imposes until its Procrustean operations on majority of social scientists.
psychology and anthropology are examined.
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The second strong moral appeal the Standard Social Science Model derives from its emphasis on human malleability and the hope it, therefore, gave for
social melioration or social revolution. The claim of
John B. Watson, the founder of behaviorism, exemplifies this optimism about the power of scientifically
directed socialization (as well as the usual implicit
conflation of idiotypic and panspecific nativism):
Give me a dozen healthy infants, well-formed, and
my own specified world to bring them up in and I’ll
guarantee to take anyone at random and train him to
become any type of specialist I might select-doctor,
lawyer, artist, merchant-chief, and yes, even beggarman and thief, regardless of his talents, penchants,
tendencies, abilities, vocations, and race of his ancestors (Watson, 1925, p. 82).
As D. E. Brown (1991, p. 61) comments, "In hindsight it is clear that this famous statement about the
influence of the environment on individual differences is entirely compatible with the most extreme
of the faculty or modular views of the human mindin which it comprises numerous innate and highly
specific mechanisms." But this thought experiment
was interpreted by the social science mainstream,
Watson included, as demonstrating that "people are
the products of their societies or cultures. " Therefore, "change society or culture and you change people. ...Intelligent, scientific socialization can make
us whatever we want to be" (0. E. Brown, 1991,
p. 61 ). More- over, "[t]he equation of an arch environmentalism (including cultural relativism) with
optimism about the practical application of social science to the problems of society remains a force to
the present" (0. E. Brown, 1991, p. 62). More critically, the belief that the mind is "almost infinitely
malleable" (or, in more modem terms, is a generalpurpose computer) means that humans are not condemned to the status quo, and need not inevitably
fight wars, or have social classes, or manifest sexdifferentiated roles, or live in families, and so on.
If the "happy" ability of the mind to "quite readily take any shape that is presented" (Benedict,
1934/1959, p. 278) is the ameliorator’s ideal because it is believed to be logically necessary to allow
social change, then dissent from the SSSM tends to
be framed as claims about "constraints" or limits on
this malleability. This, in turn, is taken to imply a
possible intractability to social problems-the stronger
the biological forces are, the more we may be constrained to suffer from certain inevitable expressions
of human darkness. Thus, the debate on the role of
biology in human life has been consistently framed
as being between optimistic environmentalists who
plan for human betterment and sorrowful, but realistic nativists who lament the unwelcome inevitability of such things as aggression ( e.g., Ardrey, 1966;

Lorenz, 1966), or who (possibly even gleefully) defend the status quo as inevitable and natural (e.g.,
Gol 1973, on patriarchy). These nativists are, in
turn, "debunked" by the tireless opponents of "biological determinism" (e.g., Chorover, 1979; Lewontin, Rose, & Kamin, 1984; Montagu, 1968, 1978),
who place each new biological intrusion onto social
science territory in the context of the bitter lessons
of the century .(Environmentalist holocausts are, of
course, edited out of this chronology. )
This morality play, seemingly bound forever to the
wheel of intellectual life, has been through innumerable incarnations, playing itself out in different
arenas in different times (rationalism versus empiricism, heredity versus environment, instinct versus
learning, nature versus nurture, human universals
versus cultural relativism, human nature versus human culture, innate behavior versus acquired behavior, Chomsky versus Piaget, biological determinism
versus social determinism, essentialism versus social
construction, modularity versus domain-generality,
and so on). It is perennial because it is inherent in
how the issues have been defined in the SSSM itself,
which even governs how the dissidents frame the nature of their dissent. Accordingly, the language of
constraint and limitation is usually adopted by biologically oriented behavioral scientists themselves in
describing the significance of their own work. Thus
we even have titles such as The Tangled Wing: Biological Constraints on the Human Spirit (Konner,
1982), Biological Boundaries of Learning (Seligman
and Hager, 1972), "Constraints on Learning" (Shettleworth, 1972), and "Structural Constraints on Cognitive Development" (Gelman, 1990a). Biologically
oriented social and behavioral scientists often see
themselves as defining limits on the possible. Environmentalists see themselves as expanding the borders of the possible. As we will see, this framing is
profoundly misleading.
Wrong Diagnosis, Wrong Cure
Driven by these fears to an attitude that Daly and
Wilson ( 1988) have termed "bio- phobia," the social science community lays out implicit and sometimes explicit ground rules in its epistemological hierarchy: The tough-minded and moral stance is to
be skeptical of panspecific "nativist" claims; that is,
of accounts that refer in any way to the participation
of evolved psychological mechanisms together with
environ- mental variables in producing outcomes, no
matter how logically inescapable or empirically wellsupported they may be. They are thought to be
explanations of last resort and, because the toughminded and skeptical can generate particularistic alternative accounts for any result at will, this last resort is rarely ever actually arrived at. For the same
reason, it is deemed to be the moral stance to be
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correspondingly credulous of "environmentalist" accounts, no matter how vague, absurd, incoherent, or
empirically contradicted they may be. These protocols have become second nature (so
Ito speak) to nearly everyone in the social science
community. This hierarchy is driven by the fear of
falling off the edge of the Standard Social Science
Model, into unknown
Iregions where monsters such as "biological" or
"genetic determinism" live.
What, in fact, is an environmentalist account?
There are two brands of environmentalism: coherent environmentalism and incoherent environmentalism, which correspond approximately to environmentalism as defended and environmentalism as
practiced. As Daly and Wilson ( 1988, p. 8) comment, "[a]ll social theorists, including the staunchest
antinativists, seek to describe human nature at some
cross culturally general level of abstraction " and
would be "distressed should their theories. .. prove
applicable to Americans but not to Papuans." Both
Skinner (1957) and Chomsky ( 1975)-opponents in
a paradigmatic case of an environmentalist-nativist
debate-posit the existence of universal evolved psychological mechanisms, or what cognitive psychologists have called "innate mechanisms." As Symons
(1987) points out, most of what passes for the
nature-nurture debate is not about the need to posit
evolved mechanisms in theories. Everyone capable
of reasoning logically about the problem accepts the
necessity of this. As Symons makes clear, what the
debate often seems to be about is how general or
content-specific the mechanisms are: Skinner proposes conditioning mechanisms that apply to all situations, while Chomsky proposes specialized mechanisms particularly designed for language. Consequently, coherent
I environmentalists acknowledge that they are
positing the existence of evolved developmental or
psychological mechanisms and are willing to describe ( 1) the explicit structure of these mechanisms, and (2) what environmental variables they interact with to produce given outcomes. By this standard, of course, Chomsky is an environ- mentalist, as
was Skinner, as are we, along with most other evolutionary psychologists and evolutionarily informed
behavioral scientists. Equally, all coherent behavioral scientists of whatever orientation must be nativists in this same sense, and no coherent and fully
specified hypothesis about behavior can avoid making nativist claims about the involvement of evolved
structure.
Incoherent environmentalists, on the other hand,
are those who propose theories of how environments
regulate behavior or even psychological phenomena

without describing or even mentioning the evolved
mechanisms their theories would require to be complete or coherent. In practice, communities whose
rules of discourse are governed by incoherent environmentalism consider any such trend toward explicitness to be introducing vague and speculative
variables and-more to the point-to be in bad taste as
well. The simple act of providing a complete model
is to invoke evolved design and, hence, to court being called a genetic or biological determinist. Given
that all coherent (fully specified) models of psychological processes necessarily entail an explication of
how environmental variables relate to the inherited
architecture or developmental machinery, this attitude has the effect of portraying psychologists who
are clear about all causal steps as more soft-minded
and speculative than those who remain vague about
the crucial elements necessary to make their theories coherent (e.g., Cheng & Holyoak, 1989). (This
criticism is, of course, fully symmetrical: Incoherent
nativists are those scholars who talk about how evolution structures behavior without attempting to describe the structure of the evolved adaptations that
link evolution, environment, and behavior in adaptively patterned ways; for discussion, see Symons,
this volume; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b.)
The problem with an epistemological hierarchy
that encourages incoherence and discourages coherence (aside from the fully sufficient objection that
it has introduced major distortions into the body of
scientific knowledge) is that it is completely unnecessary, even on its own terms. Not only is the cure
killing the patient-social science- but also the diagnosis is wrong and the patient is not menaced by the
suspected mal- ady. In the first place, as discussed,
models of a robust, universal human nature by their
very character cannot participate in racist explanations of intergroup differences. This is not just a
definitional trick of defining human nature as whatever is universal. There are strong reasons to believe
that selection usually tends to make complex adaptations universal or nearly universal, and so humans
must share a complex, species-typical and speciesspecific architecture of adaptations, however much
variation there might be in minor, superficial, nonfunctional traits. As long lived sexual reproducers,
complex adaptations would be destroyed by the random processes of sexual recombination every generation if the genes that underlie our complex adaptations varied from individual to individual. Selection in combination with sexual recombination tends
to enforce uniformity in adaptations, whether physiological or psychological, especially in long-lived
species with an open population structure, such as
humans (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b). Empirically, of
course, the fact that any given page out of Gray’s
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Anatomy describes in precise anatomical detail individual humans from around the world demonstrates
the pronounced monomorphism present in complex
human physiological adaptations. Although we cannot yet directly "see" psychological adaptations (except as described neuroanatomically), no less could
be true of them. Human nature is everywhere the
same.

like operant conditioning, social learning, and trialand-error induction, or does it also include a large
number of specialized mechanisms, such as a language acquisition device (Chomsky, 1975; Pinker,
1984; Pinker & Bloom, this volume), mate preference mechanisms (Buss, 1989, this volume; Ellis,
this volume; Symons, 1979), sexual jealousy mechanisms (Daly, Wilson, & Weghorst, 1982; Wilson &
The Malleability of Psychological Architecture Daly, this volume), mother-infant emotion communication signals (Fernald, this volume), social contract
versus the Volatility of Behavioral Outcomes
algorithms (Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides & Tooby,
If the fear that leaving the Standard Social Science 1989, this volume; Gigerenzer & Hug, in press), and
Model will lead to racist doctrines is unfounded, so on? This is the point of separation between the
what of the issue of human malleability? Does a bio- Standard Social Science Model and the Integrated
logically informed approach necessarily imply an in- Causal Model, and it is the main focus of this voltractability of undesired social and behavioral out- ume.
comes and an inevitability of the status quo? AfHow, then, does the issue of the number and speciter all, isn’t the basic thrust of biologically informed
ficity
of evolved mental mechanisms bear on the isaccounts against malleability and in favor of consue
of
the inevitability of undesired behavioral outstraints and limits on human aspirations?
comes? As we will discuss and review later, the same
No. The central premise of an opposition be- answer applies: General mechanisms turn out to be
tween the mind as an inflexible bio- logical prod- very weak and cannot unassisted perform at least
uct and the mind as a malleable social product is most and perhaps all of the tasks humans routinely
ill-formed: The notion that inherited psychological perform and need to perform. Our ability to perform
structure constrains is the notion that without it we most of the environmentally engaged, richly continwould be even more flexible or malleable or envi- gent activities that we do depends on the guiding
ronmentally responsive than we are. This is not presence of a large number of highly specialized psyonly false but absurd. Without this evolved struc- chological mechanisms (Cosmides & Tooby, 1987;
ture, we would have no competences or contingent Rozin, 1976; Symons, 1987; Tooby & Cosmides,
environmental responsiveness whatsoever. Evolved 1990b). Far from constraining, specialized mechamechanisms do not prevent, constrain, or limit the nisms enable competences and actions that would
system from doing things it otherwise would do in not be possible were they absent from the architectheir absence. The system could not respond to "the ture. This rich array of cognitive specializations can
environment" (that is, to selected parts of the en- be likened to a computer program with millions of
vironment in an organized way) without the pres- lines of code and hundreds or thousands of funcence of mechanisms designed to create that con- tionally specialized subroutines. It is because of, and
nection. Our evolved cognitive adaptations-our in- not despite, this specificity of inherent structure that
herited psychological mechanisms-are the means by the output of computational systems is so sensitively
which things are affirmatively accomplished. It is an contingent on environmental inputs. It is just this
absurd model that proposes that the potentially un- sensitive contingency to subtleties of environmental
fettered human mind operates by flailing around and variation that make a narrow intractability of outis only given structure and direction by the "limits" comes unlikely.
and "constraints" built in by "biology." Instead, any
The image of clay, and terms such as "malleability,"
time the mind generates any behavior at all, it does
"flexibility,"
and "plasticity" confuse two separate isso by virtue of specific generative programs in the
sues:
(
1)
the
detailed articulation of human evolved
head, in conjunction with the environmental inputs
psychological
design (i.e., what is the evolved design
with which they are presented. Evolved structure
of
our
developmental
programs and of the mechdoes not constrain; it creates or enables (Cosmides
anisms
they
reliably
contstruct),
and (2) the fixity
& Tooby, 1987).
or intractability of expressed outcomes (what must
Given that we are all discussing universal human people do, regardless of circumstance). The first
design and if, as Symons argues, all coherent behav- question asks what evolved organization exists in
ioral scientists accept the reality of evolved mech- the mind, while the second asks what events will inanisms, then the modern nature-nurture debate is evitably occur in the world. Neither "biology," "evoreally about something else: the character of those lution," "society," or "the environment" directly imevolved mechanisms (Symons, 1987). Does the pose behavioral outcomes, without an immensely
mind consist of a few, general-purpose mechanisms, long and intricate intervening chain of causation in14

volving interactions with an entire configuration of
other causal elements. Each link of such a chain offers a possible point of intervention to change the
final outcome. For this reason, computer programs
present afar better model of the situation: The computer does nothing without them, they frequently
involve superbly complex contingent branching and
looping alternatives, they can (and the procedures
in the human mind certainly do) take as input environmental variables that create cascading changes
in subsequent computational events and final outcomes, and the entire system may respond dramatically and dynamically to direct intervention (for example, the alteration of even a single instruction) at
any of a great number of locations in the program.

to be more blood than healing. To cure, one needs
to understand; lamenting disease or denouncing the
researchers who study its properties has never yet
saved a life. At present, we are decades away from
having a good model of the human mind, and this
is attributable in no small measure to a misguided
antinativism that has, for many, turned from being
a moral stance into a tired way of defending a stagnated and sterile intellectual status quo. There are,
of course, no guarantees, and it is at least logically
possible that under- standing our complex array of
evolved mechanisms will offer no way to improve
.the human condition. But, if that is the case, it will
be the first time in history that major sets of new discoveries turned out to be useless.

Moreover, we know in advance that the human
psychological system is immensely flexible as to outcome: Everything that every individual has ever
done in all of human history and prehistory establishes the minimum boundary of the possible. The
maximum, if any, is completely unknown. Given the
fact that we are almost entirely ignorant of the computational specifics of the hundreds or thousands of
mechanisms that comprise the human mind, it is far
beyond the present competence of anyone living to
say what are and are not achievable outcomes for
human beings.

The Empirical Authority of the Standard Social
Science Model
The Division of Labor: Content-independent Psychology

It is nevertheless very likely to be the case that we
will find adaptive specializations in the human mind
that evolved to make, under certain circumstances,
choices or decisions that are (by most standards)
ethically unacceptable and often lead to con- sensually undesirable outcomes ( e.g., male sexual proprietariness, Wilson & Daly, this volume; discriminative
parental solicitude, Daly & Wilson, 1981; Mann, this
volume). If one is concerned about something like
family violence, however, knowing the details of the
mechanisms involved will prove crucial in taking any
kind of constructive or ameliatory action. "Solutions"
that ignore causation can solve nothing.

One major consequence of the adoption of the
Standard Social Science Model has been the assignment of a division of labor among the social sciences. It gave each field its particular mission,
stamped each of them with its distinctive character, and thereby prevented them from making much
progress beyond the accumulation of particularistic
knowledge. Anthropology, as well as sociology and
history, study both the important and variable content of human life (the signal) and the more vaguely
defined processes and contingent events that generated it (the artificer or author of the signal). Psychology studies the medium on which this socially
generated content is inscribed, the process of inscription, and the mechanisms that enable the inscription
to take place. (The SSSM also assigns to psychology and to psychological anthropology the task of
cataloging, at the individual level, the particularistic psychological phenomena that are created by the
action of each culture on individuals; e.g., what do
American college sophomores get anxious about?).

In any case, the analysis of the morality or practicality of intervention to prevent undesired outcomes"ontogenetic engineering" (Daly, Wilson & Weghorst,
1982)- is beyond the scope of this discussion. Our
point here is simply that leaving behind the SSSM
does not entail accepting the inevitability of any
specific outcome, nor does it entail the defense of
any particular aspect of the status quo. Instead, for
those genuinely concerned with such questions, it offers the only realistic hope of understanding enough
about human nature to eventually make possible
successful intervention to bring about humane outcomes. Moreover, a program of social melioration
carried out in ignorance of human complex design is
something like letting a blindfolded individual loose
in an operating room with a scalpel-there is likely

In advance of any data, the Standard Model defined for psychology the general character of the
mechanisms that it was supposed to find (generalpurpose, content- independent ones), its most important focus (learning), and how it would interpret
the data it found (no matter what the outcome, the
origin of content was to be located externally-for example, in the unknowably complex unobserved prior
history of the individual-and not "internally" in the
mind of the organism). Psychologists certainly were
not forced by the character of their data into these
types of conclusions (e.g., Breland & Breland, 1961
). Instead, they had to carefully design their experiments so as to exclude evolutionarily organized responses to biologically significant stimuli by eliminating such stimuli from their protocols (e.g., by us-
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ing stimulus-impoverished Skinner boxes or the currently widespread practice of eliminating "emotionally charged" stimuli from cognitive experiments).
This was done in the name of good experimental design and with the intention of eliminating contaminating "noise" from the exploration of the contentindependent mechanisms that were thought to exist.
The Division of Labor: Particularistic, ContentSpecific Anthropology
Even more than psychology, anthropology was
shaped by the assumptions inherent in the SSSM’s division of labor: A content-independent (or contentfree) psychology symbiotically requires a contentsupplying anthropology to provide the agent-culturethat transforms malleable generalized potential into
specifically realized human beings. So anthropology’s mission was to study the particular (Geertz,
1973, p. 52). Consequently, anthropology became
the custodian of the key explanatory concept in the
paradigm, "culture." Belief in culture, as a substance
passed across generations causing the richly defined
particularity of adult mental and social organization
defines one’s membership in the modern social science community. The invocation of culture became
the universal glue and explanatory variable that held
social science explanations together: Why do parents take care of their children? It is part of the
social role their culture assigns to them. Why are
Syrian husbands jealous? Their culture tied their status to their wife’s honor. Why are people sometimes
aggressive? They learn to be because their culture
socializes them to be violent. Why are there more
murders in America than in Switzerland? Americans
have a more individualistic culture. Why do women
want to look younger? Youthful appearance is valued in our culture. And so on.

prefer to look youthful.
In defining culture as the central concept of anthropology, the SSSM precluded the development of
the range of alternative anthropologies that would
have resulted if, say, human nature, economic and
subsistence activity, ecological adaptation, human
universals, the organization of incentives inside
groups, institutional propagation, species-typical
psychology, or a host of other reasonable possibilities had been selected instead. More critically, because of the way in which the SSSM frames the relationship between culture and the human mind, anthropology’s emphasis on relativity and explanatory
particularism becomes inescapable, by the following
logic: If the psyche is general-purpose, then all organized content comes from the outside, from culture.
Therefore, if something is contentful, then it must be
cultural; if it is cultural, then- by the nature of what it
is to be cultural-it is plastically variable; if it is plastically variable, then there can be no firm general laws
about it. Ergo, there can be no general principles
about the content of human life (only the contentless laws of learning). The conclusion is present in
the premises. The relativity of human behavior, far
from being the critical empirical discovery of anthropology (Geertz, 1973, 1984), is something imposed
a priori on the field by the assumptions of the SSSM,
because its premises define a program that is incapable of finding anything else. Relativity is no more
"there" to be found in the data of anthropologists
than a content-independent architecture is "there" to
be found in the data of psychologists. These conclusions are present in the principles by which these
fields approach their tasks and organize their data,
and so are not "findings" or "discoveries" at all.

The consequences of this reasoned arrival at particularism
reverberate throughout the social sciAlthough using culture as an ail-purpose explanaences,
imparting
to them their characteristic flavor,
tion is a stance that is difficult or impossible to falas
compared
with
the natural sciences. This flasify, it is correspondingly easy to "confirm. " If one
vor
is
not
complexity,
contingency, or historicity:
doubts that the causal agent for a particular act is
Sciences
from
geology
to astronomy to meteoroltransmitted culture, one can nearly always find simogy
to
evolutionary
biology
have these in full meailar prior acts (or attitudes, or values, or representasure.
It
is,
instead,
that
social
science theories are
tions) by others, so a source of the contagion can alusually
provisional,
indeterminate,
tentative, indefiways be identified. Culture is the protean agent that
nite,
enmeshed
in
an
endlessly
qualified
explanatory
causes everything that needs explaining in the social
particularism,
for
which
the
usual
explanation
is
sciences, apart from those few things that can be exthat
human
life
is
much
more
complex
than
mere
plained by content-general psychological laws, a few
drives, and whatever super organic processes (e.g., Schrödinger equations or planetary ecosystems. Behistory, social conflict, economics) that are used to cause culture was held to be the proximate (and
explain the particularities of a specific culture. Psy- probably the ultimate) cause of the substance and
chologists, then, need not explain the origin of com- rich organization of human life, the consensus was,
plexly specific local patterns of behavior. They can naturally, that documenting its variability and particbe confident that anthropologists have done this job ularity deserved to be the primary focus of anthropoand have tracked, captured, defined, and analyzed logical study (e.g., Geertz, 1973). This single propothe causal processes responsible for explaining why sition alone has proven to be a major contributor to
men are often sexually jealous or why women often the failure of the social sciences (Tooby & Cosmides,
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1989a). Mainstream sociocultural anthropology has
arrived at a situation resembling some nightmarish
short story Borges might have written, where scientists are condemned by their unexamined assumptions to study the nature of mirrors only by cataloging and investigating everything that mirrors can
reflect. It is an endless process that never makes
progress, that never reaches closure, that generates
endless debate between those who have seen different reflected images, and whose enduring product is
voluminous descriptions of particular phenomena.
The Empirical Disproof of a Universal Human
Nature.
The view that the essence of human nature lies
in its variousness and the corresponding rejection of
a complex, universal human nature is not advanced
by anthropologists simply as an assertion. Instead,
it is presented as a dramatic and empirically wellsup- ported scientific discovery (Geertz, 1984) and
is derived from a particular method through which
the limits of human nature are explored and defined. This method, a logical process of elimination, "confirmed" that the notion of human nature
was empirically almost vacuous. Since infants are
everywhere the same, then anything that varies in
adults can only (it was reasoned) be cultural and,
hence, socially inherited and, hence, socially manufactured. The method depends on accepting the
premise that behavior can only be accounted for in
these two ways: (1) as something "biological," or inborn, which is, therefore, inflexibly rigid regardless
of environment and (because of the psychic unity of
humankind) everywhere the same, or (2) as sociocultural, which includes everything that varies, at a
minimum, and perhaps many things that happen by
accident to be universal as well.
Whenever it is suggested that something is "innate" or "biological," the SSSM- oriented anthropologist or sociologist riffles through the ethnographic
literature to find a report of a culture where the
behavior ( or whatever) varies (for a classic example, see Mead’s 1949 Male and Female). Upon
finding an instance of reported variation (or inventing one through strained interpretation; see again,
Mead, 1949), the item is moved from the category
of "innate," "biological," "genetically determined," or
"hardwired" to the category of "learned," "cultural,"
or "socially constructed." Durkheim succinctly runs
through the process, discussing why sexual jealousy,
filial piety, and paternal love must be social constructions, despite claims to the contrary: "History, however, shows that these inclinations, far from being inherent in human nature, are often totally lacking. Or
they may present such variations in different human
societies that the residue obtained after eliminating all these differences-which alone can be consid-

ered of psychological origin-is reduced to something
vague and rudimentary and far removed from the
facts that need explanation" (Durkheim, 1895/1962,
p. 106). Because almost everything human is variable in one respect or another, nearly everything has
been subtracted from the "biologically determined"
column and moved to the "socially determined" column. The leftover residue of "human nature," after this process of subtraction has been completed
is weak tea indeed, compared to the rich and engaging list of those dimensions of life where humans
vary. No wonder Geertz (1973) finds such watereddown universals no more fundamental or essential
to humans than the behaviors in which humans vary.
Psychologists have, by and large, accepted the professional testimony of anthropologists and have, as
part of their standard intellectual furniture, the confidence that other cultures violate virtually every universal claim about the content of human life. (D. E.
Brown [1991] offers a pivotal examination of the history and logic of anthropological approaches to human universals, cultural variation, and biology, and
this entire discussion is informed by his work.)
Discovering Regularities Depends on Selecting Appropriate Frames of Reference
Because of the moral appeal of antinativism, the
process of discrediting claims about a universal human nature has been strongly motivated. Anthropologists, by each new claim of discovered variability,
felt they were expanding the boundaries of their discipline (and, as they thought, of human possibility
itself) and liberating the social sciences from biologically deterministic accounts of how we are inflexibly
constrained to live as we do. This has elevated particularism and the celebration of variability to central values inside of anthropology, strongly asserted
and fiercely defended.
The most scientifically damaging aspect of this dynamic has not been the consequent rhetorical emphasis most anthropologists have placed on the unusual (Bloch, 1977; Goldschmidt, 1960; Symons,
1979; see, especially, D. E. Brown, 1991). As Bloch (
1977, p. 285) says, it is the "professional malpractice
of anthropologists to exaggerate the exotic character
of other cultures." Nor is the most damaging aspect
of this dynamic the professionally cultivated credulousness about claims of wonders in remote parts of
the world, which has led anthropologists routinely
to embrace, perpetuate, and defend not only gross
errors (see Freeman, 1983, on Mead and Samoa;
Suggs, 1971, on Linton and the Marquesas) but also
obvious hoaxes (e.g., Casteneda’s UCLA dissertation
on Don Juan; or the gentle "Tasaday," which were
manufactured by officials of the Marcos regime).
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The most scientifically damaging aspect of this

value system has been that it leads anthropologists to
actively reject conceptual frameworks that identify
meaningful dimensions of cross-cultural uniformity
in favor of alternative vantage points from which cultures appear maximally differentiated. Distinctions
can easily be found and endlessly multiplied, and it
is an easy task to work backward from some particular difference to find a framework from which the
difference matters (e.g., while "mothers" may exist
both there and here, motherhood here is completely
different from motherhood there because mothers
there are not even conceptualized as being blood kin,
but rather as the wife of one’s father, etc., etc.). The
failure to view such variation as always profoundly
differentiating is taken to imply the lack of a sophisticated and professional appreciation of the rich details of ethnographic reality.

Beneath Variable Behavior Lie Universal Mechanisms

Other sciences select frameworks by how much
regularity these frameworks allow

its observable expression. We believe a similar distinction will prove necessary to the development of
an integrated social science. We will refer to this as
the distinction between the evolved (as in evolved
mechanisms, evolved psychology, evolved architecture, etc.) and the manifest (as in manifest psychology, manifest behavior, etc. ). One observes variable manifest psychologies or behaviors between individuals and across cultures and views them as the
product of a common, under- lying evolved psychology, operating under different circumstances. The
mapping between the evolved architecture and manifest behavior operates according to principles of expression that are specified in the evolved developmental mechanisms and the psychological mechanisms they reliably construct; manifest expressions
may differ between individuals when different environmental inputs are operated on by the same procedures to produce different manifest outputs (Cosmides & Tooby, 1987; Tooby & Cosmides, 1989b).

The social science tradition of categorizing everything that varies as "nonbiological" fails to identify
much that is "biological." This is because anthropologists have chosen ill-suited frames of reference (such
as those based on surface "behavior" or reflective
"meaning") that accentuate variability and obscure
the underlying level of universal evolved architecture. There may be good reasons to doubt that the
"behavior" of marriage is a cross-cultural universal or
that the articulated "meaning" , of gender is the same
across all cultures, but there is every reason to think
that every human ( of a given sex) comes equipped
with the same basic evolved design (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a). The critical question is not, for example, whether every human male in every culture
But whether something is variable or constant is engages in jealous behaviors or whether mental repnot just "out in the world"; it is also a function of the resentations attached to situations of extra-pair matsystem of categorization and description that is cho- ing are the same in every culture; instead, the most
sen and applied. The distance from Paris to Mars is illuminating question is whether every human male
complexly variable, so is the location of Paris "con- comes endowed with developmental programs that
stant" and "inflexible" or is it "variable?" In geogra- are designed to assemble (either conditionally or rephy, as in the social sciences, one can get whichever gardless of normal environmental variation) evoluanswer one wants simply by choosing one frame of tionarily designed sexual jealousy mechanisms that
reference over another. The order that has been are then present to be activated by appropriate cues.
uncovered in physics, for example, depends on the To discern and rescue this underlying universal decareful selection of those particular systems of de- sign out of the booming, buzzing confusion of obscription and measure that allow in variances to ap- servable human phenomena requires selecting appear. These regularities would all disappear if physi- propriate analytical tools and frames of reference.
cists used contingently relative definitions and meaGenetics, for example, had enormous difficulty
sures, such as their own heartbeat to count units of making progress as a science until geneticists
time (the speed of light would slow down every time developed the distinction between genotype and
the measurer got excited-"relativity" indeed).
phenotype-between the inherited basis of a trait and

them to uncover. In contrast, m()st anthropologists are disposed to select their frame- works so as
to bring out the maximum in particularity, contingency, and variability (e.g., how are the people they
study unique?). Certainly one of the most rewarded
of talents inside anthropology is the literary ability
to express the humanly familiar and intelligible as
the exotic (see, e.g., Geertz’s description of a raid by
the authorities on a cock fight in Bali; Geertz, 1973;
see D. E. Brown, 1991, for a lucid dissection of the
role of universals in this example, and Barkow, 1989,
on how Balinese cock fighting illustrates the conventional psychology of prestige). Anthropologists’ attraction to frameworks that highlight particularistic
distinctions and relationships has nearly precluded
the accumulation of genuine knowledge about our
universal design and renders anthropologists’ "empirically" grounded dismissal of the role of biology
a matter of convention and conjuring rather than a
For example, some individuals speak English while
matter of fact.
others do not, yet everyone passes through a life
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stage when the same species-typical language acquisition device is activated (Pinker & Bloom, this volume). In fact, if an individual survives a child- hood
of aberrant social isolation she may never acquire
a language and may be incapable of speaking; yet,
she will have had the same species-typical language
acquisition device as everyone else. So what at the
behavioral level appears variable ("speaks English,"
"speaks Kikuyu"; or, even, "speaks a language," "does
not speak any language") fractionates into variable
environmental inputs and a uniform underlying design, interacting to produce the observed patterns of
manifest variation. The fog
enveloping most social science debates would
blow away if all hypotheses were completely spelled
out, through analyzing each situation into environmental conditions, evolved architecture, and how
their interaction produces the manifest outcome.
Standard Model partisans have confidently rested
their empirical case on what now appears to be uncertain ground: that manifest universality across cultures is the observation that evolutionary hypotheses about human nature require and that, on the
other hand, cross-cultural variability establishes that
the behavior in question is uncontaminated by "biology" and is, instead, solely the product of "culture"
or "social processes." The recognition that a universal evolved psychology will produce variable manifest behavior given different environmental conditions exposes this argument as a complete non sequitur. From a perspective that describes the whole
integrated system of causation, the distinction between the biologically determined and the nonbiologically determined can be seen to be a nondistinction.
In its place, the relevant distinction can be drawn
between what Mayr (among others) called open and
closed behavior programs (Mayr, 1976). This terminology distinguishes mechanisms that are open to
factors that commonly vary in the organism’s natural environment and, hence, commonly vary in
their manifest expression from those that are closed
to the influence of such factors and are, consequently, uniform in their manifest expression. The
human language acquisition device is an open behavior program whose constructed product, adult
competency in the local language, varies depending on the language community in which the individual is raised. Certain facial emotional displays
that manifest themselves uniformly cross-culturally
(Ekman, 1973) may be examples of closed behavior programs. The Standard Social Science Model’s
method of sorting behavior by its cross-cultural uniformity or variability of expression into "biologically
determined" and "socially determined" categories in
reality sorts behaviors into those generated by closed

behavior programs, and those generated by open behavior programs. In neither case can the analysis
of the "determination" of behavior be made independent of "biology," that is, independent of understanding the participation of the evolved architecture. For this reason, the whole incoherent opposition between socially determined (or culturally determined) phenomena and biologically determined
(or genetically determined) phenomena should be
consigned to the dustbin of history, along with the
search for a biology-free social science.
The Search for the Artificer
If psychology studies the content-independent
laws of mind and anthropology studies the contentsupplying inheritances of particular cultures, one
still needs to find the content-determining processes
that manufacture individual cultures and social systems. The Standard Social Science Model breaks the
social sciences into schools (materialist, structuralfunctionalist, symbolic, Marxist, postmodernist, etc.
) that are largely distinguished by how each attempts to affirmatively characterize the artificer,
which they generally agree is an emergent grouplevel process of some kind. It is far beyond the scope
of this chapter to review and critique these attempts
to discover somewhere in the social system what is in
effect a generative computational system. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that the net effect
of the central logic of the Standard Social Science
Model has been to direct the quest for the ultimate
cause or generator of significant mental and social
organization outward away from the rich computational architecture of the human mind. It is there
where sufficiently powerful ordering processes ones
capable of explaining the phenomena-are primarily
to be found. As will be discussed later, it is there
where the actual generators of organization are principally (though not exclusively) located and could be
productively investigated. And understanding this
architecture is an indispensable ingredient in modeling or under- standing whatever super-individual
processes exist.
This is not to say that there aren’t many important
phenomena and processes operating at the population level, which, for example, modify the nature and
distribution of representations (for non-SSSM analyses, see, e.g., Sperber, 1985, 1990, on epidemiological approaches to cultural transmission; see also
Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Campbell, 1965, 1975;
Durham, 1991; and others, who examine analogs
to natural selection operating at the cultural level).
But because the traditional SSSM efforts to characterize these generative processes make them entirely
external to "the individual" as well as independent
of species-typical psychology, these accounts tend to
share a certain ineradicable indefiniteness of loca-
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tion and substance. The SSSM attempt to abstract
social processes away from the matrix of interacting psychological architectures necessarily fails because the detailed structure of psychological mechanisms is inextricably bound up in how these social processes operate. One might say that what
mostly remains, once you have removed from the human world everything internal to individuals, is the
air between them. This vagueness of ontology and
causal mechanism makes it difficult to situate these
hypothetical generative processes with respect to our
knowledge of the rest of the natural world (Sperber, 1986). Moreover, attempt- ing to locate in these
population-level processes the primary generator of
significant organization has caused these processes
to be fundamentally misunderstood, mystified, and
imbued with such unwarranted properties as autonomy, teleology, functionality, organism-like integration, intelligence, intentionality, emotions, needresponsiveness, and even consciousness (see, e.g.,
Durkheim, 1895/1962; Harris, 1979; Kroeber, 1915;
Marx, 1867/1909; Merton, 1949; Parsons, 1949;
Radcliffe-Brown, 1952; see Harris, 1968, for review
and discussion).
Of course, the social system is not like a person or
an organism or a mind, self- ordering due to its own
functionally integrated mechanisms. It is more like
an ecosystem or an economy whose relationships are
structured by feedback processes driven by the dynamic properties of its component parts. In this case,
the component parts of the population are individual
humans, so any social dynamics must be anchored in
models of the human psychological architecture. In
contrast, the customary insistence on the autonomy
(or analytic separability) of the superorganic level is
why there have been so few successful or convincing
causal models of population-level social processes,
including models of culture and social organization
(apart from those originating in microeconomics or
in analogies drawn from population biology, which
do not usually take SSSM-style approaches; see, e.g.,
Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Schelling, 1978).
Rejecting the design of individuals as central to
the dynamics is fatal to these models, because superorganic (that is, population-level) processes are
not just "out there," external to the individual. Instead, human superindividual interactions depend
intimately on the representations and other regulatory elements present in the head of every individual
involved and, therefore, on the systems of computation inside each head. These govern what is selected
from "out there," how this is represented, what procedures act on the representations, and what behaviors result that others can then observe and interact within a population dynamic fashion (Sperber,
1985, 1986, 1990;Tooby & Cosmides, 1989a). These

psychological mechanisms are primarily where there
is sufficient antientropic computational power to explain the rich patterning of human life. The design of
the human psychological architecture structures the
nature of the social interactions humans can enter
into, as well as the selectively contagious transmission of representations between individuals. Only
after the description of the evolved human psychological architecture has been restored as the centerpiece of social theory can the secondary antientropic
effects of population-level social dynamics be fully
assessed and confidently analyzed. Hence, the study
of population-level social and cultural dynamics requires a sophisticated model of human psychology
to undergird it (see Barkow, 1989, this volume; Cosmides & Tooby, 1989, this volume; Daly, 1982; Sperber, 1985, 1990; Tooby&Cosmides, 1989a).
The Division of Labor: The Social Sciences versus the Natural Sciences.
The single most far-reaching consequence of the
Standard Social Science Model has been to intellectually divorce the social sciences from the natural
sciences, with the result that they cannot speak to
each other about much of substance. Where this
divorce has been achieved can be precisely located
within the model. Because biology and evolved psychology are internal to the individual and because
culture-the author of social and mental organizationis seen as external to the individual, the causal arrow from outside to inside logically insulates the social sciences from the rest of the natural sciences,
making them autonomous and the natural sciences
substantively irrelevant. This set of propositions is
the locus of the primary break between the social
and the natural sciences. Although there has been a
causal flow across four billion years of evolutionary
time, its ability to causally shape the human present
is impermeably dammed at the boundaries of the
individual-in fact, well within the individual, for evolution is thought to provide nothing beyond an account of the origins of the drives, if any, and of the
general-purpose, content-free learning or computational equipment that together comprise the SSSM’s
minimalist model of human nature.
Thus, whatever their empirical success may be, the
claims made by (to pick some obvious examples)
ethnologists, sociobiologists, behavioral ecologists,
and evolutionary psychologists about the evolutionary patterning of human behavior can be simply dismissed out of hand as wrong, without requiring specific examination, because causality does not flow
outward from the individual or from psychology, but
inward from the social world (Sahlins, 1976a). Or,
as Durkheim put it nearly a century before, "every
time that a social phenomenon is directly explained
by a psychological phenomenon, we may be sure
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that the explanation is false" (Durkheim, 1895/1962,
p. 103). Organic evolution manufactured the biological substratum, the human capacity for culture"the breadth and indeterminateness of [man’s] inherent capacities" (Geertz, 1973, p. 45 )-but otherwise reaches a dead end in its causal flow and its
power to explain.

believing it is false? There are a number of major
problems that independently lead to the rejection of
the SSSM-some emerging from evolutionary biology,
some from cognitive science, and some from their
integration. We will discuss three of these problems,
arguing that (1) the Standard Social Science Model’s
analysis of developmental or "nature-nurture" issues
Finally, it would be a mistake t() think that the is erroneous; (2) the general-purpose, content-free
Standard Social Science Model reflects the views psychology central to the SSSM could not have been
solely of social scientists and is usually resisted by produced by the evolutionary process and, therefore,
biologists and other natural scientists. It is instead is not a viable candidate model of human psycholconsidered the common sense and common decency ogy; and (3) a psychology of this kind cannot exof our age. More particularly, it is a very useful doc- plain how people solve a whole array of tasks they
trine for biologists themselves to hold. Many of them are known to routinely perform.
vigorously defend its orthodoxies, adding their proFor advocates of the Standard Social Science
fessional imprimatur to the social scientists’ brief for Model, evolution is ignored because it is irrelevant:
the primacy of culture or social forces over "biology" The explanatory power of evolution ends with the
(see, e.g., Gould, 1977a, 1977b; Lewontin, Rose & emergence of the content-free computational equipKamin, 1984). This does not hap- pen simply be- ment that purportedly constitutes human nature.
cause some are drawn to the formidable moral au- This equipment does not impose any form on the sothority of the Standard Model and the mantle it con- cial world, but instead acquires all of its content from
fers. Even for those of a genuinely scientific tem- the social world. The supposed erasure of contentperament, fascinated with biological phenomena for sensitive and content-imparting structure from hotheir own sake, such a doctrine is a godsend. The minid psychological architecture during our evoluStandard Model guarantees them, a priori, that their tion is what justifies the wall of separation between
work cannot have implications that violate socially the natural and the social sciences. If this view were
sanctified beliefs about human affairs because the correct, then evolution would indeed be effectively
Standard Model assures them that biology is intrinsi- irrelevant to the social sciences and the phenomena
cally disconnected from the human social order. The they study.
Standard Model therefore frees those in the biologiIn contrast, proponents of the Integrated Causal
cal sciences to pursue their research in peace, with- Model accept that, in addition to whatever contentout having to fear that they might accidentally stum- independent mechanisms our psychological architecble into or run afoul of highly charged social or po- ture may contain, it also contains content-specific
litical issues. It offers them safe conduct across the devices, including those computationally responsipoliticized minefield of modem academic life. This ble for the generation and regulation of human
division of labor is, therefore, popular: Natural sci- cultural and social phenomena. These contententists deal with the nonhuman world and the "phys- specific mechanisms are adaptations (as are contentical" side of human life, while social scientists are the independent mechanisms), and evolved to solve
custodians of human minds, human behavior, and, long-enduring adaptive problems characteristic of
indeed, the entire human mental, moral, political, our hunter-gatherer past. Because of their design,
social, and cultural world. Thus, both social scien- their operation continually imparts evolutionarily
tists and natural scientists have been enlisted in what patterned content to modern human life. If this
has become a common enterprise: the resurrection view is correct, then the specifics of evolutionary biof a barely disguised and archaic physical/mental, ology have a central significance for understanding
matter/spirit, nature/human dualism, in place of an human thought and action. Evolutionary processes
integrated scientific monism.
are the "architect" that assembled, detail by detail,
THE EVOLUTIONARY CONTRIBUTION TO IN- our evolved psychological and physiological archiTEGRA TED EXPLANATION
tecture. The distinctive characteristics of these processes
are inscribed in the organizational specifics
Rediscovering the Relevance of Evolutionary Biof
these
designs. Consequently, an understanding
ology
of the principles that govern evolution is an indisIf the adoption of the Standard Social Science pensable ally in the enterprise of understanding huModel has not led to a great deal of natural science- man nature and an invaluable tool in the discovIike progress, that is surely not a good argument ery and mapping of the species-typical collection
against it. Its convenience has no bearing on of information-processing mechanisms that together
whether it is true. What, then, are the reasons for comprise the human mind. The complex designs
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of these mechanisms are the main causal channels
through which the natural sciences connect to and
shape the substance of the "social" sciences.

large chains, DNA as a regulatory element-are incidental rather than essential, and the logic of Darwinism would apply equally to self- reproducing robots,
to
self-reproducing plasma vortices in the sun, or
Thus, the relevance of evolutionary biology does
to
anything
else that reproduces with the potential
not in the least depend on our being "just like" other
for
inheritable
change (mutation). From reproducspecies, which we obviously are not (Tooby & De
tion,
the
defining
property of life, the entire elegant
Vore, 1987). Each species has its own distinctive
deductive
structure
of Darwinism follows (Dawkins,
properties stemming from its own unique evolution1976;
Tooby
&
Cosmides,
1990b; Williams, 1985).
ary history .Evolutionary biology is fundamentally
relevant to the study of human behavior and thought
Very simple proto-bacteria emerged early in terresbecause our species is the product of naturalistic ter- trial history, as chemical machines that constructed
restrial processes-evolutionary processes-and not of additional chemical machines like themselves. Bedivine creation or extraterrestrial intervention. How- cause reproduction means the construction of offever unusual our properties may be from a zoologi- spring designs like the parent machines, one could
cal point of view- and we have every reason to be- imagine this leading to an endless chain of proliferlieve humans followed a unique evolutionary trajec- ating systems identical to the original parent. This
tory (Tooby & De V ore, 1987)-we need an account is not what happened, of course, because mutaof how they were produced in the natural world of tions or random modifications are sometimes introcausation over evolutionary history (Boyd & Richer- duced into offspring designs by accident, with farson, 1985). Such accounts are constructed from ( I) reaching consequences. Most random modifications
the principles that govern the evolutionary process introduce changes into the organism’s organization
(such as natural selection and drift), (2) the designs that interfere with the complex sequence of actions
of ancestral hominid species, and (3) the particu- necessary for self-reproduction. But a small proporlar ancestral environments and contingent historical tion of random modifications happen to cause an
events hominids encountered during their evolution- enhancement in the average ability of the design
ary history.
to cause its own reproduction. In the short run,
Reproduction, Feedback, and the Construction the frequency of those variants whose design promotes their own reproduction increases, and the freof Organic Design
quency of those variants whose design causes them
to produce fewer (or no) offspring decreases. ConThese elaborately constructed forms, so difsequently,
one of two outcomes usually ensues: ( 1)
ferent from each other, and dependent on
the
frequency
of a design will drop to zero-i.e., go
each other in so complex a manner, have
extinct
(a
case
of negative feedback); or (2) a deall been produced by laws acting around us.
sign
will
outreproduce
and thereby replace all alterThese laws, taken in the largest sense, benative
designs
in
the
population
(a case of positive
ing. ..Reproduction; Inheritance which is
feedback).
After
such
an
event,
the population of
almost implied by reproduction; Variability,
reproducing
machines
is
different
from its ancestors
and as a consequence. Natural Selection.
because
it
is
equipped
with
anew
and
more function...
ally organized design or architecture. Thus, the fact
-CHARLES DARWIN, The Origin of Species
that alternative design features give rise to reproductive performance differences creates the system
While physicists tend to start their causal history of positive and negative feedback called natural sewith the Big Bang, biologists usually select a differ- lection. Natural selection guides the incorporation
ent, later event: the emergence of the first living or- of design modifications over generations according
ganism. Life ( or the instances we have so far ob- to their consequences on their own reproduction.
served) is a phenomenon that originated on earth
Over the long run, down chains of descent, this
three to four billion years ago through the formacycle
of chance modification and reproductive feedtion of the first living organism by contingent physback
leads
to the systematic accretion within archiical and chemical processes. What is life? What
tectures
of
design
features that promote or formerly
defining properties qualified some ancient physical
promoted
their
own
propagation. Even more imporsystem as the first living organism? From a Dartantly,
the
reproductive
fates of the inherited properwinian perspective, it is the reproduction by systies
that
coexist
in
the
same
organism are linked totems of new and similarly reproducing systems that
gether:
What
propagates
one
design feature tends to
is the defining property of life. An organism is a
propagate
others
(not
perfectly,
but sufficiently for a
self-reproducing machine. All of the other properties
coherent
design
to
emerge;
see
Cosmides & Tooby,
of living organisms-cellular structure, A TP, polypep1981).
This
means
that
traits
will
be selected to
tides, the use of car- bon’s ability to form indefinitely
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work together to produce the same outcomes and
to enhance each other’s functionality. Frequently,
then, these accumulating properties will sequentially fit themselves together into increasingly functionally elaborated machines for reproduction, composed of constituent mechanisms-called adaptationsthat solve problems that are either necessary for reproduction or increase its likelihood (Darwin, 1859;
Dawkins, 1986; R. Thornhill, 1991 ; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b; Williams, 1966, 1985). As if by the
handiwork of an invisible and nonforesightful engineer, element after element is added to a design over
generations, making it a more functional system for
propagation under the conditions prevailing at the
time each new element was added. At present, there
is no extant alter- native theory for how organisms
acquired complex functional organization over the
course of their evolution (Dawkins, 1986).
What is most compelling about Darwin’s approach
is that the process of natural selection is an inevitable
by-product of reproduction, inheritance, and mutation. Like water running downhill, over generations organisms tend to flow into new functional designs better organized for effective propagation in
the environmental context in which they evolved.
There is, however, another method, besides selection, by which mutations can become incorporated
into species-typical design: chance. The sheer impact of many random accidents may cumulatively
propel a useless mutation upward in frequency until it crowds out all alternative design features from
the population. Its presence in the architecture is
not explained by the (nonexistent) functional consequences it has on reproduction, and so it will not be
coordinated with the rest of the organism’s architecture in a functional way.
But despite the fact that chance plays some role
in evolution, organisms are not primarily chance
agglomerations of stray properties. To the extent
that a feature has a significant effect on reproduction, selection will act on it. For this reason, important and consequential aspects of organism architectures are shaped by selection. By the same token,
those modifications that are so minor that their consequences are negligible on reproduction are invisible to selection and, therefore, are not organized by
it. Thus, chance properties drift through the standard designs of species in a random way, unable to
account for complex organized design and, correspondingly, are usually peripheralized into those aspects that do not make a significant impact on the
functional operation of the system (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a, 1990b).
In short, evolution (or descent with modification,
to use Darwin’s phrase) takes place due to the action
of both chance and natural selection, causing de-

scendants to diverge in characteristics from their ancestors, down chains of descent. Over evolutionary
time, this appears as a succession of designs, each
a modification of the one preceding it. Generation
by generation, step by step, the designs of all of the
diverse organisms alive today-from redwoods and
manta rays to humans and yeast-were permuted out
of the original, very simple, single-celled ancestor
through an immensely long sequence of successive
modifications. Each modification spread through the
species either because it caused its own propagation,
or by accident. Through this analytic framework, living things in general and each species in particular
can be located in the principled causal history of the
universe. Moreover, the specific design features of a
species’ architecture can also be causally located in
this history: they exist either because of chance incorporation or because they contributed to the functional operation of the architecture. The theory of
evolution by natural selection vastly expanded the
range of things that could be accounted for, so that
not only physical phenomena such as stars, mountain ranges, impact crater’s, and alluvial fans could
be causally located and explained but also things like
whales, eyes, leaves, nervous systems, emotional expressions, and the language faculty.
The modern Darwinian theory of evolution consists of the logically derivable set of causal principles that necessarily govern the dynamics of reproducing systems, accounting for the kinds of properties that they cumulatively acquire over successive generations. The explicit identification of this
core logic has allowed the biological community to
develop an increasingly comprehensive set of principles about what kinds of modifications can and
do become incorporated into the designs of reproducing systems down their chains of descent, and
what kinds of modifications do not (Dawkins, 1976,
1982, 1986; Hamilton, 1964, 1972; Maynard Smith,
1964, 1982; Williams, 1966). This set of principles has been tested, validated, and enriched by a
comprehensive engagement with the empirical reality of the biological world, from functional and
comparative anatomy, to biogeography, to genetics,
to immunology, to embryology, to behavioral ecology, and so on. Just as the fields of electrical and
mechanical engineering summarize our knowledge
of principles that govern the design of human-bui1t
machines, the field of evolutionary biology summarizes our knowledge of the engineering principles
that govern the design of organisms, which can be
thought of as machines built by the evolutionary process (for good summaries, see Daly & Wilson 1984a;
Dawkins, 1976,1982, 1986; Krebs & Davies, 1987).
Modern evolutionary biology constitutes, in effect,
an "organism design theory." Its principles can be
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breathe or forests burn. Of course, human breeders
artificially intervene, and one could easily imagine,
as an alternative to a Darwinian world, a benevolent
deity or extraterrestrial being creating the properties
The Peculiar Nature of Biological Functionality of living things in order to serve human convenience
rather than the organisms’ own reproduction. Wild
In certain narrowly delimited ways, then, the horses could be born with saddle-shaped humps, lugspontaneous process of evolution parallels the in- gage racks, and a spontaneous willingness to be ridtentional construction of functional machines by hu- den; chronic bacterial infections could jolt humans
man action. But, whereas machines built by human with caffeine every morning 45 seconds before they
engineers are designed to serve a diverse array of need to get up. Similarly, the non- living world could
ends, the causal process of natural selection builds be full of intricate functional arrangements not creorganic machines that are "designed" to serve only ated by humans, such as mountains that naturally
one very specialized end: the propagation into sub- mimic hotels down to the details of closet hangers,
sequent generations of the inherited design features electric wiring, and television sets. But this is not
that comprise the organic machine itself.
the world we live in. We live in a world of biological
functionality
and its derivatives, traceable originally
Because design features are embodied in organto
the
operation
of natural selection on reproducing
isms, they can, generally speaking, propagate themselves in only two ways: (I) by solving problems that systems (Darwin, 1859; Dawkins, 1976, 1986). To
will increase the probability that the organism they be able to understand the world of biological pheare situated in will produce offspring, or (2) by solv- nomena, one must be able to recognize this peculiar
ing problems that will increase the probability that functional organization and distinguish it from the
the organism’s kin will produce offspring (Hamilton, products of chance.
1964; Williams & Williams, 1957). An individual’s
Of course, the fact that living things are machines
relatives, by virtue of having descended from a com- organized to reproduce them- selves and their kin
mon ancestor, have an increased likelihood of having does not mean that evolutionary functional analthe same design feature as compared to other con- ysis focuses narrowly on such issues as copulaspecifics, so their increased reproduction will tend to tion or pregnancy (things intuitively associated with
increase the frequency of the design feature. Accord- reproduction) over, say, taste preferences, vision,
ingly, design features that promote both direct re- emotional expression, social categorization, coaliproduction and kin reproduction, and that make ef- tion formation, or object recognition. A life hisficient trade-offs between the two will replace those tory of successfully achieved reproduction (includthat do not. To put this in standard biological termi- ing kin reproduction) requires accomplishing the ennology, design features are selected for to the extent tire tributary network of preconditions for and facilthat they promote their inclusive fitness (Hamilton, itations of reproduction in complex ecological and
1964). For clarity, we will tend to call this propaga- social environments. Of course, this includes all of
tion or design-propagation.
the information- gathering, inference, and decisionused both to evaluate the plausibility of the psychology posited by the Standard Social Science Model
and to guide the construction of a better successor
psychology.

Selection, then, is the only known account for the
natural occurrence of complexly organized functionality in the inherited design of undomesticated organisms. More- over, selection can only account
for functionality of a very narrow kind: approximately, design features organized to promote the reproduction of an individual and his or her relatives
(Dawkins, 1986; Williams, 1966). Fortunately for
the modern theory of evolution, the only naturally
occurring complex functionality that has ever been
documented in plants, animals, or other organisms is
functionality of just this kind, along with its derivatives and by-products. Mammals evolved adaptations to produce milk to feed their own young, infectious micro-organisms mimic human biochemistry to
escape immune surveillance so they can survive and
reproduce, and plants produce oxygen as a waste
product of feeding themselves through photosynthesis, and not for the pleasure of watching humans

making that these tasks entail. For this reason,
humans display a diverse range of adaptations designed to perform a wide and structured variety of
subsidiary tasks, from solicitation of assistance from
one’s parents, to language acquisition, to modeling
the spatial distribution of local objects, to reading
the body language of an antagonist.
Finally, the behavior of individual organisms is
caused by the structure of their adaptations and
the environmental input to them; it is not independently governed by the principle of individual fitness maximization. Individual organisms are best
thought of as adaptation-executers rather than as
fitness-maximizers. Natural selection cannot directly
"see" an individual organism in a specific situation
and cause behavior to be adaptively tailored to the
functional requirements imposed by that situation.
To understand the role of selection in behavior, one
must follow out all steps in the chain: Selection act-
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ing over evolutionary time has constructed the mechanisms we have inherited in the present, and it is
this set of mechanisms that regulates our behaviornot natural selection directly. These mechanisms situated in particular individuals frequently-but by no
means always-bring about a functional coordination
between the adaptive demands of particular situations and associated behavioral responses.

For the reasons outlined above, the species-typical
organization of the psychology and physiology of
modern humans necessarily has an evolutionary explanation and an evolutionarily patterned architecture. This is not a vague speculation or an overreaching attempt to subsume one discipline inside
another, but constitutes as solid a fact as any in modern science. In fact, this conclusion should be a welcome one because it is the doorway through which a
very rich body of additional knowledge-evolutionary
biology-can be brought to bear on the study of psychological architecture. At its core, the discovery of
the design of human psychology and physiology is
a problem in reverse engineering: We have working
exemplars of the design in front of us, but we need to
organize our sea of observations about these exemplars into a map of the causal structure that accounts
for the behavior of the system. Psychology has never
been limited by a lack of observations. Fortunately,
the knowledge that humans are the product of evolution supplies us with a powerful set of tools-the concepts of evolutionary functional analysis-for organizing these observations into useful categories so that
the underlying systems of order can be discerned.

Thus, the biological concept of functionality differs from the folk notion of functionality as goalseeking behavior. Although some of our evolved
psychological mechanisms probably operate through
goal-seeking, surely none of them has fitnessmaximization as a mentally represented goal (see
Symons, this volume). Those goal-seeking mechanisms that do exist most likely embody proximate
goals, such as "stay warm" or "protect your infant,"
rather than ultimate goals, such as "maximize your
fitness" or "have as many offspring as possible." Indeed, goals of the latter kind are probably impossible
to instantiate in any computational system (Symons,
1987, 1989, this volume; see also Barkow, 1989;
Cosmides & Tooby, 1987, 1992; Daly & Wilson,
1988; Irons, 1983, p. 200; Tooby & Cosmides,
1990b. For somewhat contrary views, see, e.g.,
The most illuminating level of description for orAlexander, 1979, 1987 and Turke, 1990).
ganizing observations about living species is usuFor this reason, an adaptationist approach does ally in terms of their adaptations (and associated
not properly involve explaining or interpreting indi- evolutionary categories). This system of description
vidual [behavior in specific situations as "attempts" has some warrant on being considered a privileged
to increase fitness (Symons, 1989, this volume; frame of reference because the complex functional
Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b). To make the distinc- organization that exists in the design of organisms
tion between these alternative views of evolution- was injected into them through the construction of
ary explanation clear-humans as fitness- maximiz- adaptations by natural selection. Adaptations are
ers (fitness-teleology) versus humans as adaptation- the accumulated output of selection , and selection is
executors (adaptation- ism)-a brief example will the single significant anti-entropic or ordering force
serve. Fitness teleologists may observe a situation orchestrating functional organic design (Dawkings,
and ask something like, "How is Susan increasing her 1986). So if one is interested in uncovering intelligifitness by salting her eggs?" An adaptationist would ble organization in our species-typical psychological
ask, instead, "What is the nature of the evolved hu- architecture, discovering and describing its adaptaman salt preference mechanisms-if any-that are gen- tions is the place to begin.
erating the observed behavior and how did the structure of these mechanisms mesh with the physiological requirements for salt and the opportunities to
procure salt in the Pleistocene?" So, in viewing cases
of behavior, the adaptationist question is not, "How
does this or that action contribute to this particular
individual’s reproduction?" Instead, the adaptationist questions are, "What is the underlying panhuman
psychological architecture that leads to this behavior in certain specified circumstances?" and "What
are the design features of this architecture- if anythat regulate the relevant behavior in such away
that it would have constituted functional solutions
to the adaptive problems that regularly occurred in
the Pleistocene?
What Adaptations Look Like.

To understand what complex adaptations "look
like," it will help to begin concretely with a standard
example, the vertebrate eye and its associated neural
circuitry . (For its role in understanding adaptations,
see Pinker & Bloom, this volume; for a discussion
of color vision, see Shepard, this volume.) The eye
consists of an exquisitely organized arrangement of
cells, structures, and processes, such as ( 1) a transparent protective outer coating, the cornea; (2) an
opening, the pupil, through which light enters; (3)
an iris, which is a muscle that surrounds the pupil
and constricts or dilates the aperture, regulating the
amount of light entering the eye; (4) a lens, which
is both trans- parent and flexible, and whose curvature and thickness can be adjusted to bring objects of
varying distances into focus; (5) the retina, a light-
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sensitive surface that lies in the focal plane of the
lens: this multilayered neural tissue lining the inside
back of the eye- ball is, in effect, a piece of the brain
that migrated to the eye during fetal development;
(6) classes of specialized cells (rods and cones) in
the retina that transform sampled properties of ambient light through selective photochemical reactions
into electro- chemical impulses; (7) the activation by
these electrochemical impulses of neighboring bipolar cells, which, in turn, feed signals into neighboring ganglion cells, whose axons converge to form
the optic nerve; (8) the optic nerve, which carries
these signals out of the eye and to the lateral geniculate bodies in the brain; (9) the routing of these signals to the visual cortex, into a series of retinotopic
maps and other neural circuits, where they are further analyzed by a formidable array of informationprocessing mechanisms that also constitute crucial
parts of the visual system.
The dynamic regulatory coordination present in
the operation of the eye is also striking: The variable aperture modulates the amount of light entering
the eye in coordination with ambient illumination;
the eyes are stereoscopically coordinated with each
other so that their lines of vision converge on the
same object or point of interest; the thickness and
curvature of the lens is modulated so that light from
the object being viewed is focused on the retina and
not in front of it or behind it; and so on. Through a
more detailed description, this list could easily be extended to include many thousands of specialized features that contribute to the functionality of the system (tear ducts, eyelids, edge detectors, muscle systems, specific photochemical reactions, and so on)
through the orchestrated arrangement of hundreds
of millions of cells. This is even more true if we
were to go beyond a taxonomically generalized description of the vertebrate eye and relate specific design features in particular vertebrates to the particular environments and visual tasks they faced. Frogs,
for example, have retinal "bug detectors"; the rabbit retina has a variety of specialized devices, including a "hawk detector" (Marr, 1982, p. 32), and so
on. It is important to appreciate that this organization is not just macroscopic, but extends down to
the organized local relationships that subsets of cells
maintain with each other, which perform such computations as edge detection and bug detection-and
beyond, down into the specific architecture of the
constituent cells themselves. Thus, rods and cones
have a distinctive design and layout that includes
specialized organelles that adjust the size and shape
of the photoreactive regions; they have membranes
that fold back on themselves to form sacs localizing
the photoreceptive pigments; they have specialized
chemistry so that light induces these pigments to un-

dergo chemical changes that ultimately result in a
change of membrane potential; they are arranged so
that this change of membrane potential effects the
release of neurotransmitters to neighboring bipolar
glion cells, and soon.
Thus, the eye is an extraordinarily complex arrangement of specialized features that does something very useful for the organism. Moreover, this
structure was originally absent from the ancestral
design of the original single-celled founding organism, so the appearance of eyes in modern organisms must be explained as a succession of modifications across generations away from this initial
state. It is easy to see how selection, through retaining those accidental modifications that improved
performance, could start with an initial accidentally
light-sensitive nerve ending or regulatory cell and
transform it, through a large enough succession of
increasingly complex functional forms, into the superlatively crafted modern eye (see, e.g., Dawkins,
1986). In fact, eyes (light-receptive organs) have
evolved independently over 40 times in the history
of animal life from eyeless ancestral forms (Mayr,
1982).
Of course, there are certainly many nonselectionist processes in evolution by which descendants are
modified away from ancestral forms-drift, macromutation, hitchhiking, developmental by-product, and
so on. But selection is the only process that directs
change by retaining variants that are more functional. Thus, selection is the only causal process
that has a systematic tendency to propel the system
in the direction of increasingly functional arrangements, instead of into the immeasurably larger array of nonfunctional arrangements that the system
could move to at each of the innumerable choice
points in the evolution of designs. In contrast, nonselectional processes can produce functional outcomes
only by chance because a new modification’s degree
of functionality plays no role in determining whether
nonselectional processes will cause it to be retained
or eliminated. For this reason, evolutionary processes other than selection are properly classified as
"chance processes" with respect to the evolution of
adaptive complexity. It would be a coincidence of
miraculous degree if a series of these function-blind
events, brought about by drift, by-products, hitchhiking, and so on, just happened to throw together
a structure as complexly and interdependently functional as an eye (Dawkins, 1986; Pinker & Bloom,
this volume). For this reason, nonselectionist mechanisms of evolutionary change cannot be seen as providing any reasonable alternative explanation for the
eye or for any other complex adaptation. Complex
functional organization is the signature of selection.
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The eye is by no means a unique case. Immunol-

ogists, for example, have traced out a similar, immensely articulated architecture of complexly interrelated defenses (the blood monocytes, histiocytes,
free macrophages, T -lymphocytes, B-Iymphocytes,
spleen, thymus, and so on). In fact, virtually every
organ that has been examined so far betrays a complex functionality unmatched as of yet by any system
engineered by humans. More than a century of research and observation confirms that selection builds
into organisms a complex functional organization of
an eye-like precision and quality.

things else are deaf and blind. " The eye and the
rest of the visual system perform no mechanical or
chemical service for the body; it is an informationprocessing adaptation. This information-processing
device is designed to take light incident on a
two-dimensional body surface and-through applying information-processing procedures to this twodimensional array-construct cognitive models of the
local three-dimensional world, including what objects are present, their shapes, their locations, their
orientations, their trajectories, their colors, the texStill, although many social and biological scien- tures of their surfaces, as well as face recognition,
tists are willing to concede that the body is full of emotional expression recognition, and so on. Inthe most intricately functional machinery, heavily or- deed, for those committed to a Cartesian world view,
ganized by natural selection, they remain skeptical one could think of the eye as a tube that traverses
that the same is true of the mind. Moreover, parti- metaphysical realms, one end of which obtrudes into
sans of the Standard Social Science Model insist on the physical realm, the other into the mental. For
the Cartesian distinction between the material world modern monists, however, these two realms are simof anatomy and physiology and the mental world of ply alternative descriptions of the same thing, conpsychology, vigorously resisting attempts to see them venient for different analytic purposes. The "mental"
as different descriptions of the same integrated sys- consists of ordered relationships in physical systems
tem, subject to the same organizing principles. Argu- that embody properties typically running under laments by Chomsky and others that our psychological bels such as "information," "meaning," or regulation.
architecture should contain "mental organs" for the From this point of view, there is no Cartesian tube:
same reasons that the rest of the body contains phys- both ends of the visual system are physical and both
ical organs (i.e., that different tasks require func- are mental.
tionally different solutions) have yet to convince the
Because psychologists as a community have been
majority of psychologists out- side of perception and resistant to adaptationist thinking, it was an enorlanguage (Chomsky, 1975; Marshall, 1981).
mous (although nonaccidental) stroke of good forThus, Lewontin is expressing a thoroughly ortho- tune that the visual system extrudes a "physical end"
dox SSSM skepticism toward the idea that the hu- to the surface of the body and that this "physical
man psychological architecture is functionally orga- end" bears a remarkable resemblance to the camera,
nized when he suggests that human cognition may a functional machine designed by humans. Selechave developed as the purely epiphenomenal con- tion has shaped the physical structure of the eye so
sequence of the major increase in brain size, which, that it reflects and exploits the properties of light,
in fact, may have been selected for quite other rea- the geometry of the three-dimensional world, the resons" (Lewontin, 1990, p. 244). At least as nu- fracting properties of lenses, and so on; the camera
merous are those researchers who detect in hu- has a similar structure because it was designed by
man thought and behavior something more than the human engineers to reflect and exploit these same
sheer accident that Lewontin sees, and yet who ask: properties. These parallels between camera and eye
Aren’t psychological (or neurophysiological) mecha- were clues that were so obvious and so leading that
nisms expected to be less well-engineered than phys- it became a reasonable enterprise to investigate the
iological organs? High degrees of functionality are visual system from a functionalist perspective. Reall very well for eyes, intestines, and immune sys- searchers started with the physical end and followed
tems, but what about the constituent structures of the "Cartesian
the human psychological architecture? Are there at
tube" upward and inward, so to speak, into the
least any examples of well-engineered psychological mind. In so doing, they have discovered increasadaptations that might parallel physiological adapta- ingly complex and specialized computational mations?
chinery: edge detectors, motion detectors, shape detectors,
depth boundary detectors, bug detectors (in
What is most ironic about this question is that
the
third
neural layer of the retina of frogs), stereoperhaps the single most uncontroversial example of
scopic
disparity
analyzers, color constancy mechaan adaptation-an example that is conceded to be
nisms,
face
recognition
systems, and on and on.
well-engineered by even the most exercised of the
anti-adaptationist is a psychological adaptation: the
Hundreds of vision researchers, working over
eye. As Epicharmus pointed out two and half mil- decades, have been mapping this exquisitely struclennia ago, "Only mind has sight and hearing; all tured information-processing adaptation, whose
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evolutionary function is scene analysis-the reconstruction of models of real-world conditions from
a two-dimensional visual array. As more and more
functional subcomponents are explored, and as artificial intelligence researchers try to duplicate vision
in computational systems attached to electronic cameras, four things have become clear (Marr, 1982;
Poggio, Torre, & Koch, 1985). The first is that the
magnitude of the computational problem posed by
scene analysis is immensely greater than anyone had
suspected prior to trying to duplicate it. Even something so seemingly simple as perceiving the same
object as having the same color at different times
of the day turns out to require intensely specialized
and complex computational machinery because the
spectral distribution of light reflected by the object
changes widely with changes in natural illumination
(Shepard, this volume). The second conclusion is
that as a psychological adaptation (or set of adaptations, depending on whether one is a lumper or
splitter), our visual system is very well engineered,
capable of recovering far more sophisticated information from two-dimensional light arrays than the
best of the artificially engineered systems developed
so far. The third is that successful vision requires specialized neural circuits or computational machinery
designed particularly for solving the adaptive problem of scene analysis (Marr, 1982). And the fourth
is that scene analysis is an unsolvable computational
problem unless the design features of this specialized machinery "assume" that objects and events in
the world manifest many specific regularities (Shepard, 1981, 1984, 1987a; Marr, 1982; Poggio et
al., 1985). These four lessons-complexity of the
adaptive information-processing problem, well engineered problem-solving machinery as the evolved
solution, specialization of the problem-solving machinery to fit the particular nature of the problem,
and the requirement that the machinery embody "innate knowledge" about the problem-relevant parts of
the world-recur throughout the study of the computational equipment that constitutes human psychology (Cosmides & Tooby, 1987, 1992; Tooby &
Cosmides, 1989a, 1990b;on language, see Chomsky,
1975; Pinker, 1989;onvision,seeMarr, 1982; Poggio
et al., 1985).
These discoveries of superlative "engineering" in
the visual system have been paralleled in the study
of the other sense organs, which are simply the
recognizable transducing ends of an intricate mass
of psychological adaptations that consist of increasingly more complex and integrative layers of specialized neural processing. For a variety of reasons,
the information-processing adaptations involved in
perception have been the only psychological mechanisms that have been studied for decades and in

depth from a functionalist perspective. Contributing factors include the fact that their functionality
is obvious to all sensate humans and their scientific
study was rescued from the metaphysical doubt that
hangs over other psychological phenomena because
their associated physical transducing structures provided a "materialist" place to begin. Arguably the
most important factor, however, was that these were
the only, mechanisms for which psychologists had
any good standards of what counted as biologically
successful problem-solving. Unacquainted with evolutionary biology, few psychologists know that there
are standards for successful problem-solving in other
realms as well, such as social behavior. Unless one
knows what counts as a biologically successful outcome, one simply cannot recognize or investigate
complex functional design or assess the extent to
which a design is well engineered.
Consequently, at present it is difficult to assess
how well psychological adaptations measure up
against the intricacy and functionality of other adaptations. We can only judge on the basis of the restricted set that have already been studied extensively from a functionalist perspective-the perceptual
mechanisms. Of course, because the paradigmatic
example of a well-engineered adaptation, used for
over 130 years in biology, is a psychological adaptation, we know that in at least some cases our
evolved information-processing machinery incorporates complex functional design of the highest order.
Indeed, when the eye does appear in debates over
Darwinism, it is usually used by anti-Oarwinians,
who insist that the eye is far too perfect a mechanism to have been constructed by natural selection. In general, whenever information-processing
mechanisms have been studied from an evolutionary functional perspective-human vision and audition, echolocation in bats, dead-reckoning in desert
ants, and so on- the results have indicated that
the brain/mind contains psychological adaptations
at least as intricately functional as anything to be
found in the rest of the body.
One could perhaps argue that perceptual mechanisms are exceptional cases because they are evolutionarily older than those psychological adaptations
that are distinctively human-specific, and so have
had more time to be refined. There are many reasons to suspect this is not the case. But, even if
it were, it would only suggest that purely humanspecific adaptive problems, such as extensive tool
use or extensive reciprocation, would have problemsolving adaptations less exquisite than vision, hearing, maternal care, threat-perception, motivational
arbitration, mate selection, foraging, emotional communication, and many other problems that have
been with us for tens of millions of years. It would
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not mean that we have no adaptations to humanspecific problems at all. One reason the case of language is so illuminating is that it speaks to exactly
this issue of the potential for complex functionality in human- specific adaptations. The language
faculty is the only human information-processing
system outside of perception that has been studied extensively with clear standards of what counts
as functional performance, and the facts of psycholinguistics weigh in heavily against the hypothesis that human-specific adaptations have had insufficient time to evolve the same highly elaborated, intricately interdependent functionality characteristic
of perceptual mechanisms (Pinker & Bloom, this volume). The language faculty has the same hallmarks
of overwhelmingly functional complex design that
the visual system does, and yet we know it is a recent
and human-specific adaptation that evolved after the
hominids split off from the (rest of the) great apes
(Pinker & Bloom, this volume). The claim that language competence is a simple and poorly engineered
adaptation cannot be taken seriously, given the total amount of time, engineering, and genius that has
gone into the still unsuccessful effort to produce artificial systems that can remotely approach-let alone
equal-human speech perception, comprehension, acquisition, and production.
Finally, behavioral scientists should be aware that
functional organic machines look very different from
the kinds of systems human engineers produce using
planning and foresight. Human engineers can start
with a clean drawing board, designing systems from
scratch to perform a function cleanly, using materials
selected particularly for the task at hand. Evolving
lineages are more like the proverbial ship that is always at sea. The ship can never go into dry dock
for a major overhaul; whatever improvements are
made must be implemented plank by plank, so that
the ship does not sink during its modification. In
evolution, successive designs are always constructed
out of modifications of whatever preexisting structures are there-structures linked (at least in the short
run) through complex developmental couplings. Yet
these short-run limitations do not prevent the emergence of superlatively organized psychological and
physiological adaptations that exhibit functionality
of the highest known order- higher, in fact, than human engineers have been able to contrive in most
cases. This is because the evolutionary process continues to operate over large numbers of individuals
and over enormous stretches of time, with selection
relentlessly hill-climbing. To anthropomorphize, selection achieves its results through "tinkering," saving large numbers of frequently small and independent improvements cumulatively over vast expanses
of time (Jacob, 1977). Thus, chains of successive

modifications may be very large indeed to arrive at
an increasingly sophisticated "solution" or problemsolving mechanism. The fact that alternative modifications are randomly generated-and that selection at
anyone time is limited to choosing among this finite
set of actual alternatives-means that the evolutionary process might by chance "overlook" or "walk by"
a specific solution that would have been obvious to
a human engineer, simply because the correct mutations did not happen to occur. The fact that evolution
is not a process that works by "intelligence" cuts both
ways, however. Precisely because modifications are
randomly generated, adaptive design solutions are
not precluded by the finite intelligence of any engineer. Consequently, evolution can contrive subtle solutions that only a superhuman, omniscient engineer
could have intentionally designed.
So, although organisms are functionally designed
machines, they look very different from the machines that humans build. For this reason, the science of understanding living organization is very different from physics or chemistry, where parsimony
makes sense as a theoretical criterion. The study of
organisms is more like reverse engineering, where
one may be dealing with a large array of very different components whose heterogeneous organization
is explained by the way in which they interact to
produce a functional outcome. Evolution, the constructor of living organization, has no privileged tendency to build into designs principles of operation
that are simple and general. Evolution operates by
chance-which builds nothing systematic into organisms-and by selection-which cumulatively adds modifications, regardless of whether they add complexity. Thus, psychologists are not likely to find a few
satisfying general principles like Maxwell’s equations
that unify all psychological phenomena, but instead
a complex pluralism of mechanisms. Satisfying general principles will instead be found at the next level
up, in the principles of evolutionary functionalism
that explain the organization of these mechanisms.
At an engineering or mechanism level, knowledge
will have to be constructed mechanism by mechanism, with the organization of the properties of
each mechanism made intelligible by knowing the
specific evolved function of that mechanism. Thus,
the computational mechanisms that generate maternal love, grammar acquisition, mate selection, kindirected assistance, or reciprocation can be expected
to parallel Ramachadran ’s characterization of perception as,
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Essentially a "bag of tricks;" that through
millions of years of trial and error, the visual system evolved numerous short-cuts,
rules-of-thumb and heuristics which were

adopted not for their aesthetic appeal or
mathematical elegance but simply because
they worked (hence the "utilitarian" theory). This is a familiar idea in biology but
for some reason it seems to have escaped
the notice of psychologists, who seem to
forget that the brain is a biological organ
just like the pancreas, the liver, or any other
specialized organ (Ramachadran, 1990, p.
24 ).

isms caused by the nonselectionist mechanisms of
evolutionary change (Pinker & Bloom, this volume;
Symons, this volume; R. Thornhill, 1991 ; Tooby
& Cosmides, 1990b; Williams, 1966, 1985). Complex adaptations are usually species-typical (Tooby
& Cosmides, 1990a); moreover, they are so wellorganized and such good engineering solutions to
adaptive problems that a chance coordination between problem and solution is effectively ruled out
as a plausible explanation. Adaptations are recognizable by "evidence of special design " (Williams,
Adaptations, By-products, and Random Effects 1966); that is, by recognizing certain features of
the evolved species-typical design of an organism
The most fundamental analytic tool for recog- ”as components of some special problem-solving manizing an adaptation is its definition. Stripped of chinery" (Williams, 1985, p. 1) that solve an evolucomplications and qualifications, an adaptation is tionarily long-standing problem. Standards for rec( 1) a system of inherited and reliably developing ognizing special design include factors such as econproperties that recurs among members of a species omy, efficiency, complexity, precision, specialization,
that (2) became incorporated into the species’ stan- and reliability, which, like a key fitting a lock, render
dard design because during the period of their in- the design too good a solution to a defined adaptive
corporation, (3) they were coordinated with a set problem to be coincidence (Williams, 1966). Like
of statistically recurrent structural properties outside most other methods of empirical hypothesis testing,
the adaptation (either in the environment or in the the demonstration that something is an adaptation
other parts of the organism), (4) in such away that is always, at the core, a probability assessment conthe causal interaction of the two (in the context cerning how likely a situation is to have arisen by
of the rest of the properties of the organism) pro- chance. The lens, pupil, iris, optic nerve, retina, viduced functional outcomes that were ultimately trib- sual cortex, and so on, are too well coordinated both
utary to propagation with sufficient frequency (i.e., it with each other and with environmental factors-such
solved an adaptive problem for the organism). (For as the properties of light and the reflecting properties
a more extensive definition of the concept of adap- of surfaces-to have arisen by chance.
tation, see Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b). Adaptations
In addition to adaptations, the evolutionary proare mechanisms or systems of properties crafted by
cess
commonly produces two other outcomes visinatural selection to solve the specific problems posed
ble
in
the designs of organisms: ( 1) concomitants
by the regularities of the physical, chemical, develor
by-products
of adaptations (recently nicknamed
opmental, ecological, demographic, social, and in"spandrels";
Gould
& Lewontin, 1979); and (2) ranformational environments encountered by ancestral
dom
effects.
The
design
features that comprise adappopulations during the course of a species’ or poptations
became
incorporated
into the standard deulation’s evolution (for other discussions of adapsign
because
they
promoted
their
own frequency and
tation, see Pinker & Bloom, this volume; Symons,
are,
therefore,
recognizable
by
their
organized and
1989, this volume; R. Thornhill, 1991; Tooby & Cosfunctional
relationships
to
the
rest
of
the
design and
mides, 1990a; Williams, 1966, 1985; see Dawkins,
to
the
structure
of
the
world.
In
contrast,
concomi1986, for his discussion of adaptations under the
tants
of
adaptations
are
those
properties
of
the phename adaptive complexity).
notype that do not contribute to functional design
Thus, chance and selection, the two components per se, but that happen to be coupled to properties
of the evolutionary process, explain different types that are, and so were dragged along into the organof design properties in organisms, and all aspects ism’s design because of selection on the design feaof design must be attributed to one of these two tures to which they are linked. They may appear
forces. Complex functional organization is the prod- organized, but they are not functionally organized.
uct and signature of selection. Reciprocally, the
The explanation for any specific concomitant or
species-typical properties of organisms attributable
spandrel
is, therefore, the identification of the adapto chance will be no more important, organized, or
tation
or
adaptations
to which it is coupled, together
functional than can be attributed to chance. The conwith
the
reason
why
it is coupled. For example,
spicuously distinctive cumulative impacts of chance
bones
are
adaptations,
but the fact that they are
and selection allow the development of rigorous
white
is
an
incidental
by-product.
Bones were sestandards of evidence for recognizing and establected
to
include
calcium
because
it
conferred
hardlishing the existence of adaptations and distinguishness
and
rigidity
to
the
structure
(and
was
dietaring them from the non- adaptive aspects of organ30

ily available), and it simply happens that alkaline
earth metals appear white in many compounds, including the insoluble calcium salts that are a constituent of bone. From the point of view of functional design, by-products are the result of "chance,"
in the sense that nothing in the process of how they
came to be incorporated into a design other than
sheer coincidence would cause them to be coordinated solutions to any adaptive problem. For this
reason, by-products are expected not to contribute
to the solution of adaptive problems more often or
more effectively than chance could explain. Finally,
of course, entropic effects of many types act to introduce functional disorder into the design of organisms. They are recognizable by the lack of coordination that they produce within the architecture or
between it and the environment, as well as by the
fact that they frequently vary between individuals.
Classes of entropic processes include mutation, evolutionarily unprecedented environmental change, individual exposure to unusual circumstances, and developmental accidents. Of course, one can decompose organ- isms into properties ( or holistic relations) according to any of an infinite set of alter- native systems. But, unless one applies a categorization
system designed to capture their functional designs
or adaptations, organisms will seem to be nothing
but spandrels, chemistry, and entropy.
Recognizing Psychological Adaptations: Evolutionary, Cognitive, Neural, and Behavioral Levels
of Analysis

of underlying functional order? Three different
languages for describing psychological phenomena
are commonly used: The behavioral, the cognitive, and the neurobiological. Each language has
strengths and weaknesses for different scientific purposes. For the purpose of discovering, analyzing,
and describing the functional organization of our
evolved psychological architecture, we propose that
the information-processing language of cognitive science is the most useful. In the first place, this is because the evolutionary function of the brain is the
adaptive regulation of behavior and physiology on
the basis of information derived from the body and
from the environment. Alternative design features
are selected for on the basis of how well they solve
adaptive problems-problems whose solution affects
reproduction. How an organism processes information can have an enormous impact on its reproduction. It is, therefore, meaningful to ask what kind
of cognitive design features would have constituted
good solutions to adaptive information-processing
problems that persisted over many generations. Evolutionary biology and hunter- gatherer studies supply definitions of the recurrent adaptive problems
humans faced during their evolution, and cognitive psychology describes the information-processing
mechanisms that evolved to solve them. By combining insights from these two fields, the functional organization of the mind can be brought into sharp relief.

Second, adaptations are usually species-typical.
Consequently,
to capture evolved functional organiCapturing lnvariance in Functional Organization:
zation,
one
needs
a language that can describe what
Behavioral, Cognitive, and Neuroscience Descripis
invariant
across
individuals and generations. This
tions
process of description is key: By choosing the wrong
If the psychological architectures of organisms are descriptive categories, everything about an organism
infused with complex functional organization, this is can seem variable and transitory to the extent that
not always easy to see. Precisely because functional "plasticity" or "behavioral variability" can seem the
organization may be very complex, and embedded single dominant property of an organism. In conin an even more bewildering array of variable and trast, well-chosen categories can bring out the hidintricate by-products, it may appear to the unaided den organization that reappears from individual to
intellect to be in distinguish- able from chaos or poor individual and that, consequently, allows psychologdesign. Unless one knows what to look for-unless, ical phenomena to be described both economically
at the very least, one knows what counts as func- and precisely.
tional -one cannot recognize complex functionality
Purely behavioral categories are seldom able to
even when one sees its operation.
capture meaningful species-typical uniformity: Are
Sciences prosper when researchers discover the humans "aggressive" or "peaceful," "pair-bonding" or
level of analysis appropriate for describing and inves- "polygynous," "rational" or "irrational?" With much
tigating their particular subject: when researchers justice, Geertz, echoing Kroeber, dismissed large and
discover the level where in variance emerges, the vague behavioral universals, such as marriage and
level of underlying order. What is confusion, noise, religion, as "fake" (1973, p. 101). Human phenomor random variation at one level resolves itself into ena accurately described and categorized solely in
systematic patterns upon the discovery of the level terms of behavioral outcomes appear endlessly variof analysis suited to the phenomena under study.
able; they seem to manifest a kaleidoscopic welter
How, then, should the psychological architectures of erratic and volatile phenomena, which makes any
of organisms be described so as to capture a level underlying uniformity-let alone functional design31

difficult to see. Exceptions, such as reflexes and fixed
action patterns, occur in the very few cases where
the mapping between stimulus and behavior is simple and immediate. Behavioral characterizations of
anything much more complicated rapidly become so
watered down with exceptions that, at best, one ends
up with vague portrayals employing terms such as
"capacity," "predisposition," "urge," "potential," and
so on-things too murky to be helpful either in describing adaptations or in predicting behavior.
Perhaps more important, however, is that behavior
is not a phenomenon sui generis. It is the product of
mechanisms that process information. Mechanisms
that produce behavior can be usefully studied on a
variety of different descriptive and explanatory levels. Neuroscientists describe the brain on a physical
level-as the inter- action of neurons, hormones, neurotransmitters, and other organic aspects. In contrast, cognitive psychologists study the brain as an
information-processing system-that is, as a collection
of programs that process information-without reference to the exact neurophysiological processes that
perform these tasks. A cognitive description specifies what kinds of information the mechanism takes
as input, what procedures it uses to transform that
information, what kinds of data structures (representations) those procedures operate on, and what
kinds of representations or behaviors it generates as
output. The study of cognition is the study of how
humans and other animals process information.

For example, ethologists have traditionally studied very simple cognitive pro- grams. A newborn
herring gull, for instance, has a cognitive program
that defines a red dot on the end of a beak as salient
information from the environment, and that causes
the chick to peck at the red dot upon perceiving
it. Its mother has a cognitive program that defines
pecking at her red dot as salient information from
her environment, and that causes her to regurgitate
food into the newborn’s mouth when she perceives
its pecks. These simple programs adaptively regulate how herring gulls feed their young. (If there is a
flaw anywhere in these programs-i.e., if the mother
or chick fails to recognize the signal or to respond
appropriately-the chick starves. If the flaw has a genetic basis, it will not be passed on to future generations. By such feedback, natural selection shapes the
design of cognitive programs.)

These descriptions of the herring gull’s cognitive
programs are entirely in terms of the functional relationship among different pieces of information; they
describe two simple information-processing systems.
Moreover, precise descriptions of these cognitive programs can capture the way in which information is
used to generate adaptive behavior. Of course, these
programs are embodied in the herring gull’s neurobiological "hardware. " Knowledge of this hardware,
however, is not necessary for understanding the programs as information-processing systems. Presumably, one could build a silicon-based robot, using
To understand subsequent arguments clearly, it is chemical processes completely different from those
important to keep in mind exactly what we mean by present in the gull’s brain, that would produce the
the cognitive or information-processing level. Like same behavioral output (pecking at red dot) in reall words, "cognitive" is used to mean many differ- sponse to the same informational input (seeing red
ent things. For example, some researchers use it in dot). The robot’s cognitive programs would maina narrow sense, to refer to so-called "higher men- tain the same functional relationships among pieces
tal" processes, such as reasoning, as distinct from of information and would, therefore, be, in an imother psychological processes, such as "emotion" or portant sense, identical to the cognitive pro- grams
"motivation"; that is, to refer to a concept that cor- of the herring gull. But the physical processes that
responds more or less to the folk notion of reason- implement these programs in the robot would be toing while in a calm frame of mind. In contrast, we tally different.
are using the word cognitive in a different and more
Although all information-processing mechanisms
standard sense. In this chapter, we use terms such operate by virtue of the physical processes that imas cognitive and information-processing to refer to plement them, cognitive descriptions and physicalist
a language or level of analysis that can be used to ones are not equivalent, but complementary. They
precisely describe any psychological process: Rea- cannot be reduced to each other. For this reason,
soning, emotion, motivation, and motor control can the information-processing descriptions of cognitive
all be described in cognitive terms, whether the pro- science are not merely metaphors in which brains
cesses that give rise to them are conscious or uncon- are compared to computers. Their status as an inscious, simple or complex. In cognitive science, the dependent level of psychological explanation can be
term mind refers to an information-processing de- established by considering the fact that the same
scription of the functioning of an organism’s brain information-processing relationships can be embodand that is the sense in which we use it. (For a more ied in many different physical arrangements. The
detailed discussion of the nature of cognitive expla- text-editing program Wordstar, for example, can run
nations, see Block, 1980; Fodor, 1981; or pylyshyn, on machines with many different kinds of physical
1984.)
architectures, but it always has the same functional
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design at an information-processing level-the same
key strokes will move the cursor, delete a word, or
move a block of text. And the robot "gull" will still
peck at a red dot, even though its programs are
embodied in silicon chips rather than in neurons.
These relationships can be described independently
of their physical instantiation in any particular computer or organism, and can be described with precision. Thus, an information-processing program,
whether in an organism or in a computer, is a set
of invariant relationships between informational inputs and "behavioral" outputs. Moreover, from the
point of view of the adaptive regulation of behavior,
it is the cognitive system of relationships that counts.
Given that the correct information-processing steps
are carried out, selection pressures on psychological mechanisms are "blind" to the specific physical implementation of their information- processing
structure (except insofar as different physical implementations may vary in factors such as metabolic
cost). Because the primary function of the brain
is the adaptive regulation of behavior and physiology in response to information, natural selection retains neural mechanisms on the basis of their ability to create functionally organized relationships between information and behavior (e.g., the sight of
a predator activates inference procedures that cause
the organism to hide or flee) or between information and physiology ( e.g., the sight of a predator increases the organism ’s heart rate in preparation for
flight). The mechanism is selected to create the correct information-behavior or information-physiology
relationship and, so long as the physical implementation produces this relationship, its particular form
is free to vary according to other factors. Indeed, at
certain points in development, injury to the human
brain can sometimes be "repaired" in the sense that
different neurons re-create the same ordered relationship between information and behavior that the
damaged ones had implemented prior to the injury
(Flohr, 1988). When "rewiring" of this kind occurs,
the information-processing relationship is preserved,
not its physical instantiation.
In short, it is primarily the information-processing
structure of the human psycho- logical architecture
that has been functionally organized by natural selection, and the neurophysiology has been organized
insofar as it physically realizes this cognitive organization. Because the function of the brain is informational in nature, its richly organized functional structure is only visible when its properties are described
in cognitive terms. Much of great interest can be
learned by investigating the brain in neurobiological
terms, but its adaptive dimension will remain invisible unless and until its mechanisms are described in
a language that is capable of expressing its informa-

tional functions.
For these reasons, the invariant functional organization of complex psychological adaptations is more
likely to be captured by cognitive descriptions than
by neuroscience ones.4 Just as mathematics is an
indispensable language for describing many scientific phenomena, information-processing language is
a precise descriptive vehicle for capturing how complex systems functionally interact with complex environments. What mathematics is for physics, cognitive descriptions can be for a science of psychology
and behavior.
The use of information-processing language is not
enough, however. Alone, it is no more useful for
discovering invariances in functional organization
than any other descriptive language. Unless one
knows what counts as functional, one cannot recognize complex functional design even when one sees
its operation. Is friendship functional? Is anger? Is
joining a group? Is pregnancy sickness? Unless one
knows what adaptive problems a species encountered during its evolutionary history and what would
have counted as solutions to these problems, these
questions are unanswerable. To discover invariances
in the functional organization of the human mind,
the language and methods of cognitive science must
be used in concert with principles drawn from evolutionary biology.
Where Evolutionary Biology and Cognitive Psychology Meet.
Conceptual systems, models, and theories function
as organs of perception: They allow new kinds of evidence and new relationships to be perceived (Popper,
1972). As Einstein remarked, "it is the theory which
decides what we can observe" (Heisenberg, 1971,
p. 63). The tools of evolutionary functional analysis function as an organ of perception, bringing the
blurry world of human psychological and behavioral
pheno into sharp focus and allowing one to discern
the formerly obscured level of our richly organized
species-typical functional architecture.
Theories about selection pressures operating in
ancestral environments place important constraints
on-and often define-what can count as an adaptive
function. Indeed, many theories of adaptive function
define what would count as adaptive informationprocessing. Consider, for example, Hamilton’s rule,
which describes the selection pressures operating
on mechanisms that generate behaviors that have
a reproductive impact on an organism and its kin
(Hamilton, 1964). The rule defines (in part) what
counts as biologically successful outcomes in these
kinds of situations. These outcomes often cannot be
reached unless specific information is obtained and
processed by the organism. In the simplest case of
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two individuals, a mechanism that produces acts of
assistance has an evolutionary advantage over alternative mechanisms if it reliably causes individual i to
help relative j whenever C; < r;jBj. In this equation,
Ci = cost to i of rendering an act of assistance to j,
measured in terms of foregone reproduction, Bj =
benefit to j of receiving that act of assistance, measured in terms of enhanced reproduction, and r;j =
the probability that a randomly sampled gene will be
present at the same locus in the relative due to joint
inheritance from a common ancestor.

Second, this example illustrates that one can easily
use the definition of an adaptive problem to generate
hypotheses about the design features of informationprocessing mechanisms, even when these mechanisms are designed to produce social behavior. It
allows one to break the adaptive problem down
into cognitive subtasks, such as kin recognition and
cost/benefit estimation, in the same way that knowing that the adaptive function of the visual system is
scene analysis allows one to identify subtasks such
as depth perception and color constancy.

Other things being equal, the more closely psychological mechanisms reliably pro- duce behavior that
conforms to Hamilton ’s rule, the more strongly they
will be selected for. Under many ecological conditions, this selection pressure defines an informationprocessing problem that organisms will be selected
to evolve mechanisms to solve.

Third, the example shows how knowing the ancestral conditions under which a species evolved can
suggest hypotheses about design features of the cognitive adaptations that solve the problem. For example, co-residence is a reliable cue of sib-hood in
some species, but other cues would have to be picked
up and processed in a species in which siblings and
cousins co-reside.

Using this description of an adaptive problem as
a starting point, one can immediately begin to define the cognitive subtasks that would have to be addressed by any set of mechanisms capable of producing behavior that conforms to this rule. What
information-processing mechanisms evolved to reliably identify relatives, for example? What criteria and procedures do they embody-for example, do
these mechanisms define an individual as a sibling if
that individual was nursed by the same female who
nursed you? What kind of information is processed
,to estimate rij, the degree of relatedness? Under ancestral conditions, did siblings and cousins co-reside,
such that one might expect the evolution of mechanisms that discriminate between the two? After all,
rj full/ sib = 4ri. first cousin. What kind of mechanisms would be capable of estimating the magnitudes of the consequences of specific actions on one’s
own and on others’ reproduction? How are these
various pieces of information combined to produce
behavior that conforms to Hamilton’s rule? And so
on.

Fourth, Hamilton ’s rule provides one with a standard of good design for this particular problem. Such
standards are an essential tool for cognitive scientists because they allow them to identify whether
a hypothesized mechanism is capable of solving the
adaptive problem in question and to decide whether
that mechanism would do a better job under ancestral conditions than alternative designs. This allows one to apply the powerful methods of learnability analysis outside of psycholinguistics, to adaptive
problems involving social behavior (see pp. 73- 77,
on evolutionary functional analysis).

Fifth, this example illustrates how insights from
evolutionary biology can bring functional organization into clear focus at the cognitive level, but not
at the neurobiological level. Hamilton’s rule immediately suggests hypotheses about the functional organization of mechanisms described in informationprocessing terms, but it tells one very little about the
neurobiology that implements these mechanisms-it
cannot be straightforwardly related to hypotheses
This example highlights several points. First and about brain chemistry or neuroanatomy. Once one
most important, it shows how knowledge drawn knows the properties of the cognitive mechanisms
from evolutionary biology can be used to discover that solve this adaptive problem, however, it should
functional organization in our psychological archi- be far easier to discover the structure of the neural
tecture that was previously unknown. Hamilton’s mechanisms that implement them.
rule is not intuitively obvious; no one would look for
The intellectual payoff of coupling theories of
psychological mechanisms that are well-designed for adaptive function to the methods and descriptive
producing behavior that conforms to this rule unless language of cognitive science is potentially enorthey had already heard of it. After Hamilton’s rule mous.
By homing in on the right categorieshad been formulated, behavioral ecologists began to ultimately adaptationist categories-an immensely indiscover psychological mechanisms that embodied it tricate, functionally organized, species-typical archiin nonhuman animals (Krebs & Davies, 1984). Un- tecture can appear, with perhaps some additional
guided empiricism is unlikely to uncover a mecha- thin films of frequency-dependent or populationnism that is well-designed to solve this kind of prob- specific design as well (e.g., McCracken, 1971). Just
lem.
as one can now flip open Gray’s Anatomy to any page
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and find an intricately detailed depiction of some
part of our evolved species-typical morphology, we
anticipate that in 50 or 100 years one will be able
to pick up an equivalent reference work for psychology and find in it detailed information-processing descriptions of the multitude of evolved species-typical
adaptations of the human mind, including how they
are mapped onto the corresponding neuroanatomy
and how they are constructed by developmental programs.

(Real, 1991 ). Obviously, therefore, adaptations may
solve -endogenous adaptive problems and may improve over evolutionary time without necessarily being driven by or connected to any change in the external environment.

Moreover, from the point of view of any specific
design feature or adaptation, the rest of the encompassing organism itself constitutes an enduring environmental structure as well. New adaptations or design features will be selected for on the basis of how
i well they productively coordinate with the persistent characteristics of this internal V environment, as
well as with the external environment. This is why
adaptations evolve to fit together with each other
within the organism so well. Thus, the adaptive
mesh between tendon, muscle, and bone is no different in principle than the adaptive mesh between
foraging mechanisms and the ecological distribution
of food and cues reliably correlated with its presence

reflected light intensity is correlated with the presence of an edge). This evolutionary Kantian position has already been richly vindicated in the fields
of perception and psychophysics (see, e.g., Marr,
1982; Shepard, 1981, 1984, 1987a, this volume),
where the representations that our evolved computational systems construct go far beyond what is "logically" warranted solely by the sensory information
itself, usually settling on single preferred interpretations. Our minds can do this reliably and validly
because this fragmentary information is operated on
by evolved procedures that were selected precisely
because they reflect the subtle relationships enduringly present in the world (e.g., shading cues that are

Long-term, across-generation recurrence of
conditions-external, internal, or t their interaction-is
central to the evolution of adaptations, and it is easy
to see why. Transient conditions that disappear after
a single or a few generations may lead to e some
The Impact of Recurrent Environmental and temporary change in the frequency of designs, but
Organismic Structure on the Design of Adapta- the associated selection pressures will disappear
or reverse as often as conditions do. Therefore,
tions
it
is only those conditions that recur, statistically
Organisms transact the business of propagation in
accumulating
across many generations that lead
specific environments, and the persistent characterto
the
construction
of complex adaptations. As
istics of those environments determine the dangers,
corollary,
anything
that
is recurrently true (as a
opportunities,
net statistical or structural matter) across large
and elements the organism has to use and to cope numbers of generations could potentially come to
with in its process of propagation.
be exploited by an evolving adaptation to solve a
Consequently, the structure of the environment problem or to improve performance. For this reason,
causes corresponding adaptive organization to ac- a major part of adaptationist analysis involves sifting
cumulate in the design of the organism (Shepard, for these environmental or organismic regularities
1987a; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b ).For example, the or invariances. For example, mental states, such
design of eyes reflects the properties of light, ob- as behavioral intentions and emotions, cannot be
jects, and surfaces; the design of milk reflects the di- directly observed. But if there is a reliable correlaetary requirements of infants (and what was dietar- tion over evolutionary time between the movement
ily available to mothers); the design of claws reflects of human facial muscles and emotional state or
things such as the properties of prey animals, the behavioral intentions, then specialized mechanisms
strength of predator limbs, and the task of capture can evolve that infer a person’s mental state from the
and dismemberment. This functional organization in movement of that person’s facial muscles (Ekman,
the organism-its set of adaptations- is designed to ex- 1973, 1984; Fridlund, in press). Indeed, evidence
ploit the enduring properties of the environment in drawn from cognitive neuroscience indicates that
which it evolved (termed its environment of evolu- we do have mechanisms specialized for "reading"
tionary adaptedness, or EEA) and to solve the recur- facial expressions of emotion (Etcoff, 1983, 1986).
ring problems posed by that environment. AdaptaTo begin with, a cognitive adaptation can, through
tions evolve so that they mesh with the recurring exploiting the world’s subtle statistical structure, go
structural features of the environment in such a way far beyond the information it is given, and reconthat reproduction is promoted in the organism or its struct from fragmentary cues highly accurate modkin. Like a key in a lock, adaptations and particular els of local conditions by exploiting these relationfeatures of the world fit together tightly, to promote ships (e.g., self-propelled motion is correlated with
functional ends.
the presence of an animal; a sharp discontinuity in
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correlated with shape and depth, time-location relationships that are correlated with the most probable
kinematic trajectories followed by natural objects).
These mechanisms supply a privileged organization
to the available sense data so that the interaction of
the two generates interpretations that usually correspond to actual conditions in the external world. In
the absence of specialized mechanisms that assume
and rely on certain relationships being characteristic
of the world, recovering accurate models of the external world from sense data would be an insoluble
computational problem (Marr, 1982; Poggio et al.,
1985).
Parallel ideas form the centerpiece of Chomskyan
psycholinguistics: Children must be equipped with
specialized mechanisms ("mental organs") that are
function- ally organized to exploit certain grammatical universals of human language. Other- wise,
language learning would be an unsolvable computational problem for the child (Chomsky 1957,
1959, 1975, 1980; Pinker 1979, 1982, 1984, 1989;
Wexler & Culi- cover, 1980). The discovery and exploratory description of such universal subtle relationships present in the "world" of human language
is a primary activity of modern linguists and psycholinguists. Proposed mechanisms for language
learning that do not include specialized procedures
that exploit these relationships have been repeatedly
shown to be inadequate (e.g., Pinker 1989, 1991;
Pinker & Prince, 1988). As in perception, adaptations for grammar acquisition must mesh with the
enduring structure of the world. But in this case,
the recurrent structure to be meshed with is created
by the species-typical design of other (adult) human
minds, which produce grammars that manifest certain relationships and not others.

differences between artifacts and living kinds, physical causality, and so on (see, e.g., Carey & Gelman,
1991 ). These evolved, domain-specific cognitive
specializations have been shown to be specialized according to topic and to develop in the absence of explicit instruction.
For example, contrary to the Piagetian notion that
infants must "learn " the object concept, recent research has shown that (at least) as early as 10 weeksan age at which the visual system has only just
matured-infants already have a sensorily-integrated
concept of objects as entities that are continuous in
space and time, solid (two objects cannot occupy
the same place at the same time), rigid, bounded,
cohesive, and move as a unit ( e.g., Spelke, 1988,
1990, 1991 ). Indeed, when infants of this age are
shown trick displays that violate any of these assumptions, they indicate surprise-one could almost
say in such cases that the object concept embodied
in their evolved mechanisms causes them to "disbelieve" the evidence of their senses (Leslie, 1988).
By 27 weeks, infants already analyze the motion
of inanimate objects into sub movements and use
this parsing to distinguish causal from noncausal relationships (Leslie, 1988; Leslie & Keeble, 1987).
Needless to say, these are all relationships that accurately reflect the evolutionarily long-enduring structure of the world.

A. Brown ( 1990) has shown that early causal
principles such as "no action at a distance" guide
learning about tool use in children as young as 18
months; these children categorize tools for use according to functional properties (e.g., has a hooked
end for pulling) over nonfunctional properties (e.g.,
color). In contrast, the same children have great difficulty learning how to use a tool when its mechaDue to common evolutionary ancestry, the liv- nism of action appears to violate one of their coning world of plants and animals is structured into cepts about physical causality-concepts that mirror
species and other more inclusive units that share certain aspects of Newtonian mechanics.
large sets of properties in common: Wolves resemVery young children also make sharp distincble other wolves, mammals other mammals, and so tions between the animate and inanimate worlds.
on. Living things occur in so-called natural kinds. Throughout our evolutionary history, being an aniThis is another enduring set of relation- ships in the mal has been reliably-if imperfectly-correlated with
world that our minds evolved to exploit. Ethnobiolo- self-generated motion, whereas inanimate objects
gists and cognitive anthropologists such as Atran and rarely move unless acted upon by an outside force.
Berlin have shown that the principles humans spon- Recent research suggests that young children use this
taneously use in categorizing plants and animals re- cue to distinguish the animate from the inanimate
flect certain aspects of this enduring structure, and worlds, and make very different inferences about the
are the same cross-culturally as well (Atran, 1990; two (Gelman, 1990b; Premack, 1990). More generBerlin, Breedlove, & Raven, 1973).
ally, experiments by Keil ( 1989) and others indicate
In the last decade, the field of cognitive development has been revolutionized by the discovery that
the principles of inference that infants and children
bring the tasks of learning are organized to reflect
the particular recurrent structure of specific problem
domains, such as object construal and motion, the

that the kind of infer- ences children spontaneously
make about "natural kinds," such as animals, plants,
and substances, differ sharply from those they are
willing to make about human-made artifacts. Natural kinds are viewed as having invisible "essences"
that bear a causal relation to their perceptual at-
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tributes, whereas artifacts are defined by how their
perceptual attributes subserve their (intended) function. In an important series of experiments, Gelman
and Markman ( 1986, 1987; Markman, 1989) found
that natural kinds were a powerful organizer of inference in young children. In general, being a member of a natural kind carries more inferential weight
than being perceptually similar. In addition, children
give more weight to natural kind membership when
reasoning about traits that actually are more likely to
vary as a function of membership in a natural kind,
such as breathing, than when reasoning about traits
that are more to vary as a function of perceptual similarity, such as weight or visibility at night (for summary, see Markman, 1989).
These principles apply far beyond these few simple cases. The world is full of long enduring structure, and the mind appears to be full of corresponding mechanisms that use these structural features
to solve a diverse array of adaptive problems: geometrical and physical relationships that shape the
probability of various trajectories (Shepard, 1984
), biomechanically possible and impossible motions
(Shiffrar & Freyd, 1990), momentum effects on trajectories (Freyd, 1987), correlations between the ingestion of plant toxins and teratogenesis (Profet,
1988, this volume), privileged relationships between
the gravitational field and the orientation of objects in the world (Triesman, 1977), and on and on.
It is only for expository convenience that we have
mostly focused on mechanisms bearing on categorization and inference ("knowledge"), rather than on
motivation, emotion, and decision making ("value").
The structure of the world is reflected in the nature
of behavior-regulating systems as well because the
long-term statistical structure of the world systematically creates relationships between choices and
adaptive consequences. (For a discussion of how
emotional adaptations reflect the relationship between decisions and the detailed structure of ancestral conditions, see Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b.)
Mind/world relationships extend all the way from
the ease with which people acquire fears of spiders
and snakes (Marks, 1987; Seligman, 1971 ), to the
more subtle impact that aesthetic factors have on
habitat choice and wayfinding (Kaplan, this volume;
Orians & Heerwagen, this volume), to the relative
unwillingness of adults to have sex with people with
whom they co-resided for long periods during childhood (McCabe, 1983; Parker & Parker, 1986; Pastner, 1986; Shepher, 1983; Westermarck, 1891; Wolf,
1966, 1968; Wolf& Huang, 1980; N. W. Thornhill,
1991 ), to the intensity with which parents and children may come to love each other (Bowlby, 1969), to
the often violent passions humans exhibit when they
discover the existence of spousal infidelity (Daly &

Wilson, 1988; Wilson & Daly,
this volume).
For those who study psychological adaptations, the long-enduring structure of
the world provides a deeply illuminating source of
knowledge about the evolved architecture of the
mind. As Shepard has so eloquently put it, there has
been the evolution of a mesh between the principles
of the mind and the regularities of the world, such
that our minds reflect many properties of the world
(Shepard, 1987a). Many statistical and structural
relationships that endured across human evolution
were "detected" by natural selection, which designed
corresponding computational machinery that is specialized to use these regularities to generate knowledge and decisions that would have been adaptive
in the EEA. Because the enduring structure of ancestral environments caused the design of psychological adaptations, the careful empirical investigation
of the structure of environments, from a perspective
that focuses on adaptive problems and outcomes,
can provide powerful guidance in the exploration
of the mind. The long-term structure of the ancestral world is worth knowing, worth studying, and
worth relating to psychology. This realization vastly
widens the scope of information that can be brought
to bear on questions in psychology: Evolutionary
biology, paleoanthropology, hunter-gatherer studies,
behavioral ecology, botany, medicine, nutrition, and
many other fields can be mined for information that
suggests specific hypotheses, guides one toward productive experimentation, and informs one about the
broad array of functionally specialized mechanisms
that are likely to be present. The stuff of the mind is
the stuff of the world, and so the investigation of the
rich structure of the world provides a clearly observable and empirically tractable-if not royal-road into
the hidden countries of the mind.
THE CENTRAL ELEMENTS OF EVOLUTIONARY
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
Approaching the coordination between the structure of the ancestral world and the design features of
adaptations with an engineering sensibility is what
gives empirical specificity and inferential power to
evolutionary functional analysis. The following are
five structured components that can be fit together
in such an analysis.
I. An adaptive target: a description of what counts
as a biologically successful out- come in a given situation. Out of the infinite set of potential behavioral
sequences, which small subset would count as a solution to the adaptive problem? Here, one wants to
know which behavioral outcomes will have the property of enhancing the propagation of the psychological designs that gave rise to them. For example, out
of all the substances in the world, which should the
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organism eat and which should it avoid? With whom
should the organism mate? How much parental care
should it devote to each offspring? When should the
organism join a coalition? What inferences should
be drawn on the basis of the retinal display about
the location of various surfaces? In defining an adaptive target, the goal is to ascertain whether the proposed behavioral outcome, in combination with all
the other activities and outcomes produced by the
organism, will enhance design propagation under
ancestral conditions.
2. Background conditions: a description of the recurrent structure of the ancestral world that is relevant to the adaptive problem. One wants to know
what features of the ancestral world were sufficiently
stable to support the evolution of a design that could
produce an adaptive targe1. This could be apart of
the external environment, another part of the standard design of the organism, or a combination of the
two. This includes the information available to solve
the problem, the environmental and endogenous obstacles to solving the problem, and so on. So, for example, the regular spatial orientation of human eyes
with respect to each other, the face, and the ground
constitute background conditions for the evolution
of face recognition mechanisms in infants. Often,
but not always, the ancestral world will be similar
to the modern world ( e.g., the properties of light
and the laws of optics have not changed). However,
one needs to know something about hunter-gatherer
studies and paleoanthropology to know when ancestral conditions germane to the adaptive problem
diverge from modern conditions. Of course, when
there is a difference between the two, ancestral conditions are the applicable ones for the purpose of
analyzing the functional design of an adaptation because they are the cause of that design. Modern environments are relevant to the analysis of the ontogeny
of mechanisms and their calibration. It is important
to keep in mind that a mechanism that was capable
of producing an adaptive target under ancestral conditions may not be capable of doing so under modern
ones. Our visual system fails to maintain color constancy under sodium vapor lamps in modern parking lots (Shepard, this volume), and attempting to
understand color constancy mechanisms under such
unnatural illumination would have been a major impediment to progress.
I 3. A design: a description of the articulated organization of recurrent features in the organism that
together comprise the adaptation or suspected adaptation. A design description of the eye, for example,
would include a specification of its species-typical
parts and the manner in which they interact to produce an adaptive target.
The design-or even the existence-of a proposed

information-processing mechanism is frequently unknown. Indeed, an appropriate functional description of a design is often what one is trying to discover. When this is the case, this step in an evolutionary functional analysis would be the construction of
a hypothesis about the existence and design features
of a psychological adaptation. This might include
what environmental cues the mechanism monitors,
what information it draws from other mechanisms,
how it categorizes and represents this information,
what procedures or decision rules transform the informational input, what kinds of representations or
behaviors it produces as output, which mechanisms
use its output for further processing, how its output
is used by other mechanisms to generate behavior,
and so on. The more causally explicit one can make
the design description at the cognitive level, the better. Eventually, one hopes to have a description of the
neurobiological implementation of the adaptation as
well.
4. A performance examination: a description of
what happens when the proposed adaptation mechanistically interacts with the world. What range of
outcomes does the design actually produce? Like
putting a new aircraft prototype in a wind tunnel,
what one is looking for is a good causal or "engineering" analysis of how the proposed design actually
performs under conditions that are representative of
situations our ancestors routinely faced, and how it
performs under present conditions as well. For a proposed language acquisition device, for example, one
wants to model how its information- processing procedures perform when they encounter normal linguistic environments, in order to see whether the interaction of procedures and environment assembles
an increasingly elaborated computational system capable of producing intelligible and grammatical sentences. Similarly, one wants to model how psychological mechanisms in women or men interact with
their social and informational environments to produce mating preferences. We want to emphasize that
we are looking here for a mechanistic or causal description of how the system generates output given
input. statements like, "the human child learns its
culture through imitation and generalization " are
not models of how input generates output. They are
too unspecified to qualify as hypotheses or explanations; we should have ceased treating them as such
a long time ago.
5. A performance evaluation: a description or
analysis of how well (or how poorly) the design, under circumstances paralleling ancestral conditions,
managed to produce the adaptive target (the set of
biologically successful outcomes). The better the
mechanism performs, the more likely it is that one
has identified an adaptation.
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It is just as important, however, to see whether
the proposed mechanism produces the behaviors one
actually observes from real organisms under modem conditions. If it does, this suggests that the
researcher is converging on a correct description of
the design of the mechanisms involved, whether they
are producing behavior that is currently adaptive or
not. The Westermarck incest avoidance mechanism,
for example, passes both tests. It produces adaptive
outcomes under ancestral (and many modem) conditions (e.g., distaste for sex between siblings who
co-resided as children), and it also explains the nonadaptive outcomes that are observed under certain
modem conditions ( e.g., distaste for sex between
kibbutz creche mates who co-resided as children
[Shepher, 1983]; distaste for sex with spouses who
were adopted into one’s family at a young age and
with whom one was raised [Wolf & Huang, 1980)).
In short, an evolutionary functional analysis consists of asking a series of engineering questions:
Would the proposed design have interacted with
properties of the ancestral world to produce target
adaptive outcomes? Does the proposed design interact with properties of the modern world to produce
outcomes that one actually observes in real organisms, whether these outcomes are adaptive or not? Is
there an alternative design that is better able to generate adaptive targets under ancestral conditions? If
so, then are there any background conditions that
one has overlooked that would have prevented the
alternative design from evolving? And so on.
Natural selection is the process that shapes biological form to match function, and this link between
form and function has been a critically illuminating relationship in thousands of applications. Ever
since Harvey’s question about why there were valves
in the veins led him to discover the circulation of
the blood, functional questions about organismic design have been a powerful engine for the discovery of
new knowledge (Mayr, 1983). Those even distantly
connected to organismic biology have become aware
of the spectacular functionalist revolution that has
transformed the field over the last 30 years, placing
adaptationism on anew and far more rigorous foundation (Hamilton, 1964; Maynard Smith, 1982; see,
especially, Williams, 1966). The reason why Lewontin and Gould’s accusation (famous among social scientists) that adaptationism consists of post hoc storytelling has so resoundingly failed to impress practicing evolutionary biologists is that they saw on a
daily basis that adaptationism was anything but post
hoc (Gould & Lewontin, 1979; for discussion, see
Pinker & Bloom, this volume). Simply put, an explanation for a fact by a theory cannot be post hoc if
the fact was unknown until after it was predicted by
the theory and if the reason the fact is known at all

is because of the theory. Functionalist analysis in biology has motivated thousands of predictions about
new and critical phenomena, whose subsequent discovery confirmed the productivity of the emerging
paradigm. Lewontin and Gould’s critique has primarily impressed those outside of evolutionary and
organismic biology who have not been exposed on a
professional basis to the flood of new findings that
were both generated and economically organized by
the newly emerging functionalist principles.
When they are linked together, the five components outlined above not only pro- vide a framework for the explanation of facts that are already
known; they also form a powerful heuristic system
for the generation of new knowledge. Depending
on which questions you need answered and what information you already have, you can put these relationships to a number of richly productive alternative uses. For example, if you are trying to discover the structure of unknown psychological mechanisms, you first need to integrate steps land 2 together into a definition of an adaptive problem (what
Marr called a computational theory or task analysis;
Marr, 1982). You need to determine things such as
what information was routinely available in the environment and in the organism to solve the problem
(step 2), and what outcomes constituted a successful solution to the problem (step 1 ). From this,
you can begin to develop hypotheses about the nature of the information-processing mechanisms that
might have evolved to solve the problem, and then
empirically test for their presence. (For a discussion
of this approach, see Marr, 1982, and Cosmides &
Tooby, 1987. For some applications of this approach
to specific psychological problems: on vision, see
Marr, 1982; on mechanisms specialized for reasoning about social exchange, see Cosmides, 1989, Cosmides & Tooby, 1989, this volume, and Gigerenzer
& Hug, in press; on mechanisms regulating parental
solicitude, see Mann, this volume, and Daly & Wilson, 1988). In short, by using steps 1 and 2, one can
create a hypothesis about function that leads to the
discovery of form. This use of the elements of evolutionary functional analysis guides the researcher step
by step from a definition of an adaptive problem to
the discovery and mapping of the mechanisms that
solve it.
An alternative starting point is step 3: a wellspecified candidate hypothesis about the structure of
an information-processing mechanism. So, for example, you might hypothesize that operant conditioning explains the acquisition of natural language
grammars. To proceed with an evolutionary functional analysis, you would then need to develop a
description of the relevant environmental features
(step 2) and define what counts as a successful out-
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come (step 1 ). You would then proceed to steps
4 and 5-performance examination and evaluation.
If your hypothesis about design is correct, then the
step 4 performance examination will reveal that the
design’s interaction with the relevant environment
features is at least capable of producing a successful outcome. The performance evaluation of step 5
will allow you to determine whether the design hypothesized in step 3 is better at producing adaptive
outcomes than alter- native designs.

proach (Profet, this volume). It should be stressed
that this is the only type of functionalist analysis
to which Gould and Lewontin’s accusation of post
hoc storytelling could possibly apply, even in principle, since it is the only one that works backward
from known facts about phenotypic design. Yet, even
here, the critique could only apply if all facts about
the environment, the other parts of the organism,
and the structure believed to be an adaptation were
known in advance. In practice, this is never the
We will refer to the application of steps 4 and 5 case. This form-to-function approach is just as proas the solvability criterion: To be correct, a cognitive ductive as the others because it leads to the predicadaptation must be capable of solving the proposed tion and organization of previously unknown facts,
problem or generating behavior that we know hu- usually about additional design features of the ormans routinely perform and of doing so given the ganism as well as about the recurrent structure of
relevant background conditions. Although this may the world. For example, the study of the visual sysseem like an obvious step, theories in psychology tem has profited immensely from the fact that sciare rarely evaluated in this way, which has allowed entists knew that the eye exists and that the visual
entire research communities to labor under the im- system’s function is to perform scene analysis given
pression that, say, associationism or imitation con- data transduced by the eye. Indeed, the functionalstitute effective explanations of the phenomena they ist approach to the study of vision has generated one
studied. Such tests of computational performance-or of the most sophisticated and least ad hoc bodies of
learnability analyses as they are called when applied knowledge in psychology. As Mayr put it, summarizto learning tasks-were pioneered in psycholinguistics ing the historical record in response to accusations
by Pinker and colleagues ( 1979, 1984, 1989, 1991; that adaptationist research was simply post hoc stoPinker & Prince, 1988; Wexler & Culicover, 1980) in rytelling, "The adaptationist question, ’What is the
order to evaluate which theories of language acqui- function of a given structure or organ?’ has been for
sition could actually account for the fact that chil- centuries the basis for every advance in physiology"
dren learn the language of their local community. By ( 1983, p. 32). Adaptationist principles can provide
using this method one can, in fact, rule out entire equally powerful guidance for research in psycholclasses of theories as inadequate, without having to ogy as well.
empirically test each one of an inexhaustible set of
Even if every aspect of a mechanism were already
trivial variants. Because there are an infinite num- known, examining the detailed transactions between
ber of alternative theories, empirical falsification is selected features of the environment and selected
not by itself a practical research strategy; it must be parts of the mechanism would clarify many features
combined with other sources of valid inference if one of its functional organization, such as which aspects
is to be able to draw larger and more interesting con- of the design perform the work ( e.g., which aspects
clusions. For psychologists, the analysis of computa- of pregnancy sickness cause the mother to avoid intional performance is one way of doing this.
gesting teratogens) and which are functionless or
Yet another approach to evolutionary functional even harmful side effects (such as calorie reduction
analysis begins with noting the existence of a com- during the first trimester). Naturally, the form- toplexly articulated and recurrent phenotypic pattern- function approach does include the risk of answering
for example, eyes, teeth, pregnancy sickness, or the post hoc "why" question that Gould and Lewonsexualjealousy-and investigating whether it might be tin so disdain; that is, of explaining why already
the expression of an adaptation (Williams, 1966, p. known features of biological designs came to be as
10). In such cases, one is following the logic in yet they are. But even physics and geology run the "risk"
another direction: Given a known phenotypic struc- of addressing such Kiplingesque post hoc questions
ture (step 3), one dissects the environment (step 2) as why Mercury has an orbit that deviates from the
and the requirements for reproduction (step 1 ), to predictions of Newtonian mechanics, why Asia has
find out whether they compose a well-defined adap- the Himalayas, or why the universe has its present
tive problem for which the reliable outcomes of the set of four interactions, temporal asymmetry, backdesign (step 4) constitute a well-engineered solution ground radiation, and particle distribution. In sci(step 5). Profet’s proposal that pregnancy sickness ence, this is usually called "explanation."
constitutes an adaptation to limit maternal ingestion
ofteratogens during the most vulnerable phases of
embryogenesis is an excel- lent application of this ap-

TOWARD A POST-STANDARD MODEL VIEW OF
DEVELOPMENT
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Development from an Adaptationist Perspec-

tive

mides, 1990a; see also Tooby, 1982):

The recognition that organisms are integrated collections of problem-solving mechanisms organized
to propagate their designs brings with it an adaptationist framing of development. An adaptation is,
by its nature, an improbably good organization of
elements and so will not often spontaneously come
into existence merely by chance. Instead, for adaptations to exist, they must be specifically constructed
from the materials present in evolutionarily normal
environments. Accordingly, the developmental programs and machinery responsible for assembling an
adaptation correctly are also adaptations. As adaptations, they themselves have complex structures that
assume and require recurrent features of the world,
and that interact with this recurrent structure to produce biologically functional targeted outcomes.

1. A species is a group of organisms with a common history of interbreeding and a continuing ability
to interbreed to form offspring who can typically reproduce at least as well as their parents.

Hence, the primary function or target of developmental adaptations (which include the genes) is to
reconstruct in offspring the evolved functional organization that was present in their parents, which
is predominantly species-typical design. The genes
and the mechanisms of genetic transmission are, of
course, adaptations to the problem of faithfully replicating into the offspring critical information necessary to reconstruct this design. The genes come
embedded in a matrix of cellular and developmental machinery constituting an additional set of adaptations that use the genetic structure as regulatory
elements to institute and to guide the bryogenesis
and subsequent development along species-standard
pathways. For this reason, it is useful to think of
the genes together with the developmental machinery as one integrated suite of adaptations-the developmental programs-and to distinguish the minor idiosyncratic features of an individual’s genes and zygotic machinery from the recurrent or species-typical
dimensions that have endured long enough to have
been organized by natural selection. The latter specify the species-standard physiological and psychological architecture visible in all humans raised in normal environments, whereas the former specify the
usually minor perturbations within that architecture
(Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a).
Why do we so often connect complex adaptations or evolved architectures with concepts such as
species-typical, human universal, species-standard,
recurrent, and so on? This is because when humans
are described from the point of view of their complex
adaptations, differences tend to disappear, and a universal architecture stands out in stark relief. This is
both empirically the case (nearly everyone has two
eyes, two hands, the same sets of organs, and so
on) and theoretically expected to be the case if organisms are primarily collections of complex adaptations. The logic is straightforward (Tooby & Cos-

2. To survive and reproduce in a complex world,
organisms need complex problem-solving machinery
(complex adaptations).
3. Complex adaptations are intricate machines
that require complex "blueprints" at the genetic level.
This means that they require coordinated gene expression, involving hundreds or thousands of genes
to regulate their development.
4. Sexual reproduction automatically breaks apart
existing sets of genes and randomly generates in the
offspring new, never before existing combinations of
genes at those loci that vary from individual to individual.
5. If genes differed from individual to individual
in ways that significantly impacted the developed design of the component parts of complex adaptations,
then existing genetic combinations whose developed
expressions had fit together into complex adaptations would be pulled apart by sexual recombination. Equally, new combinations would be thrown
randomly together, resulting in phenotypes whose
parts were functionally incompatible. This is because
parts in any complex machine are functionally interdependent: If you tried to build anew car engine out
of a mixture of parts from a Ronda and a Toyota, the
parts would not fit together. To build anew engine
whose component parts fit together, you would have
to salvage parts from two "parents" that were of the
same make and model.
6. Because sexual recombination is a random process, it is improbable that all of the genes necessary
for a complex adaptation would be together in the
same individual if the genes coding for the components of complex adaptations varied substantially between individuals.
7. Therefore, it follows that humans, and other
complex, long lived, outbreeding organisms, must be
very nearly uniform in those genes that underlie our
complex adaptations.
8. By the same token, sexually reproducing populations of organisms freely tolerate genetic variation to the extent that this variation does not impact
the complex adaptive organization shared across individuals. To return to our car engine example, the
color of the parts is functionally irrelevant to the operation of the car and so can vary arbitrarily and superficially among cars of the same make and model;
but the shapes of the parts are critical to functional
performance and so cannot vary if the "offspring" de-
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sign is to function successfully.

the operation of selection on complex mechanisms
These constraints on variation apply with equal makes it difficult to see how more than a tiny fracforce to psychological adaptations: Even relatively tion of this variation could be constitutive of complex
simple cognitive programs, "mental organs," or neu- psychological or physiological adaptations.
rological structures must contain a large number of
Thus, human design resolves itself into two priinterdependent processing steps, limiting the nature mary tiers: First, an encompassing functional suof the variation that can exist without violating the perstructure of virtually universal, complexly articfunctional integrity of the psychological adaptation. ulated, adaptively organized developmental, physioThe psychic unity of humankind-that is, a universal logical, and psychological mechanisms, resting on a
and uniform human nature-is necessarily imposed universally shared genetic basis; and, second, low
to the extent and along those dimensions that our level biochemical variation creating usually slight
psychologies are collections of complex adaptations. individuating perturbations in this universal design
Therefore, it is selection interacting with sexual re- due to the existence of a reservoir of genetic varicombination that tends to impose near uniformity at ability in the species. There may also be some thin
the functional level in complex adaptive designs (as films of population-specific or frequency-dependent
well as in whatever is develop- mentally coupled to adaptive variation on this intricate universal struccomplex functional structure). It is selection that is ture (see, e.g., Durham, 1991; McCracken, 1971 ),
responsible for what we have been calling our uni- but for a number of reasons these will be very small
versal evolved psychological and physiological archi- in magnitude next to the complex structure of a unitecture.
versal human nature (for discussion, see Tooby &
There is no small irony in the fact that Stan- Cosmides, 1990a, 1990b). The primary function of
dard Social Science Model hostility to adaptation- developmental adaptations is to reconstruct in each
ist approaches is often justified through the accu- new individual this complex, functional architecture,
sation that adaptationist approaches purportedly at- and the primary focus of adaptationists is the study
tribute important differences between individuals, of this universal structure.
races, and classes to genetic differences. In actuality, adaptationist approaches offer the explanation
for why the psychic unity of humankind is genuine
and not just an ideological fiction; for why it applies
in a privileged way to the most significant, global,
functional, and complexly organized dimensions of
our architecture; and for why the differences among
humans that are caused by the genetic variability
that geneticists have found are so overwhelmingly
peripheralized into architecturally minor and functionally superficial properties. If the antiadaptationists were correct (e.g., Gould & Lewontin, 1979) and
our evolved architectures were not predominantly
sets of complex adaptations or properties developmentally coupled to them, then selection would not
act to impose cross-individual uniformity, and individuals would be free to vary in important ways and
to any degree from other humans due to genetic differences. If the world were, in fact, governed by
nonselectionist forces, then the psychic unity of humankind would simply be a fiction.

The fact that humans in ordinary environments reliably develop a clearly recognizable species-typical
architecture should in no way be taken to imply that
any developed feature of any human is immutable
or impervious to modification or elimination by sufficiently ingenious ontogenetic intervention. Nothing
about humans could possibly be immune from developmental intervention, simply because we are physical systems open to contact and manipulation by the
rest of the world; we are not some- thing made unalterable by inexorable supernatural predestination.
People frightened of the myth that biology is destiny
can be reassured (just as others may be alarmed) by
the fact that there are no limits to what could be
done, especially by evolutionarily novel measures:
Deliver the right quanta to the right ribosomes or
other locations at the right times and anyone or anything could be successively modified into a watermelon or an elephant. In contrast, Standard Social Science Model advocates, such as Gould, tend to
equate evolved biological design with immutability
Modern geneticists, through innovative molecular without any logical or empirical warrant. As Gould
genetic techniques, have certainly discovered within expresses his rather magical belief, "If we are prohumans and other species large reservoirs of genetic grammed to be what we are, then these traits are
variability(Hubby & Lewontin, 1966; Lewontin & ineluctable. We may, at best, channel them, but we
Hubby, 1966; see reviews in Ayala, 1976, and Nevo, cannot change them either by will, education, or cul1978). But it is only an adaptationist analysis that ture" (Gould, 1977c, p. 238).
predicts and explains why the impact of this variabilIn actuality, the very openness of development to
ity is so often limited in its scope to micro-level bio- intervention poses a critical set of adaptive problems
chemical variation, instead of introducing substan- for developmental adaptations. Their primary functial individuating design differences. The study of tion is to successfully reconstruct each functionally
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necessary detail of our species-typical architecture,
including the tens or hundreds of thousands of specific components and arrangements that endow us
with a lens, a retina, an optic nerve, language, maternal attachment, emotions, retinotopic maps, ten
fingers, a skeleton, color constancy, lungs, a representational system embodying the implicit theory
that others have minds, an ability to cooperate, spatial cognition, and so on. Each of these adaptations
constitutes a very narrow target of improbably good
functional organization. Because the world is full
of potential disruptions, there is the perennial threat
that the developmental process may be perturbed
away from the narrow targets that define mechanistic workability, producing some different and nonfunctional outcome. Develop- mental adaptations
are, therefore, intensely selected to evolve machinery that defends the developmental process against
disruption (Waddington, 1962). Profet (this volume) provides an elegant analysis of a psychological adaptation designed to defend against just such
threats to adaptive development, protecting embryogenesis from the potentially disruptive plant toxins in the mother’s diet through modifying her dietary decisions during pregnancy. More generally
developmental programs are often designed to respond to environmentally or genetically introduced
disorder through feedback-driven compensation that
redirects development back toward the successful
construction of adaptations. Thus, developmental
processes have been selected to defend themselves
against the ordinary kinds of environmental and genetic variability that were characteristic of the environment of evolutionary adaptedness, although not,
of course, against evolutionarily novel or unusual
manipulations.

to its logic-that the mental organization present in
adults but absent from newborns must be "acquired"
from the social world has no conceptual foundation
and is, in many cases, known to be empirically false.
In the worldview of the SSSM, biological construction goes on in the uterus, but at birth the child
is "biologically complete" except for growth; at this
point, it is surrendered into the sole custody of social
forces, which do the remainder of the construction of
the individual. This, of course, reflects folk biology,
captured in the two dictionary definitions of innate
as "present from birth" and as "intrinsic." Social constructivist arguments frequently take the form that
because thus-and-such is absent at birth, or doesn?t
appear until after age seven, or until after puberty,
it is obviously "learned" or "socially constructed." As
a result, a common, but generally irrelevant feature
of "nativist" versus "environmentalist" debates is over
what is "present from birth." This confuses (among
other things) the question of whether something is
expressed at the time of birth with whether there exists in the individual evolved developmental mechanisms that may activate and organize the expression
of an adaptation at some point in the life cycle. Developmental processes continue to bring additional
adaptations on line (as well as remove them) at least
until adulthood, and there is an increasing amount of
evidence to suggest that age-driven adaptive changes
in psycho- logical architecture continue throughout
adulthood (see, e.g., Daly & Wilson, 1988). Thus,
just as teeth and breasts are absent at birth and
develop later in an individual’s life history, perceptual organization, domain-specific reasoning mechanisms, the language acquisition device, motivational
organization, and many other intricate psychological adaptations mature and are elaborated in agespecific
fashions that are not simply the product
Of course, unlike human-built machines that have
of
the
accumulation
of ?experience." Consequently,
astatic architecture until they break down, organpsychological
adaptations
may be developmentally
isms are systematically transformed by developmentimed
to
appear,
disappear,
or change operation to
tal adaptations over their life histories from zygote
mesh
with
the
changing
demands
of different ageto senescence. Thus, the task facing developmenspecific
tasks,
such
as
parenting,
emotional
decoding
tal adaptations is not to assemble a machine of fixed
of
the
mother’s
voice,
language
acquisition,
speciesdesign, but rather to assemble and modify the set
appropriate
song
learning,
and
so
on
(Daly
&
Wilson,
of expressed adaptations according to a moving tar1988;
Femald,
this
volume;
Marler,
1991;
Newport,
get of age, sex, and circumstance-dependent design
specifications. For example, adaptive problems are 1990).
often specific to a particular life stage, and so the orEqually, although most human psychological and
ganism must be developmentally timed to have the physiological adaptations appear to be sexually
necessary adaptations for that stage, regardless of monomorphic, some are obviously sexually differwhether, as aside effect, they happen to appear be- entiated to address those adaptive problems whose
fore or persist after they are needed ( e.g., the pla- task demands were recurrently disparate for females
centa, fetal hemoglobin, the sucking reflex, the abil- and males over evolutionary time ( e.g., Buss, 1987,
ity to digest milk, the fear of strangers, ovulation, the 1989, 1991, this volume; Daly & Wilson, 1988; Ellis,
ability to be sexually aroused, milk production, and this volume; Silverman & Eals, this volume; Symons,
so on).
1979; Wilson & Daly, this volume ). For any particular
gender difference, many psychologists are inHence, the Standard Model assumption-critical
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terested in whether it was caused ( 1) by sexually monomorphic psychologies encountering differential treatment by the social world, or (2) by sexually differentiated developmental mechanisms encountering treatment from the social world, whether
that treatment was uniform or differential. As interesting as this question may be, however, the fact that
an expressed gender difference may first appear after birth, or even late in life, is evidence neither for
nor against either of these views.

under the false impression that only certain things
are under the "control, " or "influence," or "determination " of the genes or of biology. According
to this view, evolutionary approaches are only applicable to those traits under such "genetic control,
" and the greater the environmental influence or
control, the smaller the domain of things for which
evolutionary analyses properly apply (e.g., Sahlins,
1976a; Gould, 1977a, 1977b, 1977c; note, especially, Gould’s Standard Model contrast of "genetic
control" with the "purely cultural"). In this dualistic conception, the genes are "biological" and
evolved, while "the environment"- including the social environment-is nonbiological and nonevolved.
In consequence, the environment is held to be something that not only can attenuate, nullify, or even reverse "genetic forces" but may break the causal chain
entirely, liberating human affairs from the causal
patterning of evolution. For proponents of the SSSM,
it is self- evident that the causal forces of evolution and "biology" are located solely inside the organism and are expressed in an unadulterated form
only at birth, if then. In contrast, the causal forces
of the environment are seen as external to the organism, as having their own independent causal history, and as having no particular reason to act on
the organism in such away as to preserve or elaborate the organism’s initial biological organization.
In short, the environment is conceptualized as obviously nonbiological in character. Development is
consequently portrayed as a process in which the
new- born organism-usually seen as a passive claylike object with some initial biologically given formis pounded or sculpted by the active and nonbiological environment according to its accidents, structure,
or agenda. It follows from this view that biology can
only express itself in human life if it is unalterable
or at least rigid enough to resist the pounding forces
of the environment-a bombardment that begins at
birth. One might think of the stubbornly biological
aspects of human life as the hardened part of the
clay, while the more plastic parts are easily shaped
by the environment and quickly lose their initial biological form. Consequently, even if advocates of the
SSSM do not want to dichotomize traits cleanly into
two sets (e.g., hardened versus wet clay), they could
array them by this criterion as more or less biologically determined; that is, as more or less environmentally influenced.

For these reasons, one needs to distinguish an organism’s evolved design or species- typical architecture from its "initial state" (Carey, 1985a); that is, its
state at whatever point in development one chooses
to define as "initial" (birth, conception, fetus prior to
gonadal or neural sexual differentiation, puberty, or
whatever). Not all features of evolved human design are or can be present at anyone time in anyone
individual. Thus, the genetically universal may be
developmentally expressed as different maturational
designs in the infant, the child, the adolescent, and
the adult; in females and males; or in individuals
who encounter different circumstances. Pregnancy
sickness is arguably a feature of our evolved universal design, but it does not appear in males, children, or women who have never become pregnant;
it is only present in sexually mature women while
they are pregnant. Thus, when we use terms such
as "evolved design," "evolved architecture," or even
"species-typical," "species-standard," "universal," and
"panhuman," we are not making claims about every
human phenotype all or even some of the time; instead, we are referring to the existence of evolutionarily organized developmental adaptations, whether
they are activated or latent. Adaptations are not necessarily expressed in every individual. They only
need to have been expressed often enough in our
evolutionary history to have been targets of selection, and, hence, to have been organized by selection so that they reliably develop under appropriate circumstances. For this reason, adaptations
and adaptive architecture can be discussed and described at (at least) two levels: ( 1) the level of
reliably achieved and expressed organization (as,
for example, in the realized structure of the eye),
and (2) at the level of the developmental programs
that construct such organization. To avoid cumbersome expressions, we do not usually bother to terminologically distinguish successfully assembled expressed adaptive architecture from the more funDespite its tenacity in the social sciences at large,
damental developmental adaptations that construct this Standard Model view of development has been
them. Context usually makes obvious which is being abandoned by many cognitive scientists and by bioldiscussed.
ogists because it rests on a series of fallacies and misSelection Regulates How Environments Shape conceptions. To begin with, despite the routine use
of such dualistic concepts and terms by large numOrganisms
bers of researchers throughout the social and bioMany social and biological scientists have labored
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logical sciences, there is nothing in the real world
that actually corresponds to such concepts as "genetic determination " or "environmental determination." There is nothing in the logic of development
to justify the idea that traits can be divided into genetically versus environmentally controlled sets or
arrayed along a spectrum that reflects the relative
influence of genes versus environment. And, most
critically, the image of "the environment" as a "nonbiological" causal influence that diminishes the "initial" evolved organization of humans rests on the failure to appreciate the role that the evolutionary process plays in organizing the relationship between our
species-universal genetic endowment, our evolved
developmental processes, and the recurring features
of developmental environments.
In the first place, every feature of every phenotype is fully and equally codetermined by the interaction of the organism’s genes (embedded in its initial
package of zygotic cellular machinery) and its ontogenetic environments-meaning everything else that
impinges on it. By changing either the genes or the
environment any outcome can be changed, so the interaction of the two is always part of every complete
explanation of any human phenomenon. As with all
interactions, the product simply can- not be sensibly
analyzed into separate genetically determined and
environmentally determined components or degrees
of influence. For this reason, everything, from the
most delicate nuance of Richard Strauss’s last performance of Beethoven’s Fifth Sym. phony to the
presence of calcium salts in his bones at birth, is totally and to exactly that same extent genetically and
environmentally codetermined. "Biology" cannot be
segregated off into some traits and not others.
Nevertheless, one could understand and acknowledge that all human phenomen2 are generated by
gene-environment interactions, yet believe that the
existence and participation of the environment in
such interactions insulates human phenomena from
interesting evolutionary patterning. After all, if only
our genes evolved, whereas the form of the environment is generated by other processes (such as geology, cultural transmission, epidemiology, and meteorology) then the gene-environment interaction
seems to blunt the organizing effects evolution might
otherwise have on human life. Although this view
seems quite reasonable, a close examination of how
natural selection actually adaptively organizes geneenvironment interactions over time leads to a very
different conclusion, which might be summed up by
the counterintuitive claim that "the environment" is
just as much the product of evolution as are the
genes.
To understand why this is so, one needs to distinguish "the environment" in the sense of the real

total state of the entire universe-which, of course,
is not caused by the genes or the developmental
mechanisms of any individual-from "the environment" in the sense of those particular aspects of the
world that are rendered develop- mentally relevant
by the evolved design of an organism ’s developmental adaptations. It is this developmentally relevant
environment-the environment as interacted with by
the organism-that, in a meaningful sense, can be said
to be the product of evolution, evolving in tandem
with the organism ’s organized response to it. The
confusion of these two quite distinct senses of "environment" has obscured the fact that the recurrent organization of the environment contributes a biological inheritance parallel to that of the genes, which
acts co-equally with them to evolutionarily organize
the organism throughout its life.
The assumption that only the genes are evolved
reflects a widespread misconception about the way
natural selection acts. Genes are the so-called
units of selection, which are inherited, selected, or
eliminated, and so they are indeed something that
evolves. But every time one gene is selected over
another, one design for a develop- mental program
is selected over another as well; by virtue of its
structure, this developmental program interacts with
some aspects of the environment rather than others,
rendering certain environmental features causally
relevant to development. So, step by step, as natural selection constructs the species’ gene set (chosen
from the available mutations), it constructs in tandem the species’ developmentally relevant environment (selected from the set of all properties of the
world). Thus, both the genes and the developmentally relevant environment are the product of evolution.
Even more crucially, by selecting one developmental program over another, the evolutionary process
is also selecting the mechanisms that determine how
the organ- ism will respond to environmental input,
including environmental input that varies. A developmental mechanism, by virtue of its physical design, embodies a specification for how each possible
state of the developmental environment is to be responded to, if encountered. This is a central but little
understood point: There is nothing "in " the environment that by itself organizes or explains the development, psychology, morphology, or behavior of any
organism. "The" environment affects different organisms in different ways. We find the smell of dung repellent; dung flies are attracted to it. Temperature
at incubation determines the sex of an alligator, but
not of a human (Bull, 1983). A honeybee larva that
is fed Royal Jelly will become a queen bee rather
than a sterile worker, but Royal Jelly will not have
this effect on a human baby. Many bats navigate by
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sound echoes that humans cannot even hear. Rats
have an elaborate sense of smell, which their food
choice mechanisms use, but their navigation mechanisms ignore smell cues entirely in favor of geometric cues (Gallistel, 1990). Indeed, this last example shows that the developmentally relevant environment is not just organism-specific, it is mechanismspecific. In other words, the actual relationship between environmental conditions and developmental
outcomes is created by the design of the developmental procedures that exist in the organism and,
within the limit of the physically possible, mechanisms could be designed into the system to create a
causal relationship between any imaginable environmental input and any imaginable output. In principle, genetic engineers could build honeybee larvae
that develop into workers if, and only if, they are exposed to recitations of Allen Ginsberg’s "Howl."
Aside from physical necessity, then, it is the
evolved design of the organism that decides what organized consequences the environment can have on
it. The rules that govern how environments impact
the developing organism have themselves evolved
and have been shaped by selection. Consequently,
the evolutionary process deter- mines how the environment shapes the organism. Over evolutionary
time, genetic variation in developmental programs
(with selective retention of advantageous variants),
explores sampled properties out of the total environment potentially available to be interacted with. This
process discovers which recurrent features are useful
in the task of organizing and calibrating psychological adaptations and which recur- rent features are
unreliable or disruptive. It renders the latter irrelevant to development.
A natural response is to claim that although the
genes are highly stable, replicated with few mutations from generation to generation, the environment is volatile, rendering any developmental process coordinating the two ineffectual. Once again,
how- ever, our intuitions are not a privileged perspective from which one can declare the world to be
either stable or variable. Whether the world is "stable" or "variable" depends on the categorization system used or, to put it another way, on which parts of
the world are selected to be processed by a mechanism.
Consider, for example, the following thought experiment. Imagine that an identical pool shot is
set up every generation on a rather odd pool table.
Three of the four cushions wobble continuously and
unpredictably, but one happens to be stable. The
"genes" determine the exact direction the cue ball
is hit each time, while the "environment" (i.e., the
angle of the cushions when struck) determines how
the shot will be reflected back. Whether a particu-

lar shot successfully sinks the target ball in a pocket
(i.e., whether it achieves the adaptive target) is determined by the interaction of the direction of the
shot and the orientation of the cushion at the time
the ball hits it (i.e., the interaction of genes and environment determine the outcome). Assume also that
there is variation in the direction of the shot (i.e., in
the "genes") and that successful shots cause genes to
be retained.
Over the long run, feedback-driven selection will
come to determine which direction the ball is hit.
In determining this direction, it will also end up selecting the stable cushion for the bank shot, and not
the wildly oscillating ones. It will end up directing
the shot at exactly that spot along the stable cushion
from which the shots are stably successful.
Similarly, selection will design developmental
adaptations that respond to those aspects of the
world that have a relatively stable recurrent structure, such that the mesh between the two will reliably produce design-propagating outcomes. Just
as selection has acted on genetic systems to keep
mutations to tolerable levels, selection has acted to
"choose" the more stable parts of the environment
to render developmentally relevant, such that these
aspects of the environment stably mesh with developmental pro- grams to produce reliably developing
adaptive architectures.
The Standard Model framing says that the world
pre-exists and is not caused by the organism, so
that the world’s effect on the organism will have no
particular tendency to organize the developing organism according to any evolved or adaptive pattern. Equally, the pool-table cushion pre-existed each
shot and was not created by them, and the laws
of physics determined how each shot would be reflected back. So, in a static SSSM analysis, it is selfevident that the outcome is the mixture of two factors, one "biological" and one "nonbiological," with
the nonbiological diluting, obliterating, or even reversing the biological. In contrast, an evolutionary
analysis points out that the shot, through its careful
targeting, picked out the particular cushion hit and
the exact location hit. Over time, the selective retention of successful shots will organize the effect that
the pre-existing environment had on the trajectories
of the shots and the outcome of the game. The preexisting structure of the world was exploited to impose an organization on the outcome that it would
not otherwise have had.
In this same fashion, the evolutionary process explores and sifts the environment for aspects that
will usefully organize the developing organism. The
evolutionary process puts to work sources of organization and information anywhere they are un-
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earthed, whether in the genes or in the environment, in a mother’s smile or in a companion’s expression of surprise. Selection has crafted the design of the develop- mental programs so that organisms tap into these reservoirs of information or
hook themselves to environmental forces that help
to construct them. Thus, the genomes of organisms
have evolved to "store" organization and information that is necessary or helpful for development in
the structure of the world itself. For example, for
a developing child, the information in the minds of
other humans, properly used, is a very useful source
of information to use in their development, as are
the linguistic patterns encountered in the local language community and patterns in local social behavior. Natural selection has intricately orchestrated developmental mechanisms so that things in the developmentally relevant world have been assigned an
appropriate causal role, from gravity, plants, and
three-dimensionality, to language, mothers, and social groups. Evolution shapes the relationship between the genes and the environment such that they
both participate in a coordinated way in the construction and calibration of adaptations. Thus, evolutionarily patterned structure is coming in from the
environment, just as much as it is coming out from
the genes.

what entities to pursue interactions with; and, most
importantly, determine what algorithms or relationships will organize environmental input into developmental change or psychological output. Consequently, the study of developmental adaptations is
a central branch of evolutionary psychology. Understanding these adaptations will make visible the subtly stable structure of the developmentally relevant
world and illuminate the evolutionary patterning in
how human beings respond to smiles, to language,
and to the cultural knowledge in others’ minds. Each
human, by expressing his or her species-typical architecture, contributes to the environmental regularities that others inhabit and rely on for their development.

Social scientists need to recognize that humans
have evolved to expect, rely on, and take advantage of the richly structured participation of the
environment-including the human social and cultural environment-in the task of adaptive development. Our developmental and psychological programs evolved to invite the social and cultural
worlds in, but only the parts that tended, on balance,
to have adaptively useful effects. Programs governing psychological development impose conceptual frame- works on the cultural and social worlds;
choose which parts of the environment are monitored; choose how observations and interactions are
categorized, represented, and interrelated; decide

and (3) the failure to recognize that the regulatory
structure of these programs specifies the relationship
between environmental input and behavioral, developmental, or psychological output.

For these reasons, it is a complete misconception
to think that an adaptationist perspective denies or
in the least minimizes the role of the environment
in human development, psychology, behavior, or social life. Environmentalists have been completely
correct about the importance of environmental input in the explanation of human behavior. Humans
more richly and complexly engage the variable features of the environment than any other species we
know of. It is this perception that has maintained environmentalism as the predominant viewpoint in the
social sciences, despite its crippling inadequacies as
Accordingly, "biology" is not some substance that an analytic framework. The terms "culture," "socialis segregated or localized inside the initial state of ization," "intelligence," and "learning" are labels for
the organism at birth, circumscribing the domain to poorly understood families of processes that reflect
which evolutionary analyses apply. It is also in the this complex and overwhelming human engagement
organization of the developmentally relevant world with environ- mental inputs. Any viable theory of
itself, when viewed from the perspective imposed by the evolved architecture of humans must reflect
the evolved developmental mechanisms of the orl this reality and must be environmentalist in
ganism. Thus, nothing the organism interacts with this sense. As discussed, the incoherence of Stanin the world is nonbiological to it, and so for hu- dard Model environmentalism stems from ( I) the
mans cultural forces are biological, social forces are widespread failure to recognize that environmental
biological, physical forces are biological, and so on. responsiveness requires a complex evolved design
The social and cultural are not alternatives to the bi- (expressible as either a set of developmental adapological. They are aspects of evolved human biology tations or as a reliably developing psychological arand, hence, they are the kinds of things to which chitecture; (2) the refusal to investigate or specify
evolutionary analysis can properly be applied.
the nature of this architecture or these programs;

f For social scientists, of course, this recognition
requires a radical change in practice: Every "environmentalist" explanation about the influence of
a given part of the environment on humans willif it is to be considered coherent-need to be accompanied by a specific "nativist" hypothesis about
the evolved developmental and psychological mechanisms that forge the relationship between the environmental input and the hypothesized psychological output. All "environmentalist" theories necessar-
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ily depend upon and invoke "nativist" theories, rendering environmentalism and nativism interdependent doctrines, rather than opposed ones. For postStandard Model researchers, these incoherent traditional dichotomies (genetic/environmental, biological/social, nativist/environmental) are being abandoned, as is reflected, for example, in the title of
a recent article, "Learning by instinct" (1. Gould &
Marler, 1987).

it is with cultures. Selection operated across ancestral hominid populations according to what were,
in effect, systems of categorization, screening crosscultural variability for any recurrent relationships
that were relevant to the solution of adaptive problems. To be thoroughly metaphorical, natural selection scrutinized the structure of human cultural
and social environments, searching for regularities
that could be used to engineer into our evolved arThe Impact of the Recurrent Structure of Hu- chitecture effective techniques for adaptive problemman Life and Human Culture on the Design of solving. Thus, the issue is: During the Pleistocene,
were there any statistical and structural uniformiPsychological Adaptations
ties to human life from culture to culture and habitat
The evolved mesh between the information- to habitat, from any perspective-no matter how subprocessing design of human psychological adapta- tle or abstract or unobservable-that could have been
tions, their developmentally relevant environments, used by species-typical problem-solving machinery
and the stably recurring structure of humans and for the adaptive regulation of behavior and physioltheir environments is pivotal to understanding how ogy? Geertz sees (modern) cultures as irredeemably
an evolutionary psychological approach to culture particularized, confidently dismissing talk of meandiffers from that of the Standard Social Science ingful human universals as nearly vacuous. Did natModel. For traditional anthropologists, cultures vary ural selection "see" the human world the same way?
from place to place, and there is nothing priviThe answer is obvious, once the question is asked.
leged about a conceptual framework that categoAnthropological
orthodoxy to the contrary, human
rizes human thought and action so as to capture
life
is
full
of
structure
that recurs from culture to
underlying patterns of cross-cultural uniformity, as
culture,
just
as
the
rest
of the world is. (Or, if
against the infinite class of perspectives by which huone
prefers,
there
are
innumerable
frames of referman thought and behavior appear everywhere difence
within
which
meaningful
cross-cultural
uniforferent (Geertz, 1973, 1983, 1984; see D. E. Brown,
mities
appear,
and
many
of
these
statistical
unifor1991, for a critique of this view). Nevertheless,
from the "point of view" of natural selection, such mities and structural regularities could potentially
uniformities-however subtle and unimportant to pro- have been used to solve adaptive problems.) Exactly
fessionally neutral anthropological minds-are indeed which regularities are, in fact, part of the developprivileged, and for a very simple reason. However mentally relevant environment that is used by our
varig’Qle cultures and habitats may have been dur- universal architectures is a matter to be empirically
ing human evolution, selection would have sifted hu- determined on a mechanism-by-mechanism, caseman social and cultural life (as well as everything by-case basis. Such statistical and structural regelse) for obvious or subtle statistical and structural ularities concerning humans and human social life
regularities, building psychological adaptations that are an immensely and indefinitely large class (D. E.
exploited some subset of these regularities to solve Brown, 1991): adults have children; humans have
adaptive problems. (As we will discuss, one of the a species-typical body form; humans have characterproblems that had to be solved using regularities was istic emotions; humans move through a life history
cued by observable body changes; humans come in
the problem of learning "culture" itself.)
two sexes; they eat food and are motivated to seek it
Thus, Geertz’s starting point, that humans have when they lack it; humans are born and eventually
evolved to use culture, is obviously true (although die; they are related through sexual reproduction
not in the slavish sense he envisions). But the next and through chains of descent; they turn their eyes
step in his logic- that humans don’t have general cul- toward objects and events that tend to be informatures, only particular ones, and so evolved to real- tive about adaptively consequential issues; they ofize themselves only through cultural particularity-is ten compete, contend, or fight over limited social or
the error of naive realism. No instance of anything subsistance resources; they express fear and avoidis intrinsically (much less exclusively) either "gen- ance of dangers; they preferentially associate with
eral" or "particular"-these are simply different lev- mates, children, and other kin; they create and mainels at which any system of categorization encoun- tain enduring, mutually beneficial individuated relaters the same world. When you meet Roger Shep- tionships with nonrelatives; they speak; they create
ard you are, at one and the same time, meeting and participate in coalitions; they desire, plan, deboth a particular (and distinctive) individual and ceive, love, gaze, envy, get ill, have sex, play, can be
a manifestation of humanity in general, embody- injured, are satiated; and on and on. Our immensely
ing innumerable species-typical characteristics. So
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elaborate species-typical physiological and psychological architectures not only constitute regularities
in themselves but they impose within and across cultures all kinds of regularities on human life, as do
the common features of the environments we inhabit
(see D. E. Brown, 1991, for an important exploration
of the kinds and significance of human universals).

human folk psychology is an accurate way of capturing "real" human psychology (i.e., whether it is a true
or a complete description), we simply want to point
out that things such as beliefs and desires are inherently unobservable hidden variables used to explain
observations that could be explained by any of an
infinite set of alternative theories (in fact, psychologists
have come up with many such theories). ThereHuman developmental mechanisms have been
fore,
a belief in beliefs and desires cannot be justified
born into one cultural environment or another hunby
observations
alone, so the fact that it is convendreds of billions of times, so the only truly long-term
tional
among
humans
to "theorize" about others in
cumulatively directional effects of selection on huthis
fashion
is
not
inexorably
mandated by their exman design would have been left by the statistical
perience
or
otherwise
required
by the structure of
commonality that existed across cultures and habithe
external
world.
For
the
same
set of nonmantats. Consequently, the sustained impact of these
dated
ideas
to
have
emerged
everywhere
on earth,
cross-culturally recurrent relationships sculpted the
our
developmental
programs
or
cognitive
architecproblem-solving mechanisms of the human mind to
tures
must
impose
this
way
of
interpreting
the
world
expect and exploit the common structure of human
of
other
humans
on
us.
cultures and human life; that is, natural selection
constructed adaptations specialized to mesh with the
In fact, an intensive research effort in the field
detailed structural regularities common to our an- of cognitive development has recently provided subcestral cultural environments. For this reason, not stantial support for the hypothesis that our evolved
only does natural selection privilege frames of ref- psychological architecture includes procedures that
erence that reveal patterns of universality in human cause very young children to reliably develop a
life but our evolved psychological architecture does belief-desire folk psychology-a so-called "theory of
also. Embedded in the programming structure of mind" (e.g, Astington, Harris, & Olson, 1988; Leslie,
our minds are, in effect, sets of assumptions about 1987, 1988; Perner, 1991; Wellman, 1990; Wimthe nature of the human world we will meet during mer & Perner, 1983). Developmental psychologists
our lives. So (speaking metaphorically) we arrive have been finding that even 2- and 3-year-olds make
in the world not only expecting, Geertzian fashion, different inferences about "mental entities" (dreams,
to meet some particular culture about whose specif- thoughts, desires, beliefs) than about "physical entiically differentiated peculiarities we can know noth- ties." Moreover, children typically "explain" behavior
ing in advance. We also arrive expecting to meet, at as the confluence of beliefs and desires (e.g., Why
one and the same time, and in one and the same em- has Mary gone to the water fountain? Because she
bodiment, the general human culture as well-that is, has a desire for water (i.e., she is thirsty) and she berecognizably human life manifesting a wide array of lieves that water can be found at the water fountain).
forms and relations common across cultures during Such inferences appear to be generated by a domainour evolution ( or at least some set out of the super- specific cognitive system that is sometimes called a
set). Thus, human architectures are "pre-equipped" "theory of mind" module (Leslie, 1987). This module
(that is, reliably develop) specialized mechanisms consists of specialized computational machinery that
that "know" many things about humans, social rela- allows one to represent the notion that "agents" can
tions, emotions and facial expressions, the meaning have "attitudes" toward "propositions" (thus, "Mary"
of situations to others, the underlying organization can "believe" that "X," "Mary" can "think" that "X," and
of contingent social actions such as threats and ex- so on). Between the ages of 3 and 5 this domainchanges,
specific inferential system develops in a characteristic
pattern that has been replicated cross-culturally
t language, motivation, and so on. ! To take only
in
North
America, Europe, China (Flavell, Zhang,
one example, humans everywhere include as part of
Zou,
Dong
& Qui, 1983), Japan (Gardner, Harris,
their standard conceptual equipment the idea that
Ohmoto
&
Hamazaki,
1988), and a hunter-gatherer
the behavior of others is guided by invisible intergroup
in
Camaroon
(A
vis & Harris, in press). Morenal entities, such as "beliefs" and "desires"-reflecting
over,
there
is
now
evidence
suggesting that the neuwhat Dennett calls "the intentional stance" ( 1987).
rological
basis
of
this
system
can be selectively damOf course, this way of thinking seems so natural to us
aged;
indeed,
autism
is
suspected
to be caused by a
that it is difficult to see that there is anything to exselective
neurological
impairment
of the "theory of
plain: It is tempting to think that beliefs and desires
mind"
module
(Baron-Cohen,
Leslie,
& Frith, 1985;
are "real" and that, therefore, humans everywhere
Leslie,
1987,
1988;
Leslie
&
Thaiss,
1990).
simply learn to see the world as it really is. Sidestepping the complex question of whether this pan49

This research indicates that a panhuman "theory

of mind" module structures the folk psychology that
people develop. People in different cultures may
elaborate their folk psychologies in different ways,
but the computational machinery that guides the development of their folk notions will be the same, and
some of the notions developed will be the same as
well. Humans come into the world with the tendency to organize their understanding of the actions of others in terms of beliefs and desires, just
as they organize patterns in their two-dimensional
retinal array under the assumption that the world is
three-dimensional and that objects are permanent,
bounded, and solid.

To make this clear, consider the question of how
it is possible for preIinguistic children to deduce the
meanings of the words they hear when they are in
the process of learning their local language for the
first time. The child’s task of discovering the meanings of words involves isolating, out of an infinite
set of possible meanings, the actual meanings intended by other speakers (e.g., Carey, 1982, 1985a;
Quine, 1960). Children can infer the meanings of
messages in the local, but unknown language only
because they, like cryptographers, have a priori statistical knowledge about likely messages, given the
situational context. To solve the problem of referThus, not only do evolved mechanisms assume ential ambiguity, the child’s procedures for semancertain things will tend to be true of human life but tic analysis must depend on the fact that our unithese specialized procedures, representational for- versal evolved psychological architectures impose on
mats, cues, and categorization systems impose-out of the world enough standard and recur- rent interprean infinite set of potential alternatives-a detailed or- tations between speaker and listener to make the
ganization on experience that is shared by all normal deduction of a core lexicon possible. Since the inmembers of our species. There is certainly cultural fant is new to the culture and ignorant of it, these
and individual variability in the exact forms of adult shared interpretations cannot be supplied by the culmental organization that emerge through develop- ture itself, but must be supplied by the .1 human
ment, but these are all expressions of what might be universal metaculture the infant or child shares with
called a single human metaculture. All humans tend adults by virtue of their common humanity. (In conto impose on the world a common encompassing trast, the Standard Model’s initially content-free genconceptual organization, made possible by universal eral process child mind would share no common
mechanisms operating on the recurrent features of interpretations with local adults and could rely on
human life. This is a central reality of human life no necessary imposition of common event construand is necessary to explain how humans can com- als by both speaker and listener.) Thus, the sysmunicate with each other, learn the culture they are tem for assigning correct semantic meanings to culborn into, understand the meaning of others’ acts, turally arbitrary signs necessarily relies on the presimitate each other, adopt the cultural practices of ence of species-typical cognitive adaptations and on
others, and operate in a coordinated way with others the nonarbitrariness of meaning systems that inin the social world they inhabit. By metaculture, we habit these cognitive adaptations. These mechamean the system of universally recurring relation- nisms reliably identify evolutionarily recurrent situships established and constituted by ( 1) our univer- ations (such as threat, play, or eating) in such away
sal evolved species-typical psychological and physio- that the participants have similar construals of the
logical architectures, (2) the interaction of these ar- situation and responses to it, including things likely
chitectures with each other in populations, (3) their to be said about it.
interaction with the developmentally relevant recurFor example, children who are just learning their
rent structure of human natural and cultural envi- local language interpret novel words using Markronments, and (4) their patterned standard impact man’s "whole object assumption" and her "taxonomic
on human phenomena.
assumption." The whole object assumption causes
them
to interpret the novel word "cup" as referring
Social scientists have traditionally considered
to
a
whole
cup, and not to its handle, the porcethere to be a tension or explanatory competition
lain
it
is
made
of, a cup on
saucer, a cup of
between human universals and transmitted cultural
tea
(and
so
on);
the
"taxonomic
assumption"
causes
variability: the more of one, the less of the other (0.
them
to
interpret
"cup"
as
referring
to
all
objects
E. Brown, 1991 ). However, careful causal analysis
of the information-processing tasks required to learn of the same type, and not to the particular cup being pointed to at that moment (Markman, 1989;
transmitted culture leads to what is
Markman & Hutchinson, 1984). O course, the opf very nearly the opposite conclusion. In fact, it eration of these assumptions depends, in turn, on
is only the existence of this common f metacultural interpretations generated by the kinds of domainstructure, which includes universal mechanisms spe- specific inferential systems discussed earlier, which
cialized to mesh with ! the social world, that makes define what entities and relations count as whole
the transmission of variable cultural forms possible. objects, animals, plants, people, natural kinds, ar50

tifacts, taxonomic categories, and so on (Carey &
Gelman, 1991). Still other domain-specific reasoning procedures may privilege certain interpretations
01 social relations. Thus, social contract algorithms
have both intrinsic definitions for those terms used
by their procedures and cues for recognizing which
elements in recurrent situations correspond to those
terms (Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides & Tooby, 1989,
this volume). Consequently, these evolved reasoning specializations may sometimes function as nuclei around which semantic inference is conducted.
Emotional expression also function as metacultural
cues that assign standardized meanings to the contingent elements of situations (see Fernald, this volume; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b). Fol example, if
someone reacts with fear, others interpret this as a
reaction to danger and attempt to identify in the situation what the dangerous entity is, re-evaluating various stimuli. They may scan the local environment,
organizing their search by a categorization system
that privileges some things (e.g., snakes) over others
(e.g., flowers; (Cook, Hodes, & Lang, 1986).
Thus, we have the surprising result that it is the
shared species-typical mechanism! and common
metacultural framings that make it possible for a
child to learn what is culturally variable: in this case,
the meanings of words in the local language. This argument, in fact, generalizes beyond language: The
variable features of culture can be learned solely because of the existence of an encompassing universal human metaculture. The ability to imitate the
relevant parts of others’ actions (Meltzoff, 1988),
the ability to reconstruct the representations in their
minds, the ability to interpret the conduct of others
correctly, and the ability to coordinate one’s behavior with others all depend on the existence of human
metaculture. Sperber and Wilson ( 1986) have written at length about how, for successful communication to be possible, both sender and receiver must
share a great many assumptions about the world.
The less they mutually assume, the more difficult it is
to communicate until, in the limiting case, they cannot communicate at all. The child arrives in the culture free of any knowledge about its particularities,
and so the only way the child initially can be communicated with is through what is mutually manifest
between the child and the adults by virtue of their
common humanity (e.g., Fernald, this volume). The
same is true, as Sperber ( 1982) concisely points out,
of ethnographers: The best refutation of cultural relativity is the activity of anthropologists themselves,
who could not understand or live within other human groups unless the inhabitants of those groups
shared assumptions that were, in fact, very similar
to those of the ethnographer. Like fish unaware of
the existence of water, interpretativists swim from

culture to culture interpreting through universal human metaculture. Metaculture informs their every
thought, but they have not yet noticed its existence.
So the beginning of this section, in which we discussed how natural selection sifted cultural variability throughout the Pleistocene for uniformities, gave
only a one-sided analysis of how, despite cultural
variability, universals still existed. It is even more
important to realize that contentful human universals make possible the very existence of transmitted cultural variability (what is usually called "culture"), which would otherwise be impossible. Therefore, the development of increasing cultural variation throughout the Pleistocene was made possible
by the evolution of psycho- logical specializations
that exploited the regularities of human metaculture
in order to learn the variable features of culture. To
return to a position William James stated a century
ago, to behave flexibly, humans must have more "instincts" than other animals, not fewer.
THE TRANSITION TO
MODEL PSYCHOLOGY

POST

-STANDARD

The Decline of Standard Model Psychology
The progression from Standard Model psychology to post-Standard Model psychology was driven
largely by the emergence of new and more rigorous
standards that psychological theories are now expected to meet. As the field grew more sophisticated,
various communities of psychologists began insisting
on causal accounts of how hypothesized Standard
Model mechanisms produced their effects: What are
the networks of cause and effect that, step by step,
lead from input to output? In the social sciences,
no model of the human psychological architecture
seemed impossible when its proponents didn’t have
to specify by what methods it generated human behavior. The cognitive revolution, with its emphasis
on formal analysis, made clear that theories needed
to be made causally explicit to be meaningful, and
it supplied psychologists with a far more precise language and set of tools for analyzing and investigating
complexly contingent, information-responsive systems. When examined from this perspective, most
traditional theories turned out to be both incomplete
and incapable of accounting for large classes of observed phenomena. Indeed, most no longer seemed
to qualify as hypotheses at all. For example, "learning" ceased to be seen as an explanation for behavior,
but instead was recognized as a label for a loosely
defined class of phenomena generated by as yet unknown procedures. For modern psychologists the
key question became: What is the explicit description of these procedures?
Over the last three decades, the hard work of discovering procedures that could actually account in
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detail for observed behavior and competences has
led to the wide- spread conclusion that our evolved
psychological architecture must include a large set
of mechanisms of a very different character than
Standard Model psychologists had envisioned. The
most fundamental shift from Standard Model to
post-Standard Model psychology has been the abandonment of the axiom that evolved psychological
mechanisms must be largely-or exclusively-generalpurpose and free of any contentful structure not put
there by experience (e.g., Carey & Gelman, 1991;
Chomsky, 1975; Cosmides & Tooby, 1987, 1992; Gallistel, 1990; Gigerenzer, 1991b; Gigerenzer

gan to explore psychological questions by analyzing the capacities of well- specified computational
systems (Chomsky 1957, 1959). His approach was
distinctive. To evaluate existing psychological theories, he first made their underlying assumptions
about computational mechanisms explicit. He then
tested the ability of these computational mechanisms
to solve real, natural problems that humans were
known to be able to solve. In his first application of
this method, he attempted to evaluate the adequacy
of behaviorist accounts of language, particularly as
presented in Skinner’s then recently published book,
Verbal Behavior ( 1957). When Chomsky examined
&Murray, 1987; Herrnstein, 1977; Pinker, 1984; the behaviorist account of language in the light of
Rozin, 1976; Rozin&Schull, 1988; Shepard, 1984, these criteria, he found that it suffered from a series
1987a; Symons, 1987). Many psychologists have of difficulties that precluded it from being a persuabeen forced by their data to conclude that both sive explanation for human linguistic competence.
human and nonhuman minds contain-in addition
Chomsky’s research program brought the serious
to whatever general-purpose machinery they may deficiencies of the Standard Model into plain view
have-a large array of mechanisms that are (to list because it combined two key ingredients: (1) the
some of the terms most frequently used) functionally study of tasks related to a natural, complex, realspecialized, con- tent-dependent, content-sensitive, world competence that humans were known to have,
domain-specific, context-sensitive, special-purpose, and (2) the use of formal solvability analyses to exadaptively specialized, and so on. Mechanisms that plore the actual computational capacities of mechare functionally specialized have been called (with anisms hypothesized to generate explicitly defined
some differences in exact definition) adaptive spe- outcomes. A theory about the design of a mechacializations by Rozin ( 1976), modules by Fodor ( nism cannot be correct if, under the relevant condi1983), and cognitive competences or mental organs tions, that design cannot solve the problem or genby Chomsky (1975, 1980).
erate the performance that the theory claims it can;
this
can be determined using a solvability analysis,
Consequently, the core of the debate is not reas
outlined
in pp. 73-77.
ally about whether the reliably developing design of

the mind evolved-the answer to that question can
only be yes. The debate is, instead, over whether
our evolved psychological architecture is predominantly domain-general (Symons, 1987). Did the
human mind evolve to resemble a single generalpurpose computer with few or no intrinsic contentdependent programs (e.g., Gould, 1979)? Or does
its evolved architecture more closely resemble an
intricate network of functionally dedicated computers, each activated by different classes of content
or problem, with some more general-purpose computers embedded in the architecture as well (e.g.,
Chomsky, 1975, 1980; Cosmides & Tooby, 1987; Gallistel, 1990; Gazzaniga, 1985; Rozin, 1976; Symons,
1987)? In other words, does the human mind come
equipped with any procedures, representational formats, or content-primitives that evolved especially
to deal with faces, mothers, language, sex, food, infants, tools, siblings, friendship, and the rest of human metaculture and the world?

Language was a pivotal choice for a test
of domain-general accounts of behavior because
language-particularl syntax- involved complex but
clearly specifiable patterns of behavior that humans
were already known to be able to produce under natural conditions without elaborate experimental manipulations. Within this domain, one could precisely
and unambiguously define criteria for recognizing
what behavioral patterns humans could and did routinely produce (grammatical versus ungrammatical
sentences). Therefore, one could define what output
any mechanism hypothesized to account for these
behavioral patterns had to produce as well. In contrast, no one could tell whether associationist mechanisms or general-purpose symbol-processing mechanisms could account for phenomena such as "religion," "marriage," or "politics" because no one had
an unambiguous empirical definition of human performance in these spheres.

By specifying what counts as the production of
Solvability and the Formal Analysis of Natural grammatical utterances or the acquisition of the
Competences.
grammar of a human language, psycholinguists
working
within the Chomskyan research tradition
Thirty years ago, Noam Chomsky inaugurated
have
been
using solvability analyses to show that
anew era in the behavioral sciences when he bea task routinely mastered by four-year-old children
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is too richly structured to be accounted for by any
known general-purpose mechanism operating in real
time (Chomsky, 1975, 1980; Pinker, 1979, 1984,
1989, 1991; Pinker & Bloom, this volume; Wexler
& Culi- cover, 1980). Despite three decades of intensive efforts by Standard Model psychologists to
get general-purpose cognitive machinery to learn
grammar, their theories have fared no better than
did their behaviorist predecessors. To take a recent example, through careful solvability analyses,
Pinker and Prince were able to show that newly
proposed domain-general connectionist and associationist models were computation- ally insufficient
to solve even so narrow a problem as the acquisition of the past tense in English (Pinker, 1991; Pinker
& Prince, 1988). These mechanisms failed precisely
because they lacked computational machinery specialized for the acquisition of gram- mar.
Thirty years of such findings have forced many
cognitive psychologists, against their inclination,
to accept domain-specific hypotheses about language learning-to conclude that humans have as
part of their evolved design a language acquisition device (LAD), which incorporates contentdependent procedures that reflect in some form "universal grammar" (Chomsky, 1975, 1980; Pinker,
1979,1984,1989,1991; Wexler & Culicover, 1980).
In this view, the architecture of the human mind
contains content-specialized mechanisms that have
evolved to exploit the subtle cross-culturally recurring features of the grammars of human language communities-one facet of human metaculture
(Pinker & Bloom, this volume).
The introduction of solvability analyses and the
increasing demand for well-specified informationprocessing models have exposed the deficiencies of
Standard Model theories in other areas of psychology as well (see, e.g., Carey & Gelman, 1991; Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides & Tooby, 1989, this volume;
Gelman & Markman, 1986, 1987; Keil, 1989; Leslie,
1987; Markman, 1989). Standard Model theories
are usually so underspecified that one cannot make
their underlying assumptions about computational
mechanisms procedurally explicit. To the extent that
they can be evaluated, however, when they are faced
with real world tasks that humans routinely solve,
they consistently perform poorly or not at all.
In fact, the large-scale theoretical claims of Standard Model psychology never had a strong empirical base. Limited empirical support could be produced for Standard Model domain-general theories,
but only so long as research was confined to the
investigation of experimenter-invented, laboratory
limited, arbitrary tasks. The occasional matches between domain-general theories and data sets have
been chronically weak and experimentally fragile.

These restricted empirical successes depended on
carefully picked experimental venues, such as pigeons isolated from conspecifics pecking for food
in stimulus-depauperated environments or humans
learning lists of nonsense syllables. Standard Model
theories of mechanisms have maintained themselves
as empirically credible primarily through pretheoretical decisions concerning what kinds of experiments
were considered meaningful and through assumptions imposed a priori on the class of hypotheses
that would be entertained. For humans and nonhumans alike, exposure to biologically significant stimuli and natural tasks elicits complexly patterned performances that Standard Model theories are unable
to predict or explain. So, to keep behavioral phenomena in line with theory, Standard Model psychologists had to keep humans and other species outside
of ecologically valid circumstances, away from any
biologically significant stimuli, and test them on artificial problems that subjects would not have had
to solve in their environment of evolutionary adaptedness (for discussion, see Beach, 1950; Breland &
Breland, 1961; Hermstein, 1977; Lockard, 1971 ).
Although these weaknesses have now mostly been
abandoned in the study of other species, they unfortunately remain endemic in many areas of human
psychology.
Once animal behavior researchers let the pigeon
out of its barren artificial cage, a rich flock of behavioral phenomena appeared, and questions inevitably arose about the mechanisms that guide the
animal to do all the different things it needs to
do in natural environments to survive and reproduce. Thus, ethology (or behavioral ecology, sociobiology, or animal behavior) played an important corrective role by providing examples of the tasks organisms solve and the complex performances they
exhibit in more natural conditions (Daly & Wilson,
1984b; Krebs & Davies, 1984; Lorenz, 1965; Rozin
& Schull, 1988; Tinbergen, 1951; Wilson, 1975).
These fields carefully documented functionally interpretable behaviors that lie far outside anything that
Standard Model psychology and a short list of drives
could explain. Researchers investigating the now
well-known selection pressure expressed by Hamilton’s rule (see pp. 67-68) documented an enormous array of kin-directed assistance in nonhuman
animals-behaviors completely undreamed of in Standard Model psychology (Hamilton, 1964; Williams
& Williams, 1957; for review, see Krebs & Davies,
1984). Infant macaques become emotionally attached to immobile cloth figures even though they
nurse ("are reinforced") on another structure entirely
(Harlow, Harlow, & Suomi, 1971 ). There are reports from an entire range of species-from langurs to
lions to rodents-of newly resident males killing the
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unweaned infants of their predecessors, thereby accelerating ovulation in their new mates (Hrdy, 1977;
Hausfater & Hrdy, 1984 ). Ring doves may expend
considerable effort to monitor the sexual behavior
of their mates (Erickson & Zenone, 1976). There
was the discovery of the complex pat- terns of food
reciprocation in vampire bats-phenomena difficult
to account for using traditional notions of generalpurpose cognition, conditioning, and drive reduction
(e.g., Wilkinson 1988, 1990). From echolocation to
parental care, to celestial navigation, to courtship,
to coalitional action in chimpanzees, to seasonal migration, to decoying predators away from nests, to
communication in bees, to "friendship" and dominance in baboons, nonhuman behavior is full of tasks
and organized behaviors that do not remotely fit
into Standard Model psychology. This burgeoning
body of phenomena caused many animal behavior
researchers to break away from the narrow experimental paradigms and narrow questions of the Standard Social Science Model.
In human psychology, the observational basis for
Standard Model theories was equally circumscribed,
but escape from its narrow experimental paradigms
has been more difficult than in nonhuman psychology. Standard Model psychologists had no salient
reason for suspecting that different psychological
mechanisms would be activated by different kinds of
tasks. Human activities appeared to be so variableboth between cultures and among individuals within
a culture-that the notion that some tasks and problems might be more "natural" than others did not
seem conspicuously sensible. Although most psychologists were faintly aware that hominids lived
for millions of years as hunter-gatherers or foragers,
they did not realize that this had theoretical implications for their work. More to the point, however,
the logic of the standard Social Science Model informed them that humans were more or less blank
slates for which no task was more natural than any
other. Until the emergence of a community of Chomskyan psycholinguists, mainstream psychology had
been overwhelmingly dominated by general-purpose
learning and cognitive theories. In consequence, the
same processes were assumed to account for learning and action in all domains of human activity, from
suckling at the breast to incest avoidance, language
learning, and alliance negotiations among Oani warriors.

opment of human psychology because it introduced
the subversive idea that some tasks might awaken
associated competences that were more "natural"
than others: more functionally specialized, more
complex, more reliably developing, more speciesdifferentiated, and, therefore, more worthy of detailed exploration (Marr & Nishihara, 1978).
The Rise of Domain-Specific Psychology
The Chomskyan revolution in the study of language slowly began to legitimize the exploration
of models of our evolved psychological architecture
that did not assume a priori that all tasks are solved
by the same set of content-independent processes.
In diverse subcommunities, the gradually expanding freedom to consider domain-specific hypotheses
alongside more orthodox ones has led to their increasing acceptance. Performance in virtually every kind of experimental situation is sensitive to
the content and context of the task, and domainspecific hypotheses tend to organize, account for,
and predict this performance better than their Standard Model predecessors. Although social and behavioral scientists outside of cognitive, comparative,
and physiological psychology still routinely assume a
domain-general human mind, within the community
of psychologists who rigorously study mechanisms
this view is in retreat and disarray. Standard Model
psychology has been able to persist only in those research communities that avoid formal analysis entirely or that avoid using it to study performance on
ecologically valid, natural tasks.

Thus, researchers who ask hard questions about
how organisms actually solve problems and who focus on the real performance of organisms on natural tasks have had to abandon the idea that the
mind is free of content-specialized machinery. Researchers who study color vision, visual scene analysis, speech perception, conceptual development in
children, mental imagery, psychophysics, locomotion, language acquisition, motor control, anticipatory motion computation, face recognition, bio- mechanical motion perception, emotion recognition, social cognition, reasoning, and the perception and
representation of motion, for example, cannot account for the Psychological phenomena they study by
positing computational mechanisms that are solely
domain-general and content-independent (see, e.g.,
Bizzi, Mussa-Ivaldi, & Gisz- ter, 1991; Carey &Gelman, 1991; Etcoff, 1986; Freyd, 1987; Kosslyn,
By questioning the assumption that all tasks were 1980; Liberman & Mattingley, 1985, 1989; Lindcreated equal, Chomsky exposed how narrowly cho- blom, 1986, 1988; Maloney & Wandell, 1985; Marr,
sen Standard Model research topics had actually 1982; Pinker, 1984, 1989; Poggio et al., 1985; Profbeen and how over- reaching the extrapolation had fitt & Gilden, 1989; Shepard, 1981, 1984, 1987a;
been from these topics to the rest of human thought Shiffrar & Freyd, 1990; Spelke, 1988, 1990). In
and action. The rise of Chomskyan psycholinguis- fact, the reality has always been that every field
tics constituted a decisive turning point in the devel- of psychology bristles with observations of content54

dependent phenomena. Freedom from the axiom
that all psychological phenomena must be explained
by content-independent machinery has allowed psychologists to move ahead to explore-and to view
as meaningful-the rich content-sensitive effects that
permeate psychological phenomena (e.g., Astington
et al., 1988; A. Brown, 1990; Carey, 1985b; Carey &
Gelman, 1991; Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides & T ooby
, this volume; Gelman & Markman, 1986, 1987;
Gigerenzer& Hug, in press; Gigerenzer & Murray,
1987; Keil, 1989; Manktelow & Over, 1991). Formerly, these omnipresent content effects were considered an embarrassment to be explained away or
else dismissed as noise. Now they are considered to
be primary data about the structure of the mind.

tual limitations. Moreover, cross-cultural regularities in fall-rise patterns of maternal fundamental frequency provide an elegant illustration that a child
and adult initially communicate by virtue of what
they share through their common human metaculture. Communication through such human universals is a pre- condition for the child’s acquisition of
the culturally specific. Facial expressions of emotion
represent another evolved modality through which
humans communicate situation-construals, and the
cross-culturally stable features of emotional expression provide another critical foundation for human
metaculture. Ekman and his colleagues have established one of the earliest and most sophisticated traditions of evolutionary psychological research, and
Outside of cognitive psychology, the emergence of these studies of emotional expression represent a
post-Standard Model approaches derived their im- major achievement in modern psychology (e.g., Ekpetus from branches of evolutionary biology. In the man, 1973, 1982, 1984; Ekman & Friesen, 1975; Ek1950s and 1960s, the successful application of evo- man, Levenson, & Friesen, 1983). Etcoff( 1986) has
lutionary approaches to animal behavior in ethol- marshalled substantial neuropsychological evidence
ogy and its successor disciplines provided evidence that humans have mechanisms specialized for the
of domain-specific mechanisms that was difficult to identification of emotional expression-an adaptation
ignore (e.g., attachment, emotion, phobias, mating, to an important, stable feature of ancestral social and
for- aging, navigation). This trend was accelerated cultural environments.
by the rapid advances in evolutionary biology over
Indeed, ever since Darwin ( 1871, 1872), emothe last three decades, which made the previously tions have been seen as the product of the evoluclouded connection between evolution and behav- tionary process and usually, although not always,
ior somewhat clearer. These advances included ( 1) as functional adaptations(e.g.,Arnold, 1960, 1968;
more coherent approaches to the nature-nurture is- Chance, 1980; Daly,etal., 1982; Eibl-Eibesfeldt,
sue, (2) a more rigorous foundation for the theory of 1975; Ekman, 1982; Frijda, 1986; Hamburg, 1968;
natural selection (Williams, 1966), (3) formal anal- Izard, 1977; Otte, 1974; Plutchik, 1980; Tomkins,
yses of what behaviors would be favored by selec- 1962, 1963; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b; and many
tion in a variety of newly explored domains (e.g., others). Functional or not, the emotions collecCharnov, 1976; Hamilton, 1964; Maynard Smith, tively provide a dense and pervasive network of
1982; Stephens & Krebs, 1986; Trivers, 1971, 1972, domain-specific phenomena that have consistently
1974; Williams, 1966), and (4) a cascade of success- resisted assimilation into any Standard Model theful applications of these theories to animal behavior ory. However, in contrast to their Standard Model
(Alexander, 1974; Daly & Wilson, 1984b; Krebs & reputation as crude and indiscriminate responses, on
Davies, 1984; Wilson, 1975).
close scrutiny each specific emotion appears to be
an
intricately structured information-sensitive reguJust as in the case of nonhuman behavior, evolatory
adaptation. In fact, the emotions appear to
lutionarily informed studies of human choice, mobe
designed
to solve a certain category of regulativation, emotion, and action also bristle with doctory
problem
that inevitably emerges in a mind full
umented phenomena that cannot be accounted for
of
disparate,
functionally specialized mechanismswith content-independent architectures and a short
the
problem
of
coordinating the menagerie of mechlist of drives, rewards, or reinforces (the chapters
anisms
with
each
other and with the situation bein this volume are a small sampling of such cases).
ing
faced
(Tooby,
1985;
Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b;
For example, ever since the Harlows demolished the
Nesse,
1990).
myth that an infant’s love for its mother was a conditioned response to food rewards, the rich collection of co-adapted mechanisms in the mother and
infant has been a productive focus of psychological
investigation (e.g., Bowlby, 1969). Profet (this volume) identifies a maternal psychological adaptation
for the protection of the fetus during embryo- genesis. Fernald (this volume) explores the communicative adaptations mothers have to the infant’s percep-

Daly and Wilson have been exploring the evolved
complexity and functional subtlety of the human motivational system. They have produced a substantial body of findings supporting specific hypotheses
they derived from a broad array of adaptation- ist
theories (Daly & Wilson, 1981, 1982, 1984b, 1987a,
1987b, 1988; Daly, et al., 1982; Wilson & Daly, 1985,
1987, this volume). Their particular interest has
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been the evolved motivational systems that regulate
parental care, spousal relations, sexual jealousy, sexual proprietariness, and risk-taking. By using behavioral phenomena such as violence and homicide as
dependent measures, they have been able to investigate many aspects of these evolved motivational
systems-including how their operation is affected by
factors such as gender, age, kinship, reproductive
value, number of children, and other situational variables (see also Mann, this volume). Similarly, in the
area of human mate choice and sexuality, the work
of Symons, Buss, and many others shows that the
construct of a "sex drive" is completely inadequate to
cope with the structured richness of the situational
factors processed by the differentiated sexual psychologies of men and women across cultures (e.g.,
Buss, 1987, 1989, 1991, this volume, in prep.; Ellis, this volume; Sadalla, Kenrick, & Vershure, 1987;
Symons, 1979; Townsend, 1987). These studies indicate that existing theories of motivation will have
to be replaced with theories positing a far more elaborate motivational architecture, equipped with an
extensive set of evolved information-processing algorithms that are contingently sensitive to a long list
of situational contents and contexts.
Thus, the examination of even a small sampling of
non-Standard Model behavioral studies by a handful
of researchers such as Bowlby, Daly and Wilson, Ekman, Femald, Marks, Buss, and Symons leads to the
conclusion that the human mind contains evolved
emotional and motivational mechanisms that are
specifically targeted to address adaptive problems involved in parenting, emotional communication with
infants and adults, kinship, mate choice, sexual attraction, aggression, the avoidance of danger, mate
guarding, effort allocation in child care, and so on.
That is, humans have psychological adaptations that
contain contentful structure specifically "about" their
mothers, "about" their children, "about" the sexual
behavior of their mates, "about" those identified by
cues as kin, "about" how much to care for a sick child,
and so on, and these contents are not derived exclusively from either a short list of drive or from culturally variable, socially learned "values."
In short, the central tenets of Standard Model psychology are contradicted b results from a large and
rapidly growing body of research on humans and
nonhuman: from the cognitive community, from the
evolutionary community, from the behavioral ecology community, and from other research communities as well (for example much of psychobiology,
comparative psychology, and neuroscience). Content
independent mechanisms simply cannot generate or
explain the richly patterned behavior and knowledge
structures that appear when one’s research focus is
widened beyond arbitrary laboratory tasks to include

the complex performances orchestrated by natural
competences on real world tasks. Moreover, unlike most Standard Model theories and results, these
kinds of studies and hypotheses withstand crosscultural scrutiny and indicate that a great deal of
the substance of social life attributed to "culture"
around the world is in fact caused by the operation
of contingently responsive domain- specific mechanisms. These converging results are accumulating
into a strikingly different picture than that provided
by the Standard Social Science Model. They indicate that a universal, evolved psychological architecture that is filled with contingently responsive mechanisms infuses distinctively human patterns into the
life of every culture.
The Frame Problem and the Weakness of
Content-Independent, Domain General Mechanisms
From Flexibility to Adaptive Flexibility
In the passage from Standard Model to postStandard Model psychology it seems fair to say
that the greatest reversal lay in how contentindependence and domain-generality came to be
regarded.
Many modern researchers recognize
that content-independent, general problem-solvers
are inherently weak in comparison to contentspecialized mechanisms. From a traditional point of
view, however, it seemed sensible to regard generality as an enhancement of the capacity of a system:
The system is not prevented from assuming certain
states or kept from doing what is adaptive (or desirable) by a "rigid" or "biased" architecture. Generality of application seems like such an obvious virtue
and content-independence seems like such an obvious road to flexible behavior, what could possibly be
wrong with them? As Marvin Harris puts this line of
reasoning, "Selection in the main has acted against
genetically imposed limitations on human cultural
repertoires" ( 1979, p. 136). Why rigidly prevent
the system from engaging in certain behaviors on
those occasions when they would be advantageous?
Moreover, why not have an "unbiased" architecture
in which the actual structure of local circumstances
impresses a true picture of itself in a free, objective, and unconstrained way? In this view, contentspecificity in evolved psychological design is imbued
with all the legendary attributes of "biology"-rigidity,
inflexibility, and constraint. It is viewed as preventing the system from achieving advantageous states
that would otherwise naturally come about.
So what, after all, is so wrong with domaingeneral systems? Why do cognitive psychologists
and artificial intelligence researchers consistently
find them too weak to solve virtually any complex
real world task? Why isn’t "flexibility" in the form
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of con- tent-independence a virtue? The answers to
these questions emerge from one clarification and
from two basic facts. The two facts have already
been touched on many times: (I) possibilities are infinite; and (2) desirable outcomes-by any usual human, evolutionary, or problem-solving standard-are
a very small subset of all possibilities.

bly pre- vented from implementing those changes by
some fixed element of the system.

Accordingly, to be endowed with broad behavioral
plasticity unconnected to adaptive targets or environmental conditions is an evolutionary death sentence, guaranteeing that the design that generates
it will be removed from the population. Designs
that produce "plasticity" can be retained by selection
only if they have features that guide behavior into
the infinitesimally small regions of relatively successful performance with sufficient frequency. In reality, terms such as flexibility or plasticity are implicitly used to mean something very different from the
simple "capacity to vary." They are implicitly used to
mean the capacity to adjust behavior (or morphology) as a coordinated response to the specifics of
local conditions so that the new behavior is particularly appropriate to or successful in the specific circumstances faced.

tems to gravitate toward producing successful performances. It is the guidance system itself that is
doing the bulk of the interesting regulation of outcomes, with the "potential to vary" component explaining very little about the situation. Thus, Gould’s
( 1977a, 1979) faith in the explanatory power of the
SSSM concept of generalized human "biological potential" depends either on (I) an unjustified teleological panglossianism (e.g., unguided processes, such
as accidental brain growth, just happen to "work out
for the best, " giving humans the desire to care for
their children, to defend themselves when attacked,
to cooperate; the ability to recognize faces, to find
food, to speak a language. ..), or (2) the unacknowledged existence of co-evolved cognitive adaptations
that guide behavioral plasticity toward the achievement of adaptive targets.

This narrowly specialized form of flexibility requires three components: (1) a set of mechanisms
that define an adaptive target (such as finding food,
finding home, or finding a mate); (2) a set of mechanisms that can compute or otherwise determine what
responses are most likely to achieve the adaptive target in each specific set of circum- stances that one is
likely to encounter; and (3) the ability to implement
the specific response once it is determined. Plasticity
in the "lump of clay /capacity to vary" sense refers
only to the third component: If an organism has correctly computed what it is advantageous to do, then
(and only then) is it disadvantageous to be inflexi-

It is the necessary existence of these co-evolved
guidance systems that has, for the most part, escaped the attention of Standard Model advocates.
In fact, the SSSM ediface is built on the conflation
of two distinct notions of flexibility: ( I) flexibility
as the absence of any limits on responses, and (2)
flexibility as the production of contextually appropriate responses. Advocates of the SSSM imagine that
flexibility in the first sense-an absence of limits on
variation-is easy to computationally arrange (just remove all "constraints"). But they also assume this is
the same as-or will automatically produce-flexibility
in the second sense: adaptive, successful, or con-

In fact, plasticity (e.g., variability) tends to be injurious everywhere in the architecture except where
it is guided by well-designed regulatory mechanisms
that improve outcomes or at least do no harm.
It would be particularly damaging if these regulaThe clarification concerns the kind of plasticity tory mechanisms were themselves capriciously "plasand flexibility that are implicitly being referred to. tic," instead of rigidly retaining those computational
Literally, plasticity, or flexibility, is the simple capac- methods that produce advantageous responses to
ity to vary in some dimension. The more dimensions changing conditions. Thus, plasticity is only adof possible variation, the greater the "plastic- ity." vantageous for those specific features of the organHence, a lump of clay is very plastic with respect to ism that are governed by procedures that can comshape (although not with respect to substance, den- pute the specific changes or responses that will be,
sity, and so on). Similarly, there is an infinite num- on average, more successful than a fixed phenober of ways that humans and other animals could type. Adaptive flexibility requires a "guidance syspotentially act. The difficulty lies in the fact that tem" (Cosmides & Tooby, 1987; Tooby, 1985).
the overwhelming majority of behavioral sequences
The most important conclusion to be derived from
would be lethal in a few hours, days, or weeks. The this line of reasoning is that adaptive flexibility can
set of behaviors that leads even to temporary indi- only evolve when the mechanisms that make it posvidual survival- let alone to reproduction or design- sible are embedded within a co-evolved guidance
propagation-constitutes an extremely miniscule sub- system. Consequently, the expansion of behavioral
set of all possible behavioral sequences. Thus, the and cognitive flexibility over evolutionary time deproperty of freely varying behavior in all dimensions pended acutely on how well-designed these compuindependent of conditions is not advantageous: It is tational guidance systems became. There is nothing
evolutionarily and individually ruinous.
in the ability to vary per se that naturally leads sys-
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textually appropriate behavior. Post-Standard Model
psychology rests on the recognition that flexibility in
this second sense is not something that is teleologically inevitable once constraints are removed, but is,
instead, something very improbable and difficult to
achieve, requiring elaborate functionally organized
machinery.

ited information it can gain through its senses; this
is because the number of alternative states of affairs
in the world that are consistent with its sense data is
infinite. For example, if cognitive mechanisms are attempting to infer the meaning of an unknown word,
there is an infinite set of potential meanings. If perceptual mechanisms are trying to construct a three
dimensional
model of the local world from a visual
The Weakness of Content-independent Archiarray,
there
is
an infinite number of different ways to
tectures
do it that are all consistent with the array. For any finite sample of sentences encountered, there exists an
If the doors of perception were cleansed evinfinite
number of alternative grammars that could
erything would appear to man, as it is, infihave
generated
them. If one is making a decision
nite. -WILLIAM BLAKE
about how to forage there is, practically speaking,
If plasticity by itself is not only useless but inju- an infinite number of possibilities. Moreover, ranrious, the issue then becomes, what kind of guid- dom choice is not a general solution to the problem
ance systems can propel computational systems suf- because for most adaptive or humanly defined probficiently often toward the small scattered islands of lems the islands of success are infinitesimal next to
successful outcomes in the endless expanse of al- the illimitable seascapes of failure. And for biologiternative possibilities? Attempts over the last three cal systems, success and failure are not arbitrary. The
decades to answer this question have led directly to causal world imposes a nonarbitrary distinction betwo related concepts, called by artificial intelligence tween detecting in one’s visual array the faint outline
researchers and other cognitive scientists combina- of a partly camouflaged stalking predator and not
detecting it because of alternative interpretive protorial explosion and the frame problem.
cedures. Nonpropagating designs are removed from
Combinatorial explosion is the term for the fact the population, whether they believe in naive realism
that with each new degree of freedom added to a sys- or that everything is an arbitrary social construction.
tem, or with each new dimension of potential variThe inexhaustible range of possibilities latent in
ation added, or with each new successive choice in
behavior,
categorization, interpretation, decision,
a chain of decisions, the total number of alternative
and
so
on,
is a not just an abstract philosophipossibilities faced by a computational system grows
cal
point.
It
is an implacable reality facing every
with devastating rapidity. For example, if you are
problem-solving
computational system. Each prelinlimited to emitting only one out of 100 alternative
guistic
child
trying
to learn her own language or to
behaviors every successive minute (surely a gross uninduce
new
knowledge
about the world is faced with
derestimate: raise arm, close hand, toss book, exthis
problem;
so
is
every
artificial intelligence systend foot, say "Ravel," etc.), after the second minute
tem.
In
artificial
intelligence
research, it is called the
you have 10,000 different behavioral sequences from
"frame
problem
"
(Boden,
1977);
in linguistics, this
which to choose, a million by the third minute, a trilproblem
is
called
the
"poverty
of
the
stimuli" (Chomlion by six minutes, and 1012ř possible alternative
sky,
1975);
in
semantics,
it
is
called
the problem of
sequences after only one hour-a truly unimaginable
"referential
ambiguity"
(Gleitman
&
Wanner,
1982);
number. Every hour, each human is surrounded by
in
developmental
psychology,
it
is
called
the
"need
anew and endless expanse of behavioral possibility.
for
constraints
on
induction"
(Carey,
1985a);
in
perWhich leads to the best outcome? Or, leaving aside
ception,
they
say
that
the
stimulus
array
"underdeoptimality as a hopelessly utopian luxury in an era of
diminished expectations, which sequences are non- termines" the interpretation. Any design for an orfatal? The system could not possibly compute the ganism that cannot generate appropriate decisions,
anticipated out- come of each alternative and com- inferences, or perceptions because it is lost in an
pare the results, and so must be precluding without ocean of erroneous possibilities will not propagate,
complete consideration the overwhelming majority and will be removed from the population in the next
of branching pathways. What are the principles that generation. As selection pressures, combinatorial explosion and the frame problem are at least as merciallow us to act better than randomly?
less as starvation, predation, and disease.
Combinatorial explosion attacks any system that
With this as background, the converging results
deals with alternatives, which means any system that
from
artificial intelligence, perception, cognitive deis flexible in response or has decisions to make. The
velopment,
linguistics, philosophy, and evolutionmore flexible the system, the greater the problem.
ary
biology
about
the weaknesses of domain-general
Even worse, knowledge acquisition is impossible for
content-independent
mechanisms are not difficult to
a computational system equipped only with the lim58

fathom. One source of difficulty can be sketched out
quickly. If a computational system, living or electronic, does not initially know the solution to the
problem it faces then its procedures must operate to
find a solution. What methods do content independent systems bring to problem-solving? To describe
a system as domain-general or content-independent
is to say not what it is but only what it lacks: It
lacks any specific a priori knowledge about the recurrent structure of particular situations or problemdomains, either in declarative or procedural form,
that might guide the system to a solution quickly. It
lacks procedures that are specialized to detect and
deal with particular kinds of problems, situations,
relationships, or contents in ways that differ from
any other kind of problem, situation, relationship,
or content. By definition, a domain-general system
takes a "one size fits all" approach.

When the class of situations that a mechanism must
operate over is more broadly defined, then (I) the
situations will have fewer recurrent features in common, therefore (2) the mechanism can "know" less in
advance about any particular situation that is a member of this class. Because (3) broadly defined situations have so few features in common for a mechanism to mesh with, there exist fewer strategies capable of solving the problem.

This result is logically inevitable. Every kind of
problem-solving strategy that applies to a more inclusive class also applies to every subset within it;
but not every strategy that applies to a narrowly defined class will apply to the larger classes that contain it (e.g., all insects are objects, but not all objects are insects). By identifying smaller and smaller
problem domains on the basis of an increasing set
of recurrent similarities, more and more problemTo understand the importance of this, consider the solving strategies can be brought to bear on that set.
definition of an adaptation. An adaptation is a re- Conversely, by widening the problem domain that a
liably developing structure in the organism, which, mechanism must address, strategies that worked corbecause it meshes with the recurrent structure of the rectly on only a subset of problems must be abanworld, causes the solution to an adaptive problem. doned or subtracted from the repertoire because
It is easy to see how a specific structure, like a bug they give incorrect answers on the newly included
detector in a frog’s retina, in inter- action with bug problems in the enlarged domain. As problem dotrajectories in the local environment, solves a feed- mains get larger and more broadly defined, a smaller
ing problem for the frog. It is easy to see how the and smaller set of residual strategies is left that
Westermarck sexual disinterest mechanism combines remains applicable to the increasingly diverse set
with the co-residence cue to diminish the probability of problems. At the limit of perfect generality, a
of sex between close relatives (Shepher, 1983; Wolf problem- solving system can know nothing except
& Huang, 1980). When the class of situations that that which is always true of every situation in any
a mechanism is designed to solve is more narrowly conceivable universe and, therefore, can apply no
defined, then ( I) the situations will have more re- techniques except those that are applicable to all
current features in common, and therefore (2) the imaginable situations. In short, it has abandoned virmechanism can "know" more in advance about any tually anything that could lead it to a solution.
particular situation that is a member of this class.
This weakness of domain-general architectures
As a result, (3) the mechanism’s components can arises not because all relatively general problemembody a greater variety of problem-solving strate- solving techniques are useless; indeed, many are
gies. This is because mechanisms work by meshing very useful-the ability to reject propositions because
with the features of situations and, by definition; they are contradicted, the ability to associate, and
narrowly defined situations have more features in the ability to recalibrate based on the consequences
common. Our depth perception mechanism has this of actions, for example. The weakness arises because
property, for example: It works well because it com- content-sensitivity and specialization are eliminated
bines the output of many small modules, each sensi- from the architecture. By definition, a contenttive to a different cue correlated with depth. In ad- independent architecture does not distinguish bedition, (4) the narrower the class, the more likely tween different problem-domains or content classes;
it is that a good, simple solution exists-a solution therefore, it is restricted to employing only general
that does not require the simultaneous presence of principles of problem-solving that can apply to all
many common features. The frog can have a simple problems.
"bug detector" precisely because insects share feaIn contrast, a content-dependent domain-specific
tures with one another that are not shared by many
architecture
does identify situations as members of
members of more inclusive classes, such as "animals"
specific
problem
domains and content classes. Beor "objects."
cause of this, it can maintain a repertoire of specialIn contrast, the more general a problem-solving ized problem-solving techniques that are only actitechnique is, the larger the range of situations across vated when they encounter the delimited domains to
which the procedure must successfully apply itself. which they are applicable (e.g., snakes, sex with kin,
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grammar, falling in love, faces). At the same time,
a pluralistic architecture can simultaneously activate
every other problem-solving technique appropriate
to the larger and more inclusive classes that contain
the problem encountered (for faces: face recognition, object recognition, association formation, and
so on). Thus, a domain-specific architecture can deploy every general problem-solving technique at the
disposal of a domain-general architecture and a multitude of more specific ones as well. This sensible approach to organizing a problem-solving architecture
is exactly what is ruled out by SSSM advocates of a
content-independent mind whose procedures operate uniformly over every problem or domain.
To put it in adaptationist terms, what does the
work of adaptive problem-solving for organisms is (
I) the recurrent structure of the world relevant to the
problem, in interaction with (2) the recurrent structure of the adaptation. The more broadly defined the
problem domain is ( I) the less recurrent structure
can be supplied by the world (because more diverse
situations have less recurrent structure in common),
and (2) the less recurrent structure can be supplied
by the adaptation in the form of problem-solving
procedures that are solution-promoting across a diverse class of situations. The erosion of both sets
of problem-solving structures-those in the adaptation and those in the world-increasingly incapacitates the system. This can sometimes be compensated for, but only through a correspondingly costly
increase in the amount of computation used in the
attempt to solve the problem. The less the system
knows about the problem or the world to begin with,
the more possibilities it must contend with. Permutations being what they are, alternatives increase exponentially as generality increases and combinatorial
explosion rapidly cripples the system. A mechanism
unaided by domain-specific rules of relevance, specialized procedures, "preferred" hypotheses, and so
on could not solve any biological problem of routine
complexity in the amount of time the organism has
to solve it, and usually could not solve it at all.
It is the perennial hope of SSSM advocates
within the psychological community that some
new technology or architecture (wax impressions,
telephone switching, dig- ital computers, symbolprocessing, recursive programming languages, holograms, non-von Neumann architectures, paralleldistributed processing-a new candidate emerges every decade or so), will free them to return to
empiricism, associationism, domain-generality and
content-independence (where the SSSM tells them
they should go). Nevertheless, the functional necessity of content-specificity emerges in every technology because it is a logical inevitability. Most recently,
researchers are establishing this all over again with

connectionism (e.g., Jacobs, Jordan, & Barto, 1990;
Miller & Todd, 1990; Pinker & Prince, 1988; Todd
& Miller, 1991a, 199Ib). Combinatorial explosion
and the frame problem are obstacles that can only
be overcome by endowing computational architectures with contentful structure. This is because the
world itself provides no framework that can decide
among the infinite number of potential category dimensions, the infinite number of relations, and the
infinite number of potential hypotheses that could
be used to analyze it.
The Necessity of Frames.
Artificial intelligence research is particularly illuminating about these issues because explicitness
is demanded in the act of implementing as programs specific hypotheses about how problems can
be solved. By the program’s operation, one can tell
a great deal about the adequacy of the hypothesis.
Moreover, artificial intelligence researchers became
interested in getting computers and robots to perform real world tasks, where, just as in evolutionary
biology, action is taken in a real, structured, and consequential environment. As a result, artificial intelligence researchers can tell unambiguously whether
the decisions the system makes are a success or a failure. The range of problems studied in artificial intelligence widened beyond cognitive psychology’s more
traditional, philosophy-derived concerns, to include
problems such as the regulation of purposive action
in a three-dimensional world.
To their great surprise, artificial intelligence researchers found that it was very difficult to discover methods that would solve problems that humans find easy, such as seeing, moving objects or
even tying shoelaces. To get their programs to handle even absurdly simplified tasks (such as moving
a few blocks around), they were forced to build in
substantial "innate knowledge" of the world. As a
practical matter, this "knowledge" was either in the
form of(l) content-dependent procedures matched
closely to the structural features of the task domain within which they were designed to operate,
or (2) representations (data structures) that accurately reflected the task domain (i.e., "knowledge
of the world"). To move an object, make the simplest induc- tion, or solve a straightforward problem, the computer needed a sophisticated model of
the domain in question, embodied either in procedures or representations. Artificial intelligence research demonstrated in a concrete, empirical form,
the long-standing philosophical objections to the tabula rasa (e.g., Hume, 1977/1748; Kant, 1966/1781;
Popper, 1972; Quine, 1960,1969). These demonstrations have the added advantage of bracketing just
how much "innate" structure is necessary to allow
learning to occur. ) Artificial intelligence researchers
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call the specific contentful structures that problemsolving systems need to be endowed with frames.
For this reason, the consistent inability of systems
without sufficiently rich and specialized frames to
solve real problemsis called the frameproblem (e.g.,
Boden, 1977; F. M. Brown, 1987; Fodor, 1983). A
frame provides a "world-view": It carves the world
into defined categories of entities and properties, defines how these categories are related to each other,
suggests operations that might be performed, defines what goal is to be achieved, provides methods
for interpreting observations in terms of the problem
space and other knowledge, pro- vides criteria to discriminate success from failure, suggests what information is lacking and how to get it, and so on. For
example, one might apply a spatial/object frame to a
situation. In such a frame, the local world is carved
into empty space and objects, which are cohesive,
have boundaries defined by surfaces, and move as a
unit. They have locations and orientations with respect to each other. They have trajectories and, if
solid, cannot pass through one another (unless they
change the shape of the object passed through), and
so on. In such a framing, humans are simply objects
like any other and are not expected to pass through
other solid objects. Alternatively, one might have a
coalitional framing (present, for example, in a football game or a war), in which humans are a relevant
and differentiated entity and are construed as animate goal- seeking systems that are members of one
of two mutually exclusive social sets; the members
of each set are expected to coordinate their behavior
with each other to reach goals that cannot be mutually realized for both sets; the goal of each set is to
thwart the purposes of the other, and so on. In our
own work, we have attempted to sketch out some of
the framing necessary for humans to engage in social exchange (Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides & Tooby,
1989, this volume). Very general mechanisms have
frames as well: In the formal logic of the propositional calculus, the problem-space is defined syntactically in terms of sets of propositions, truth values, and rules of inference such as modens ponens
and modus tollens. In this frame, the content of the
propositions is irrelevant to the operation of the rules
of inference.

tially by the architecture. For an artificial intelligence
system, a programmer can sup- ply it. For organisms,
however, it can only be supplied through the process of natural selection, which creates reliably developing architectures that come equipped with the
right frames and frame-builders necessary to solve
the adaptive problems the species faced during its
evolutionary history.
Because of their survival into the present, we know
for a fact that living species can reliably solve an
enormous array of problems necessary to consistently reproduce across thousands of generations in
natural environments. Moreover, the signal lesson
of modern evolutionary biology is that this adaptive
behavior requires the solution of many informationprocessing problems that are highly complex-far
more complex than is commonly supposed (Cosmides & Tooby, 1987, 1989). If one bothers to analyze virtually any adaptive problem human huntergatherers solve, it turns out to require an incredible amount of evolved specialization (see, e.g., Cosmides & Tooby, 1989, this volume). Given (I)
the complexity of the world, (2) the complexity
of the total array of adaptive tasks faced by living organisms, and (3) the sensitive frame- dependence of problem-solving abilities, the psychological architecture of any real species must be permeated with domain-specific structure to cause reliable reproduction in natural environments. Current research in cognitive psychology and artificial
intelligence indicates that Standard Model theories
are far too frame-impoverished to solve even artificially simplified computational problems (e.g., identifying and picking up soda cans in the MIT artificial intelligence laboratory), let alone the complex
information-processing problems regularly imposed
by selective forces operating over evolutionary time.

Our minds are always automatically applying a
rich variety of frames to guide us through the world.
Implicitly, these frames appear to us to be part of the
world. For precisely this reason, we have difficulty
appreciating the magnitude, or even the existence
of, the frame problem. Just as the effortlessness of
seeing led artificial intelligence researchers to underestimate the complexity of the visual system, the automatic and effortless way in which our minds frame
The solution to the frame problem and combina- the world blinds us to the computational complexity
torial explosion is always the same whether one is of the mechanisms responsible. When anthropolotalking about an evolved organism or an artificial in- gists go to other cultures, the experience of variation
telligence system. When the information available awakens them to things they had previously taken
from the world is not sufficient to allow learning to for granted in their own culture. Similarly, biolooccur or the problem to be solved, it must be sup- gists and artificial intelligence researchers are "anplied from somewhere else. Because the world can- thropologists" who travel to places where minds are
not supply to the system what the system needs first far stranger than anywhere any ethnographer has
in order to learn about the world, the essential ker- ever gone. We cannot understand what it is to be
nals of content-specific framing must be supplied ini- human until we learn to appreciate how truly differ61

ent nonhuman minds can be, and our best points of
comparison are the minds of other species and electronic minds. Such comparisons awaken us to an entire class of problems and issues that would escape
us if we were to remain "ethnocentrically" focused
on humans, imprisoned by mistaking our mentally
imposed frames for an exhaustive demarcation of reality.
When we examine electronic minds that truly have
no frames and then try to give them even a few of
our own real world capacities, we are made forcefully aware of the existence of the immensely intricate set of panhuman frames that humans depend on
to function in the world, to communicate with one
another, and to acquire additional frames through
social inference from others (i.e., to "learn culture").
Geertz’s (1973) studies in Bali acquainted him with
some of the culturally variable frames that differ between Bali and the United States, but, as his writings make clear, they left him oblivious to the encompassing, panhuman frames within which these
variable elements were embedded (0. E. Brown,
1991). If he had widened his scope to include other
animal species, he would have been made strongly
aware of this dense level of universal and humanspecific metacultural frames-a level that should interest every anthropologist because it permeates and
structures every aspect of human life. Indeed, if
Geertz had widened his scope still further to include electronic minds as points of comparison, he
might have come to realize the sheer magnitude of
what must be supplied by evolution to our psychological architectures for us to be recognizably human. Per- haps he might also have come to recognize that he and the "simple" Balinese fighting cocks
he watched even shared many frames lacking from
artificial intelligence systems (about things such as
space, motion, vision, looming threats, pain, hunger,
and, per- haps, conflict, rivalry, and status changes
after fights). Biology, cognitive psychology, and artificial intelligence research comprise a new form of
ethnography, which is revealing the previously invisible wealth of evolved frames and specialized framebuilders that our evolved psychological architecture
comes equipped with.
The Evolvability Criterion and Standard Model
Architectures
In a solvability analysis, the researcher asks
whether a proposed architecture is capable of generating a behavior that we know humans (or the relevant species) regularly engage in, whether adaptive
or not. But one can also evaluate a proposed architecture by asking how it would fare in solving the
actual adaptive problems a species is known to have
regularly confronted and solved during its evolutionary history .Because non- human and human minds-

i.e., the computational systems responsible for regulating behavior-were produced by the evolutionary
process operating over vast expanses of time, tenable
hypotheses about their design must be drawn from
the class of designs that evolution could plausiblyor at least possibly-have produced. To be adequate,
proposed designs must be able to account for the solution of the broad array of distinct problems inherent in reliable reproduction over thousands of generations under ancestral conditions. In short, a candidate design must satisfy the evolvability criterion.
In essence, designs that are more plausible according
to criteria drawn from evolutionary biology are to be
preferred over designs that are less plausible.
Some rules for evaluating hypotheses by the evolvability criterion are as follows:
I. Obviously, at a minimum, a candidate architecture must be able to perform all of the tasks and
subtasks necessary for it to reproduce. It can have
no properties that preclude, or make improbable, its
own reproduction across multiple generations in natural environments. Just by itself, this is a difficult criterion to meet. No known Standard Model psychological architecture can solve all or even very many
of the problems posed by reproduction in natural environments.
2. Given that human minds evolved out of prehuman primate minds, a hypothesis should not entail
that an architecture that is substantially inferior at
promoting its own propagation (its inclusive fitness)
replace an architecture that was better designed to
promote fitness under ancestral conditions. There
is now known to be an entire range of competences
and specialized design features that enhance propagation in a large array of other species. A candidate
architecture should be at least roughly comparable
to them in their ability to solve the classes of adaptive problems humans and other primate species mutually faced. For this reason, it is not sufficient to incorporate into a general-purpose system a few drives
that account for why the organism does not die of
thirst or hunger in a few days. Even though some
psychological architectures of this kind might conceivably manage their own reproduction under artificially protected circumstances, they contain nothing that would solve other obvious propagationpromoting tasks that have called forth adaptive specializations in innumerable other species. Thus, to
be plausible, a proposed human architecture should
cause individuals to help relatives more or less appropriately, to defend sexual access to their mates,
to for- age in a relatively efficient way, and so on.
The SSSM view that human evolution was a process of erasing "instincts" violates the evolvability criterion unless it can be shown that for each putatively "erased" adaptive specialization, the general-
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purpose mechanism that is proposed to have replaced it would have solved the adaptive problem
better (Tooby, 1985; Tooby & DeVore, 1987). To our
knowledge, no general mechanism operating under
natural circumstances has ever been demonstrated
to be superior to an existing adaptive specialization.
3. A candidate architecture should not require
the world to be other than it really is. For example, models of grammar acquisition that assume that
adults standardly correct their children ’s grammatical errors do not meet this condition (Pinker, 1989).
Nor do socialization models that require children to
be taught where their own interests lie by individuals with conflicting interests-for many domains, this
class even includes the child’s own parents and siblings (e.g., Hamilton, 1964; Trivers, 1974). An architecture that was completely open to manipulation by
others, without any tendency whatsoever to modify
or resist exploitive or damaging social input would
be strongly selected against. For this reason, cognitive architectures that are passive vehicles for arbitrary semiotic systems are not plausible products of
the evolutionary process.

the Pleistocer Similarly, one should not posit the existence of complex functional designs that evolved to
solve adaptive problems that emerged only very recently. Complex functionality requires time to evolve
and, therefore, can arise only in response to long
standing adaptive problems (Dawkins, 1982, 1986;
Tooby & Cosmides, 1990a).

Over the course of their evolution, humans regularly needed to recognize object avoid predators,
avoid incest, avoid teratogens when pregnant, repair nutritional deficiencies by dietary modification,
judge distance, identify plant foods, capture animal
acquire grammar, attend to alarm cries, detect when
their children needed assistance, be motivated to
make that assistance, avoid contagious disease, acquire a lexicon, I motivated to nurse, select conspecifics as mates, select mates of the opposite sex,
select mates of high reproductive value, induce potential mates to choose them, choose productive activities, balance when walking, avoid being bitten by
venomous snake understand and make tools, avoid
needlessly enraging others, interpret social situations correctly, help relatives, decide which foraging
4. In a related vein, a candidate theory should not efforts have repaid the energy expenditure, perform
invoke hypotheses that require assumptions about anticipatory motion computation, inhibit one’s mate
the coordinated actions of others (or any part of the from conceiving children by another, deter aggresenvironment) unless it explains how such coordina- sion, maintain friendships, navigate, recognize faces,
tion reliably came about during Pleistocene hunter- recognize emotions, cooperate, and make effective
gatherer life. For example, if the model proposes trade-offs among man of these activities, along with
that people acquire certain adaptive skills or infor- a host of other tasks. To be a viable hypothesis about
mation from others through, say, imitation or conver- human psychological architecture, the design prosation, that model needs to explain how these oth- posed must able to meet both solvability and evolvers reliably obtained the (correct) information and ability criteria: It must be able to solve the problems
where the information originated. If the blind lead that we observe modern humans routinely solving
the blind, there is advantage to imitation. Conse- and it must solve all the problems that were necesquently, acceptable models should not employ shell sary for humans to survive and reproduce in ancesgames, such as the venerable "adaptive knowledge tral environments. No existing version of Standard
Model psychology can remotely begin to explain how
comes from the social world."
human perform these tasks.
5. A candidate model must not propose the exOver the course of this chapter, we have touched
istence of complex capacities in 1 human psychoon
how domain-specific mechanisms are empirilogical architecture unless these capacities solve or
cally
better supported than domain-general mechasolved adaptive (design-propagative) problems for
nisms,
on why domain-general mechanisms cannot
the individual. That is, social scientists should exgive
rise
to routinely observable behavioral perfortremely uneasy about positing an improbably commances,
on
why domain-specific architectures are
plex structure in the system with the capacity to
usually
more
functional than domain-general archiserve nonbiological functional ends, unless that catectures,
and,
especially, on why it is implausible or
pacity is a by-product of functionality that evolved
impossible
for
predominantly content-independent,
to serve adaptive ends. Selection builds adaptive
domain-general
computational systems t< perform
functional organization; chance almost never builds
the
tasks
necessary
for survival and reproduction in
complex functional organization. So positing comnatural
environments
The main arguments that we
plex designs that serve the larger social good, or that
have
reviewed
here
(and
elsewhere; see Cosmides &
complexly manipulate symbolic codes to spin webs
Tooby,
1987,
1992;
Tooby
& Cosmides, 1990b) are
of meaning, or that cause one to maximize moneas
follows:
tary profit, all violate the evolvability criterion unless
it can be shown that these are side effects of what
1. In order to perform tasks successfully more ofwould have been adaptive functional organization in ten than chance, the architecture must be able to
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discriminate successful performance from unsuccessful performance. Because a domain-general architecture by definition has no built-in content-specific
rules for judging what counts as error and success
on different tasks, it must have a general rule. Unfortunately, there is no useable general cue or criterion for success or failure that can apply across
domains. What counts as good performance for
one task (e.g., depth perception) is completely different from what counts as good performance for
other tasks (e.g., incest avoidance, immune regulation, avoiding contagion, imitating, eating). The
only unifying element in discriminating success from
failure is whether an act promotes fitness (designpropagation). But the relative fitness contribution
of a given decision cannot be used as a criterion for
learning or making choices because it is inherently
unobservable by the individual (for discussion, see
Cosmides & Tooby, 1987, 1992; Tooby & Cosmides,
1990b). Consequently, our evolved psychological architecture needs substantial built-in content-specific
structure to discriminate adaptive success from failure. There needs to be at least as many different
domain-specific psychological adaptations as there
are evolutionarily recurrent functional tasks with different criteria for success.

serve other functions. The specific properties of the
adaptation that make it effective as a solution to
one problem also render it incompatible with the demands of other problems" ( 1987, p. 439).

5. Many adaptive courses of action can be neither deduced nor learned by general criteria alone
because they depend on statistical relationships that
are unobservable to the relevant individual. For a
content-independent system to learn a relationship,
all parts of the relationship must be perceptually detectable. This is frequently not the case. Natural selection can "observe" relationships that exist between
a sensory cue, a decision rule, and a fitness outcome that is inherently unobservable to the individual making the decision (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b),
as in the case of pregnancy sickness (Profet, 1988,
this volume) or the Westermarck incest avoidance
mechanism (Shepher, 1983; Wolf & Huang, 1980).
This is because natural selection does not work by
inference or computation: It took the real problem,
"ran the experiment," and retained those designs
whose information-processing procedures led over
thousand of generations to the best outcome. Natural selection, through incorporating content specific
decision rules, allows the organism to behave as if
it could see and be guide by relationships that are
2.
As discussed at length, domain-general, perceptually undetectable and, hence, inherently uncontent-independent mechanisms are inefficient, learnable by any general-purpose system.
handicapped, or inert compared to systems that also
6. As discussed, the more generally framed probinclude specialized techniques for solving particular lems are, the more computational systems suffer
families of adaptive problems. A specialized mech- from combinatorial explosion, in which proliferating
anism can make use of the enduring relationships alternatives choke decision and learning procedures,
present in the problem-domain or in the related fea- bringing the system to a halt. If it were true that, a
tures of the world by reflecting these content-specific Rindos ( 1986, p. 315) puts the central tenet of the
relationships in its problem-solving structure. Such Standard Social Science Model, "the specifics that we
mechanisms will be far more efficient than general- learn are in no sense predetermined by our genes,"
purpose mechanisms, which must expend time, en- then we could learn nothing at all.
ergy, and risk learning these relationships through
7. Everything a domain-general system can do
"trial and possibly fatal error" (Shepard, 1987a).
can be done as well or better by a system that also
3. Many problems that humans routinely solve are permits domain-specific mechanisms because selecsimply not solvable by any known general problem- tion can incorporate any successful domain-general
solving strategy, as demonstrated by formal solvabil- strategies into an architecture without displacing
ity analyses on language acquisition ( e.g., Pinker, its existing repertoire of domain-specific problem1979, 1984, 1989, 1991; Pinker & Prince, 1988). We solvers.
think that the class of such problems is large and, as
Without further belaboring the point, there is a
discussed above, includes at a minimum all motivahost
of other reasons why content free, generaltional problems.
purpose systems could not evolve, could not manage
4. Different adaptive problems are’ often incom- their own reproduction, and would be grossly inefmensurate. They cannot, in principle, be solved by ficient and easily outcompeted if they did. Equally
the same mechanism (Chomsky, 1980). To take a important, these arguments apply not simply to
simple example, the factors that make a food nutri- the extreme limiting case of a completely contenttious are different from those that make a human a free, domain-general architecture but to all Standard
good mate or a savannah a good habitat. As Sherry Model architectures, as conventionally presented.
and Schacter point out, "functional incompatibility The single criterion that any proposed human psyexists when an adaptation that serves one function chological architecture must solve all the problems
cannot, because of its specialized nature, effectively
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sexual-attraction module, a semantic-inference module, a friendship module, a grammar acquisition
module, a communication-pragmatics module, a theory of mind module, and so on, an architecture gains
a breadth of competences that allows it to solve a
wider and wider array of problems, coming to resemble, more and more, a human mind. The more
The Content-Specific Road to Adaptive Flexibil- a system initially "knows" about the world and its
persistent characteristics, and the more evolutionity.
arily proven "skills" it starts out with, the more it
The ability to adjust behavior flexibly and appro- can learn, the more problems it can solve, the more
priately to meet the shifting demands of immediate it can accomplish. In sharp contrast to the Stancircumstances would, of course, be favored by selec- dard Model, which views an absence of con- tenttion, other things being equal. What organism would specific structure as a precondition for richly flexinot be better off if it could solve a broader array of ble behavior, the analysis of what computational sysproblems? Moreover, the psychologies of different tems actually need to succeed suggests the opposite:
species do differ in the breadth of situations to which that the human capacity for adaptive flexibility and
they can respond appropriately, with humans act- powerful problem-solving is so great precisely being flexibly to a degree that is zoologically unprece- cause of the number and the domain-specificity of
dented. Humans engage in elaborate improvised be- the mechanisms we have. Again, this converges on
haviors, from composing symphonies to piloting air- William James’s argument that humans have more
craft to rice cultivation, which collectively indicate a "instincts" than other animals, not fewer (James,
generality of achieved problem-solving that is truly 1892; Symons, 1987).
breathtaking. Although many human acts do not
Moreover, there are many reasons to think that
successfully solve adaptive problems, enough do that
the
number of function-general mechanisms and
the human population has increased a thousandfold
function-specific
mechanisms in an architecture are
in only a few thousand years. If general-purpose
not
inversely
related
in a zero-sum relationship,
mechanisms are so weak, how can the variability of
but
are
positively
related
(Rozin, 1976). Contentobserved human behavior be reconciled with its level
specialized
mechanisms
dissect
situations, thereby
of functionality?
creating a problem space rich with relevant relaAs discussed above, there is little in content- tionships that content-independent mechanisms can
independent, domain-general strategies of problem- exploit (e.g., Cosmides & Tooby, under review;
solving that by themselves can account for functional Gigerenzer, Hoffrage & Kleinbolting, 1991; Shepard,
behavior, whether it is flexible or not. In contrast, 1987b). Thus, the more alternative content specialspecialized mechanisms can be very successful and ized mechanisms an architecture contains, the more
powerful problem-solvers, but they achieve this at easily domain-general mechanisms can be applied to
the price of addressing a narrower range of prob- the problem spaces they create without being paralems than a more general mechanism. If these were lyzed by combinatorial explosion. Although domainthe only two alternatives, organisms would be lim- general mechanisms may be weak in isolation, they
ited to being narrow successes or broad failures, and can valuably broaden the problem solving range of
the human case of broad adaptive flexibility could an architecture if they are embedded in a matrix
not be accounted for.
of adaptive specializations that can act as a guidThe solution to the paradox of how to create an ance system (Rozin, 1976). For example, humans
architecture that is at the same time both powerful have powerful specialized social inference mechaand more general is to bundle larger numbers of spe- nisms that reflect the contentful structure of human
cialized mechanisms together so that in aggregate, metaculture, allowing humans to evaluate and inrather than individually, they address a larger range terpret others’ behaviors. This provides a foundaof problems. Breadth is achieved not by abandon- tion for the human-specific ability to imitate others
ing domain specific techniques but by adding more (Galef, 1988; Meltzoff, 1988), greatly increasing the
of them to the system. By adding together a face range of situations to which they can respond approrecognition module, a spatial relations module, a priately.
rigid object mechanics module, a tool-use module, a
Therefore, what is special about the human mind
fear module, a social-exchange module, an emotion- is not that it gave up "instinct" in order to beperception module, a kin-oriented motivation mod- come flexible, but that it proliferated "instincts"-that
ule, an effort allocation and recalibration module, is, content-specific problem-solving specializationsa child-care module, a social-inference module, a which allowed an expanding role for psycho- loginecessary to cause reliable reproduction under natural conditions is decisive. When taken seriously
and considered carefully, it leads to the conclusion
that the human psychological architecture must be
far more frame-rich and permeated with contentspecific structure than mos1 researchers (including
ourselves) had ever suspected.
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cal mechanisms that are (relatively) more functiongeneral. These are presently lumped into categories
with unilluminating labels such as "the capacity for
culture," "intelligence," "learning," and "rationality."
It is time for the social sciences to turn from a nearly
exclusive focus on these embedded, more functiongeneral mechanisms to a wider view that includes
the crucial, and largely neglected, superstructure of
evolved functional specializations. Equally, we need
to explore how the two classes of mechanisms are
interwoven so that their combined interactive product is the zoologically unique yet evolutionarily patterned breadth of functional behaviors.

theory of culture that was based on modern biology,
psychology, and 1 anthropology would look like. Still
less should they be mistaken for a presentation of the
mutually consistent conceptual framework (what we
have been calling the Integrated Causal Model) that
emerges when the various biological, behavioral,
and social science fields are even partially integrated
and reconciled. Because our argument has been narrowly focused on psychology, we have been unable
to review or discuss the many critical contributions
that have been made to this embryonic synthesis
from evolutionary biology, anthropology, neurobiology, sociology, and many other fields. These must
EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY AND THE GEN- be taken up elsewhere. In particular, readers should
be aware that the ideas underlying the Integrated
ERATION OF CULTURE
Causal Model are not original with us: They are
the
collaborative product of hundreds of individual
The Pluralistic Analysis of Human Culture
scholars
working in a diverse array of fields over the
and Mental Organization Malinowski mainlast
several
decades! Indeed, the collaborative ditained that cultural facts are partly to be exmension
of
this
new frame- work is key. The eclipse
plained in psychological terms.
of the Standard Model and the gradual emergence
This view has often been met with skeptiof its replacement has resulted from researchers excism or even scorn, as if it were an easily
ploring the natural causal connections that integrate
exposed naive fallacy. What I find fallacious
separate fields (see, e.g., Barkow, 1989, on the imare the arguments usually leveled against
portance of making psychology consistent with biolthis view. What I find naive is the belief that
ogy and anthropology consistent with psychology).
human mental abilities make culture possiThe research program we and others are advocating
ble and yet do not in any way determine its
is one of integration and consistency, not of psychocontent and organization.
logical or biological reductionism. (See Atran, 1990;
-DAN SPERBER ( 1985, p. 73)
Daly & Wilson, 1988; and Symons, 1979, for examples of how such integrative approaches can be apA large and rapidly growing body of research from plied to specific problems.)
a diversity of disciplines has shown that the contentWhat does the rise of domain-specific psycholindependent psychology that provides the foundaogy
mean for theories of culture? By themselves,
tion for the Standard Social Science Model is an impsychological
theories do not and cannot constitute
possible psychology. It could not have evolved; it retheories
of
culture.
They only provide the founquires an incoherent developmental biology; it candations
for
theories
of
culture. Humans live and
not account for the observed problem-solving abilevolved
in
interacting
networks
that exhibit comities of humans or the functional dimension of huplex
population-level
dynamics,
and
so theories and
man behavior; it cannot explain the recurrent patanalyses
of
population-level
processes
are necessary
terns and characteristic contents of human mental
components
for
any
full
understanding
of human
life and behavior; it has repeatedly been empirically
phenomena.
Nevertheless,
increasing
knowledge
falsified; and it cannot even explain how humans
learn their culture or their language. With the failure about our evolved psychological architecture places
of Standard Model psychology, and the emergence of increasing constraints on admissible theories of cula domain-specific psychology, the remaining logic of ture. Although our knowledge is still very rudimentary, it is already clear that future theories of culthe Standard Social Science Model also collapses.
ture will differ significantly in a series of ways from
In this chapter, we have limited ourselves to ana- Standard Social Science Model theories. Most funlyzing some of the defects of the Standard Social Sci- damentally, if each human embodies an evolved psyence Model, concentrating on the untenability of the chological architecture that comes richly equipped
psychology that forms the foundation for its theory with content-imparting mechanisms, then the tradiof culture. Along the way, we have touched on only tional concept of culture itself must be completely
a handful of the changes that an evolutionary psy- rethought.
chological approach would introduce into the theoCulture has been the central concept of the Stanretical foundations of the social sciences. These and
dard
Social Science Model. According to its tenets,
the remarks that follow should not, however, be misculture
is a unitary entity that expresses itself in
taken for a substantive discussion of , what a new
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a trinity of aspects. (I) It is conceived as being
some kind of contingently variable informational
substance that is transmitted by one generation to
another within a group: Culture is what is socially
learned. (2) Because the individual mind is considered to be primarily a social product formed out of
the rudimentary infant mind, all or nearly all adult
mental organization and content is assumed to be
cultural in derivation and sub- stance: Culture is
what is contentful and organized in human mental
life and behavior. (3) Humans everywhere shows
striking patterns of local within-group similarity in
their behavior and thought, accompanied by significant intergroup differences. The existence of separate streams of transmitted informational substance
is held to be the explanation for these group pat
terns: ’Cultures are these sets of similarities, and
inter- group or cross-location differences are called
cultural differences.

jing, and so on, around the world. Each juke box’s
"behavior" would be clearly and complexly patterned
because each had been equipped with the same large
repertoire of songs. Moreover, each jukebox’s behavior would change over time, because the song it
plays is a function of the date and time, as well as
of its location. Jukeboxes that were moved from location to location would appear to adopt the local
songs, sequences, and "fashions. " Yet the generation of this distinctive, culture-like pattern involves
no social learning or transmission whatsoever. This
pattern is brought about because, like humans, the
juke boxes ( 1) share a universal, highly organized,
architecture, that (2) is designed to respond to inputs from the local situation (e.g., date, time, and
location).

All humans share a universal, highly organized
architecture that is richly endowed with contentful
mechanisms, and these mechanisms are designed
In the absence of a content-free psychology, how- to respond to thousands of inputs from local situever, this trinity breaks into separate pieces because ations. As a result, humans in groups can be exthese three sets of phenomena can no longer be pected to express, in response to local conditions, a
equated. We have already sketched out why the variety of organized within- group similarities that
human mind must be permeated with content and are not caused by social learning or transmission.
organization that does not originate in the social Of course, these generated within-group similarities
world. This breaks apart any simple equivalence will simultaneously lead to systematic differences bebetween the first two meanings of "culture." Nev- tween groups facing different conditions. To take a
ertheless, even for those who admit that the mind single example, differences in attitudes toward sharhas some content that is not socially supplied, the ing between hunter-gatherer groups may be evoked
distribution of human within-group similarities and by ecological variables (for discussion, see Cosmides
between-group differences remains the most persua- & Tooby, this volume).
sive element in the Standard Model analysis. These
Thus, complex shared patterns that differ from
salient differences are taken to confirm that the so- group to group may be evoked by circumstances or
cially learned supplies most of the rich substance may be produced by differential transmission. For
of human life (see "The Standard Social Science this reason, the general concept of "culture" in the
Model", pp. 24-34). Because Standard Model ad- Standard Model sense is a conflation of evoked culvocates believe that a constant-our universal evolved ture and transmitted culture (as well as of metacularchitecture-cannot explain what varies, they can see ture and other components). Given that the mind
no explanation for "cultural differences" other than contains many mechanisms, we expect that both
differences in transmitted information.
transmitted and evoked factors will play complemenAlthough this conclusion seems compelling, a simple thought experiment illustrates why it is unfounded. Imagine that extraterrestrials replaced
each human being on earth with a state-of-the-art
compact disk jukebox that has thousands of songs in
its repertoire. Each jukebox is identical. Moreover,
each is equipped with a clock, an automated navigational device that measures its latitude and longitude, and a circuit that selects what song it will play
on the basis of its location, the time, and the date.

tary roles in the generation of differentiated local
cultures. The operation of a richly responsive psychology, plus the ability to socially "learn," can jointly
explain far more about "culture" and cultural change
than either can alone. For example, when members of a group face new and challenging circumstances (drought, war, migration, abundance), this
may activate a common set of functionally organized
domain-specific mechanisms, evoking anew set of attitudes and goals. The newly evoked psychological
What our extraterrestrials would observe would states will make certain new ideas appealing, causbe the same kind of pattern of within- group sim- ing them to spread by transmission, and certain old
ilarities and between-group differences observable ideas unappealing, causing them to be discarded. In
among humans: In Rio, every juke box would be contrast, the Standard Model "do what your parents
playing the same song, which would be different did" concept of culture is not a principle that can
from the song that every juke box was playing in Bei- explain much about why cultural elements change,
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where new ones come from, why they spread, or
why certain complex patterns ( e.g., pastoralist commonalities) recur in widely separated cultures. Of
course, many anthropologists implicitly recognize
these points, but they need to make the links between the cultural processes they study and the
underlying evolved content- organizing psychology
they are assuming explicit. For example, economic
and ecological anthropology, to be coherent, necessarily assume underlying content-specialized psychological mechanisms that forge relationships between
environmental and economic variables and human
thought and action.
It is especially important for post-Standard Model
researchers to recognize that the environmental factors that cause contentful mental and behavioral organization to be expressed are not necessarily the
processes that constructed that organization. In the
case of the jukebox, it would be a mistake to attribute the organized content manifest in the music to the environmental stimuli (i.e., the location,
date, and time) that caused one song to be played
rather than another. The stimuli did not compose the
music; they merely caused it to be expressed. Similarly, our psychological architectures come equipped
with evolved contentful organization, which can remain latent or become activated depending on circumstances and which may vary in its expression
according to procedures embodying any degree of
complexity. Because our psycho- logical architecture
is complexly responsive, the Standard Model practice of equating the variable with the learned is a
simple non sequitur. The claim that some phenomena are "socially constructed" only means that the
social environment provided some of the inputs used
by the psychological mechanisms of the individuals
involved.

our architecture its ability to contingently respond
to the environment mayor may not be designed to
take transmitted representations as input. If it does,
it may mix in content derived from its own structure
and process the resulting representations in complex
and transformative ways. The trinity of cultural phenomena can no longer be equated with ’one another.
Our complex content-specific psychological architecture participates in the often distinct processes of
generating mental content, generating local similarities and between-group differences, and generating
what is "transmitted." Indeed, it also participates in
the complex process of internalizing what others are
"transmitting."
Inferential Reconstruction and Cultural Epidemiology
The Standard Social Science Model has been very
effective in promulgating the unity of the trinity. The
socially learned, the set of within-group commonalities and between-group differences, and the contentful organization of human mental and social life
have been so thoroughly conflated that it is difficult
to speak about human phenomena without using the
word culture. For this reason, we will use culture
to refer to any mental, behavioral, or material commonalities shared across individuals, from those that
are shared across the entire species down to the limiting case of those shared only by a dyad, regardless
of why these commonalities exist. When the causes
of the commonality can be identified, we will use a
qualifier, such as "evoked."

So things that are cultural in the sense of being
organized, contentful, and shared among individuals may be explained in a number of different ways.
Within-group commonalities may have been evoked
by common circumstances impacting universal architectures. An even larger proportion of organized,
In short, observations of patterns of similarities contentful, and shared phenomena may be explained
and differences do not establish that the substance as the expression of our universal psychological and
of human life is created by social learning. In any physiological architectures in interaction with the respecific case, we need to map our evolved psycho- current structure of the social or non- social worldlogical architecture to know which elements (if any) what we earlier called metaculture. Metaculture
are provided by transmission, which by the rest of includes a huge range of psychological and behavthe environment, which by the architecture, and ioral phenomena that under Standard Model analyhow all these elements causally interact to produce ses have been invisible or misclassified (D. E. Brown,
the phenomenon in question. Admittedly, the juke 1991). Because the Standard Model attributed evbox thought experiment is an unrealistically extreme erything that was contentful and recurrent to some
case in which a complex, functionally organized, form of social learning, it misinterpreted phenomena
content-sensitive architecture internalizes no trans- such as anger upon deliberate injury, grief at a loss,
mitted informational input other than an environ- the belief that others have minds, treating species as
mental trigger. But this case is simply the mirror natural kinds, social cognition about reciprocation,
image of the SSSM’s extreme view of the human or the search for food when hungry as socially manmind as a content-free architecture where everything ufactured products.
is provided by the internalization of transmitted inNevertheless, after the evoked and the metaculput. Our central point is that in any particular dotural
have been excluded, there still remains a large
main of human activity, the programming that gives
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residual category of representations or regulatory elements that reap- pear in chains from individual to
individual-"culture" in the classic sense. In giving up
the Standard Social Science Model, we are not abandoning the classic concept of culture. Instead, we are
attempting to explain what evolved psychological
mechanisms cause it to exist. That way we can get
a clearer causal understanding of how psycho- logical mechanisms and populational processes shape
its content, and thereby restrict its explanatory role
in social theory to the phenomena that it actually
causes.

ulatory elements, she will not be able to predict other
people’s behavior, interpret their transactions with
one another in the world, imitate them, communicate with them, cooperate with them, help them, or
even anticipate or avoid their hostile and exploitive
actions.

More precisely, an observer (who, for expository
simplicity, we will call the "child") witnesses some finite sample of behavior by others (e.g., public representations, such as utterances or other communicative acts; people going about their affairs; people responding to the child’s behavior). The task of the
mechanisms in the child is to (1) reconstruct within
themselves on the basis of these observations a set of
representations or regulatory elements that (2) are
similar enough to those present in the humans she
lives among so that (3) the behavior her mechanisms
generate can be adaptively coordinated with other
people and her habitat. Thus, the problem of learning "culture" lies in deducing the hidden representations and regulatory elements embedded in others’ minds that are responsible for generating their
behavior. To the extent that the child’s mechanisms
make mistakes-and mistakes are endemic-and reconstruct the wrong underlying representations and reg-

(see, e.g., Boyer, 1990; Sperber, 1985, 1990; Sperber
& Wilson, 1986; Tooby & Cosmides, 1989a). Consequently, epidemiological culture is also shaped by
the details of our evolved psycho- logical organization. Thus, there is no radical discontinuity inherent in the evolution of "culture" that removes humans into an autonomous realm. Mechanisms designed for such inferential reconstruction evolved
within a pre-existing complex psychological architecture and depended on this encompassing array
of content-structuring mechanisms to successfully
interpret observations, reconstruct representations,
modify behavior, and so on. Solving these, inferential problems is not computationally trivial, and
other species, with a few possible minor exceptions,
are not equipped to per- form this task to any significant degree (Galef, 1988).

Why did ancestral hominid foragers evolve mechanisms that allowed them to reconstruct the representations present in the minds of those around them?
Leaving aside the question of their costs and limitations, the advantage of such mechanisms is straightforward. Information about adaptive courses of acThis subset of cultural phenomena is restricted to tion in local conditions is difficult and costly to ob(1) those representations or regulatory elements that tain by individual experience alone. Those who have
exist originally in at least one mind that (2) come to preceded an individual in a habitat and social enexist in other minds because (3) observation and in- vironment have built up in their minds a rich store
teraction between the source and the observer cause of useful information. The existence of such inforinferential mechanisms in the observer to recreate mation in other minds selected for specialized psythe representations or regulatory elements in his or chological adaptations that were able to use social
her own psychological architecture. In this case, observations to reconstruct some of this informathe representations and elements inferred are con- tion within one’s own mind (e.g., Boyd & Richerson,
tingent: They could be otherwise and, in other hu- 1985; Tooby & DeVore, 1987). By such inferential reman minds, they commonly are otherwise. Rather construction, one individual was able to profit from
than calling this class of representations "transmit- deducing what another already knew. When such inted" culture, we prefer terms such as reconstructed ferential reconstruction becomes common enough in
culture, adopted culture, or epidemiological culture. a group, and some representations begin to be stably
The use of the word "transmission" implies that the re-created in sequential chains of individuals across
primary causal process is located in the individu- generations, then the structure of events begins to
als from whom the representations are derived. In warrant being called "cultural. "
contrast, an evolutionary psychological perspective
As discussed earlier, this task of reconstruction
emphasizes the primacy of the psychological mech- would be unsolvable if the child did not come
anisms in the learner that, given observations of equipped with a rich battery of domain-specific inthe social world, inferentially reconstruct some of ferential mechanisms, a faculty of social cognition,
the representations existing in the minds of the ob- a large set of frames about humans and the world
served. Other people are usually just going about drawn from the common stock of human metacultheir business as they are observed, and are not nec- ture, and other specialized psychological adaptations
essarily intentionally "transmitting" anything.
designed to solve the problems involved in this task

Moreover, outside of contexts of competition,
knowledge is not usually devalued by being shared.
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Consequently, to the substantial extent that individuals in a hunter- gatherer group had interests in common and had already evolved mechanisms for inferential reconstruction, selection would have favored
the evolution of mechanisms that facilitated others’
inferences about one’s own knowledge (as, for example, by communicating or teaching). The mutual
sharing of valuable knowledge and discoveries has
a dramatic effect on the usefulness of mechanisms
that attempt to adaptively adjust behavior to match
local conditions (Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Tooby
& DeVore, 1987). Because of combinatorial explosion, knowledge of successful local techniques is precious and hard to discover, but relatively cheap to
share (once again, ignoring the cost of the psychological mechanisms that facilitate or perform such
sequential reconstruction). Within limits, this creates economies of scale: The greater the number of
individuals who participate in the system of knowledge sharing, ( 1) the larger the avail- able pool
of knowledge will be, (2) the more each individual can derive from the pool, (3) the more advantageous reconstructive adaptations will be, and (4) the
more it would pay to evolve knowledge-dependent
mechanisms that could exploit this set of local representations to improvise solutions to local problems.
This collaborative information-driven approach to
the adaptive regulation of behavior can be thought of
as the "cognitive niche" (Tooby & DeVore, 1987). The
mutual benefit of such knowledge sharing led to the
co-evolution of sets of adaptations, such as language,
elaborated communicative emotional displays, and
pedagogy that coordinate specialized processes of inferential reconstruction with the specialized production of behavior. designed to facilitate such reconstruction (e.g., Ekman, 1984; Freyd, 1983; Fridlund
in press; Pinker & Bloom, this volume; Premack, in
prep.; Sperber & Wilson, 1986).
Because reconstructive inferences are often erroneous and what others "know" is often of dubious
quality or irrelevant, such inferential processes could
not have evolved without adaptations that assessed
to some degree the value of such reconstructed
knowledge and how it fits in with knowledge derived
from other sources. If a representation is easy to successfully reconstruct and is evaluated positively, then
it will tend to spread through inter-individual chains
of inference, becoming widely shared. If it is difficult
to reconstruct or evaluated as not valuable, it will
have only a restricted distribution or will disappear
(Sperber, 1985, 1990; Sperber & Wilson, 1986). This
evaluation process gives sequentially reconstructed
culture its well-known, if partial, parallels to natural selection acting on genes; that is, the selective retention and accumulation of favored variants
over time (e.g., Barkow, 1989; Boyd & Richer- son,

1985; Campbell, 1965, 1975; Cavalli Sforza & Feldman, 1981; Dawkins, 1976; Durham, 1991; Lumsden & Wilson, 1981). Moreover, these psychological
mechanisms endow sequentially reconstructed culture with its epidemiological character, as a dynamically changing distribution of elements among individuals living in populations over time. As Sperber
says, "Cultural phenomena are ecological patterns of
psychological phenomena. They do not pertain to
an autonomous level of reality, as antireductionists
would have it, nor do they merely belong to psychology as reductionists would have it" ( 1985, p. 76).
The more widely shared an element is, the more
people are inclined to call it "cultural," but there
is no natural dividing point along a continuum of
something shared between two individuals to something shared through inferential reconstruction by
the entire human species (Sperber, 1985, 1990). The
Standard Model practice of framing "cultures" as sets
of representations homogeneously shared by nearly
all members of discrete and bounded "groups" does
not capture the richness of the ecological distribution of these psychological elements, which cross-cut
each other in a bewildering variety of fractal patterns. Language boundaries do not correspond to
subsistence practice boundaries, which do not correspond to political boundaries or to the distribution
of rituals (for discussion, see Campbell & LeVine,
1972). Within groups, representations occur with
all kinds of different frequencies, from beliefs passed
across generations by unique dyads, such as shamanistic knowledge or mother-daughter advice, to beliefs shared by most or all members of the group.
The belief that sequentially reconstructed representations exist primarily in bounded cells called
"cultures" derives primarily from the distribution of
language boundaries, which do happen to be distributed more or less in this fashion. As Pinker and
Bloom (this volume) point out, communication protocols can be arbitrary, but must be shared between
sender and receiver to be functional. The benefit
of learning an arbitrary linguistic element is proportional to how widely it is distributed among a set
of interacting individuals. Therefore, well-designed
language acquisition mechanisms distributed among
a local set of individuals will tend to converge on a
relatively homogeneous set of elements: It is useful for all local individuals to know the same local language. Although there are other reasons
why reconstructed elements may show sharp coordinated boundaries (e.g., ethnocentrism, common
inheritance, sharp habitat boundaries, geographical
barriers, and so on), most classes of representations
or regulatory elements dynamically distribute themselves according to very different patterns, and it
is probably more accurate to think of humanity as
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a single interacting population tied together by sequences of reconstructive inference than as a collection of discrete groups with separate bounded "cultures."
Finally, the reconstruction of regulatory elements
and representations in a psycho- logical architecture
should not be thought of as a homogeneous process.
Given that our minds have a large set of domainspecific mechanisms, it seems likely that different
mechanisms would be selected to exploit social observations in different ways and have quite distinct
procedures for acquiring, interpreting, and using information derived from the social world. Certainly,
the language acquisition device appears to have its
own special properties (e.g., Pinker, 1989), and
many other domains appear to follow their own special rules (Carey & Gelman, 1991). It seems unlikely
in the extreme that the different modules underlying mate preferences (Symons, 1979; Buss, in prep.),
food preferences (e.g., Galef, 1990), display rules for
emotional expression (Ekman, 1982), fears (Cook et
al., 1986) and so on, process social observations according to a single unitary process. Moreover, to the
extent that there may exist a large, potentially interacting store of representations in the mind (see,
e.g., Fodor 1983), nothing in the psychological architecture necessarily segregates off representations
derived through "epidemiological culture" from representations and regulatory elements derived from
other sources.
This brief sketch suggests a few of the features future theories of culture may incorporate, once the
Standard Model concept of learning is discarded.
These are organized by two themes. First, what is
presently attributed to "culture" will come to be pluralistically explained as metaculture, evoked culture,
epidemiological culture, and individual mental contents that are internally generated and not derived
through inferential reconstruction (see table below).
Second, with the fall of content-independent learning, the socially constructed wall that separates psychology and anthropology (as well as other fields)
will disappear. The heterogeneous mechanisms comprising our evolved psychological architecture participate inextricably in all cultural and social phenomena and, because they are content-specialized, they
impart some contentful patterning to them. Indeed,
models of psychological mechanisms, such as social
exchange, maternal attachment, sexual attraction,
sexual jealousy, the categorization of living kinds,
and so on, are the building blocks out of which future theories of culture will, in part, be built (Sperber, 1990; Tooby & Cosmides, 1989a). By no means
do we deny or minimize the existence of emergent
phenomena, such as institutions, or the fact that
population-level processes alter the epidemiological

distribution of cultural contents over time. The point
is simply that cultural and social phenomena can
never be fully divorced from the structure of the human psychological architecture or understood without reference to its design.
The Twilight of Learning as a Social Science Explanation
Advocates of the Standard Social Science Model
have believed for nearly a century that they have
a solid explanation for how the social world inserts organization into the psychology of the developing individual. They maintain that structure enters from the social (and physical) world by the process of "Iearning"-individuals "learn" their language,
they "learn " their culture, they "learn " to walk, and
so on. All problems- whether they are long-enduring
adaptive problems or evolutionarily unprecedented
problems-are solved by "learning." In the intellectual
communities dominated by the SSSM, learning has
been thought to be a powerful explanation for how
certain things come about, an explanation that is
taken to refer to a well-understood and well- specified general process that someone (i.e., the psychological community) has documented. For this reason, "learning," and such common companion concepts as "culture," "rationality," and "intelligence," is
frequently invoked as an alternative explanation to
so-called "biological" explanations (e.g., sexual jealousy did not evolve, it is learned from culture; one
doesn’t need to explain how humans engage in social
exchange: They simply used their "reason" or "intelligence").
Of course, as most cognitive scientists know (and
all should), "learning"-like "culture," "rationality,"
and "intelligence"-is not an explanation for anything,
but is rather a phenomenon that itself requires explanation (Cosmides & Tooby, 1987; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990b). In fact, the concept of "learning" has,
for the social sciences, served the same function that
the concept of "protoplasm" did for so long in biology. For decades, biologists could see that living
things were very different from nonliving things, in
that a host of very useful things happened inside of
living things that did not occur inside of the nonliving (growth, the manufacture of complex chemicals,
the assembly of useful structures, tissue differentiation, energy production, and so on). They had no
idea what causal sequences brought these useful results about. They reified this unknown functionality, imagining it to be a real substance, and called it
"protoplasm," believing it to be the stuff that life was
made of. It was a name given to a mystery, which
was then used as an explanation for the functional
results that remained in genuine need of explanation. Of course, the concept of protoplasm eventually disappeared when molecular biologists began to
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determine the actual causal sequences by which the
functional business of life was transacted. "Protoplasm " turned out to be a heterogeneous collection
of incredibly intricate functionally organized structures and processes-a set of evolved adaptations, in
the form of microscopic molecular machinery such
as mitochondria, chloroplasts, the Krebs cycle, DNA
transcription, RNA translation, and so on.
Similarly, human minds do a host of singularly
useful things, by which they coordinate themselves
with things in the world: They develop skill in
the local community’s language; upon exposure to
events they change behavior in impressively functional ways; they reconstruct in themselves knowledge derived from others; they adopt the practices of
others around them; and so on. Psychologists did not
know what causal sequences brought these useful results about. They reified this unknown functionality, imagining it to be a unitary process, and called
it "leaming." "Leaming" is a name given to the unknown agent imagined to cause a large and heterogeneous set of functional outcomes. This name was
(and is) then used as an explanation for results that
remained in genuine need of explanation. We expect
that the concept of learning will eventually disappear as cognitive psychologists and other researchers
make progress in determining the actual causal sequences by which the functional business of the mind
is transacted. Under closer inspection, "learning" is
turning out to be a diverse set of processes caused
by a series of incredibly intricate, functionally organized cognitive adaptations, implemented in neurobiological machinery (see, e.g., Carey & Gel- man,
1991; Gallistel, 1990; Pinker 1989, 1991; Real, 1991
). With slight qualifications about the exact contexts
of usage, similar things could be said for "culture,"
"intelligence," and "rationality." The replacement of
the concept of protoplasm with a real understanding of the vast, hidden, underlying worlds of molecular causality has trans- formed our understanding
of the world in completely unexpected ways, and we
can only anticipate that the same will happen when
"learning" is replaced with knowledge.
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